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A toric degeneration is a flat family over A1 that is trivial away from the special fiber
(fiber over zero) and whose special fiber is a variety acted linearly by a torus with a dense orbit;
i.e., the special fiber is a non-normal = not-necessarily-normal toric variety. We introduce
a systematic method to construct toric degenerations of a projective variety (embedded up
to Veronese embeddings). Part 1 develops the general theory of non-normal toric varieties
by generalizing the more conventional theory of toric varieties. A new characterization of
non-normal toric varieties as a complex of toric varieties is given. Given a projective variety
X of dimension d, the main result of the thesis (Part 2) constructs a finite sequence of
flat degenerations with irreducible and reduced special fibers such that the last one is a
non-normal toric variety. The degeneration sequence depends on the choice of a full flag of
closed subvarieties X = Y0 ⊃ Y1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Yd such that each Yi is a good divisor in Yi−1. The
notion of a good divisor comes from the asymptotic ideal theory in commutative algebra
and the goodness ensures the finite generation of the defining graded ring of the special fiber
in each step. This is a generalization of degeneration (or deformation) to normal cone in
intersection theory and can be regarded as geometric reinterpretation of the construction of
a valuation in [Oko96], the key step in the construction of a Newton–Okounkov body. Part
3 reformulates the main result of [Oko96] in terms of an equivariant Hilbert function; this
reformulation may be thought of as a special case of the equivariant Riemann–Roch theorem.
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0.0 Introduction
Among other things, the present thesis introduces a systematic method to construct a
toric degeneration of a given projective variety. For our purpose, by a (flat) degeneration, we
mean a flat morphism
η : X→ A1
that is trivial away from the special fiber = fiber over 0; i.e., X − η−1(0) is isomorphic to
X × (A1 − 0) over A1 − 0 for some variety X. All the fibers of η other than the special fiber
are isomorphic to one another, namely X; thus, geometrically, η encodes the process of X
degenerating to the special fiber η−1(0). By a toric degeneration, we mean a flat degeneration
where we further require that the special fiber η−1(0) is toric in the sense that η−1(0) is a
variety1 that has a Grm = torus action with a dense orbit.2 If normal, it is then a toric variety.
Toric varieties form an important class of algebraic varieties and their geometry has intimate
connection with geometry and combinatorics of convex polytopes.
Degeneration techniques have a long history in algebraic geometry; in the literature, it is
much more common to consider a degeneration within a fixed ambient projective space; i.e.,
the case when η : X→ A1 factors as
X ↪→ PN × A1 → A1
where the first map is a (closed) immersion and the second map is the projection. One key
property is that the Hilbert function of the homogeneous coordinate ring of each fiber of
η, a closed subvariety of PN , is independent of the choice of fiber. We call it the Hilbert
function attached to X. In particular, the arithmetic genus is constant along the base A1.
This incidentally means that the special fiber of a toric degeneration is generally a non-normal
toric variety, as a normal toric variety has arithmetic genus zero. This motivates us to devote
Part 1 of the thesis to the general theory of not-necessarily-normal toric varieties, as no
1By convention, a variety is geometrically integral (= geometrically irreducible and geometrically reduced).
2In the literature, a semi-toric degeneration; i.e., a degeneration whose special fiber is a union of toric
varieties is also called a toric degeneration. Here, we do not use that terminology.
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commonly used reference exists on the topic.3 (More substantially, Part 1 is meant to be a
special case of the general theory of toric degenerations as a generalization of a toric variety;
see Remark 0.0.1 below for more on this.)
In this thesis, given a projective variety X ⊂ PN , we will construct a toric degeneration of
X up to some Veronese embedding PN ↪→ PN ′ . Thus it will be an embedded toric generation
but only going to a Veronese embedding. This is enough for many of the applications we are
interested in; the most important being the reframing of [Oko96]. In fact, our construction is a
variant of the construction in [Oko96] (which is the origin of the theory of Newton–Okounkov
bodies). Thus, to explain the application and the construction, we briefly review [Oko96]
first.
Let X ⊂ PN be a projective variety over C and G a connected reductive group acting on
the homogeneous coordinate ring R of X in the grade-preserving manner; i.e., for each n > 0,
there is a finite-dimensional representation
pin : G→ GL(Rn).
The paper [Oko96] concerns the asymptotic behavior of pin as n→∞; more precisely, the
number of times each irreducible representation (i.e., multiplicity) appear in each pin. The
reason for considering the asymptotic behaviors, at least for Okounkov, is that, as n→∞,
one expects (and can show) pin to exhibit some stable behavior; namely, multiplicities behave
like volumes and thus satisfy classical geometric inequalities such as the Brunn–Minkowski
inequality. As he mentions in the introduction of the paper, Okounkov was motivated by
a similar result in symplectic geometry but he establishes his result without tools from
symplectic geometry at all (so, in particular, it is valid over an arbitrary base field).
As we will do in §9, the above result of [Oko96] can be formulated in terms of a G-
equivariant Hilbert function attached to a toric degeneration. This is already interesting and
in fact this observation was the origin of the thesis. But, in hindsight, the importance of
the reformulation here is that it is an instance of an application of a toric degeneration to
extend some of notions/constructions in sympletic geometry, which takes place over C, to
3See also the webpage https://dacox.people.amherst.edu/toric.html for the list of references on non-normal
toric varieties. As the references there indicate, a non-normal toric variety is typically thought of as an
instance of a scheme over a “generalized ring”.
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algebraic geometry over an arbitrary base field. For example, one can define the moment
polytope (the image of a moment map) of a toric degeneration in this way; this is because
the data specifying a not-necessarily-normal toric variety is free of the base field and thus,
without loss of generality, the base field of the special fiber can be assumed to be C. We
note that this phenomenon is very analogous to one in algebraic number theory; there one
considers a flat model of X over a base such that the special fiber is over a finite field and
the generic fiber is over a field of characteristic zero. One then for instance considers a lift or
deformation of a Frobenius action from the special fiber to the generic fiber. In the setup of
a toric degeneration, an analogous procedure is possible because, again, the data defining
a non-normal toric variety is combinatorial. (Here, as an analog of the deformation of a
Frobenius action, one can consider, for example, a deformation of a Hamiltonian group action
via a toric degeneration.)
0.0.1 Remark (flat model). The present thesis has tried but yet not completed introducing
the viewpoint that a toric degeneration is a generalization of a toric variety (or of a toric
scheme over an affine line); it is something that can be studied on its own as opposed to the
means to study a given variety. Indeed, as we will come back to later, we prefer to view a
toric degeneration of X as an example of a flat model of X and, in algebraic geometry, to
study a space (e.g., a variety or analytic space) as well as objects (e.g., sheaves) on the space,
it is a common technique to shift the attention from the space to flat models of that space.4
As in [An13], our construction of a toric degeneration is based on Okounkov’s construction
of a valuation for the function field of a variety X. (This is the most general construction as a
toric degeneration inside a projective space necessarily comes from a valuation; cf. Proposition
7.2.4.) For that, we briefly recall his construction in the form that slightly differs from the
original one. A key piece is:
0.0.2 Lemma (Lemma 7.2.5). Let Y ⊂ X be a codimension-one closed subvariety of an
algebraic variety X; i.e., Y is a prime Weil divisor. If
ν ′ : k(Y )∗ → Zr−1
4The term “flat mode” is not common; in arithmetic geometry, a flat model is more commonly called an
integral model and in rigid geometry a flat model is called a formal model.
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is a valuation whose image is a free abelian group of rank r − 1, then there exists a not-
necessarily-unique valuation
ν : k(X)∗ → Zr,
such that (1) ν(f) = ν ′(f |Y ) for each f in k(X) that does not have zero or pole along Y , so
that f |Y is defined and nonzero, and (2) the image of ν is a free abelian group of rank r.
The proof of the lemma is short. The lemma is then applied inductively to a given partial
flag of closed subvarieties
X = Y0 ⊃ Y1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Yr,
where each Yi is a codimension-one closed subvariety of Yi−1; i.e., a prime Weil divisor, to
not-uniquely yield the valuation
ν : k(X)∗ → Zr.
See Remark 7.3.1.
Now, if X = ProjR is a projective variety and, for simplicity, if R is an integral
domain and contains a degree-one element s (e.g., a global section of OX(1)) that does
not vanish on Yr, then ν extends to each degree-n piece Rn through the open affine chart
{s 6= 0} = Spec(R[s−1]0):
νRn : Rn − 0
f 7→f/sn→ R[s−1]0 − 0 ν→ Zr,
which in turns determines the integral domain (as R is an integral domain and ν is a
valuation):
grν R :=
∞⊕
n=0
⊕
a∈Zr
{f ∈ Rn|f = 0 or νRn(f) ≥ a}/{f ∈ Rn|f = 0 or νRn(f) > a}.
If r = dimX; i.e., if the flag is full, then grν R is a graded semigroup algebra that is an
integral domain; thus, if it is finitely generated, then Proj of grν R is a not-necessarily-normal
toric variety. By means of a Rees algebra (§5), one can then construct a toric degeneration
X  Proj(grν R) inside PN
′
, N ′ = the number of the generators of grν R. We stress that,
while ν is intrinsically constructed only from X, grν R, obviously, depends on R; i.e., the
question of “finite generation” is a matter of extrinsic geometry of X.
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We note that even if grν R is not finitely generated, when the flag is full, it is still a graded
semigroup algebra and one can attach a convex set to it5 and the closure of the convex set
is then called the Newton–Okounkov body of R relative to the flag Y•; [KK12] and [LM09].
(This convex set is a convex polytope if and only if grν R is finitely generated by Proposition
2.4.10; thus, in that case, the Newton–Okounkov body encodes the Hilbert function of the
normalization of grν R, a very useful information for many applications.)
For the application, the key property of the above valuation is that, as a graded vector
space, R and grν R are isomorphic. Hence, we can view the construction as determining a
family of graded ring structures on the same underlying graded vector space; put in another
way, the graded ring structure of R is a deformation of the graded ring structure of grν R.
In particular, the procedure leaves intact the Hilbert function as the function is agnostic
about the ring structure. More significantly to representation theory, when there is some
graded-linear group action on R by a reductive group G, the valuation can be constructed to
preserve the linear group action; i.e., R and grν R are isomorphic as graded G-modules.
Now, to address the question of the finite generation of grν R, in this thesis, we introduce
the notion of a good flag ; i.e., a flag giving rise to finitely generated grν R in the above
construction. In fact, we actually reinterpret the above construction of the valuation in a
manner more familiar to algebraic geometers (specifically to those with some background in
intersection theory). To define a good flag, for simplicity, suppose Yi is an effective Cartier
divisor on Yi−1. We then say that a flag Y• is a good flag if there are homogeneous elements
x1, . . . , xn in R of positive degree such that, as sets,
X = Y0 ⊃ Y1 = V (x1, . . . , xn1) ⊃ · · · ⊃ Yd = V (x1, . . . , xnd)
where
0 ≤ ni − ni−1 − 1 ≤ dimYi = d− i, n0 = 0
(see Example 7.1.2). Geometrically, if R is the section ring of OX(1), then each xi corresponds
to a hypersurface in the linear system |OX(qi)|, qi = deg(xi), and so the above condition
5This convex set is the slice of the cone generated by the defining graded semigroup of grν R, which may
not be closed. The author personally calls it the Newton–Okounkov convex set of R; but that terminology is
non-standard.
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means that Y1 is the (set-theoretic) base locus of the sections x1, . . . , xn1 , Y2 is the (set-
theoretic) base locus of the sections x1, . . . , xn2 , etc. The notion of a good flag can still be
defined without the “Cartier” assumption.
Now, we can state the following summary of Theorem 7.2.1 and Remark 7.3.1:
0.0.3 Theorem. Given a good flag Y• of X as above, we can construct a sequence of flat
degenerations:
X  X1  · · · Xi
so that
(1) Xi = Proj(grνi R) where νi is the valuation given by Okounkov’s construction from
the flag X = Y0 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Yi and grνi R is finitely generated. In particular, Gim acts on Xi
linearly with finite stabilizers.
(2) Each Yi is the GIT quotient of Xi by the Gim-action in (1).
Conversely, if grν R is finitely generated, then the flag used to define ν is a good flag.
See §2.7.1 for the definition of a GIT quotient as well as its basic properties. The key
component in the proof of the theorem is that a lifting property of a good flag for a GIT
quotient; namely, we prove the following (Proposition 7.1.4):
0.0.4 Proposition (lifting of a good flag). Let pi : Xss → Y be a projective GIT quotient by
a linear action of a torus Grm with no negative weights (the characters of the torus are totally
ordered with respect to the lexicographical ordering on Zr = Hom(Grm,Gm)).
Then, given a good flag Y ⊃ Y ′ of Y , there exists a good flag X ⊃ Z of X that is a lift
of it; i.e., pi(Z ∩Xss) = Y ′ (note Z is generally not an effective Cartier divisor.)
Theorem 0.0.3 is then proved by a repeated application of the above proposition. First,
the theorem is true for a good flag of length one essentially by definition (or defining
characterization of it; Theorem 6.3.1 (ii)). Next, because there is a GIT quotient Xss1 → Y1
and Y1 ⊃ Y2 is a good flag, we get a good flag X1 ⊃ Z, which, by the length-one case,
degenerates X1 to X2 and so forth. (The proposition itself is, roughly, a consequence of the
compatibility of valuations and a graded Nakayama lemma.)
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Okounkov’s original construction uses an analogous tool to inductively construct a
valuation out of a flag (Lemma 7.2.5); the above proposition is then may be thought of as
the geometric version of that.
The construction of a projective GIT quotient crucially relies on the choice (and existence)
of an equivariant ample line bundle6; in particular, the quasi-projectivity of the variety.
Consequently, the construction of Theorem 0.0.3 relies, in particular, on the quasi-projectivity
of the variety (see Conjecture below for a possible resolution to this issue).
We stress that the notion of a good flag is relative to a choice of the defining ring R of
the projective variety X; or equivalently a choice of an ample line bundle on X. To reinforce
this point further, we make the following comment:
0.0.5 Remark (good divisor). Intuitively speaking, a good flag is a flag consisting of good
divisors. Intrinsically, (for simplicity) a good divisor on a projective variety X is simply
an effective Cartier divisor. The difference from an effective Cartier divisor has to do with
extrinsic geometry: when X is equipped an ample effective Cartier divisor H, a good divisor
is an effective Cartier divisor that is relatively in a good position with H; e.g., H itself. For
the purpose of the construction, we assume that each divisor in the flag is geometrically
integral but that itself is incidental to the notion of a good divisor. (Currently, a somewhat
more general theory of good divisors is being worked out in a sequel to the thesis [Mu2X],
that includes in particular Zariski’s theorem on finite generation of a section ring.)
To the readers with some background on geometric invariant theory, a good analogy
would be that of a stable point. Relative to an ample equivariant line bundle, one can speak
of whether a given closed point is a stable point or not. In much the same way, relative to
a given ample line bundle, one can speak of whether a given (effective Cartier) divisor is a
good divisor or not.
Finally, [An13] considers a similar idea that one should identify some distinguished class
of divisors. It is an interesting question to investigate the relationship between Anderson’s
divisor and a good divisor in the sense defined here.
It is known that there exists a smooth projective curve of genus ≥ 2 embedded in a
6An equivariant line bundle is also known as a linearized line bundle.
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projective space that does not admit a toric degeneration, without a change of the embedding
other than a change through a Veronese embedding (see Corollary 6.3.2 and [KMM20, §3]).
This motivates the following:
Problem. If a projective variety X ⊂ PN contains a copy of P1 perhaps in some “favorable
position”, then show that there exists a good flag of the form X = Y0 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Yd−1 = P1 ⊃ Yd.
Note that it is not enough that X contains a singular rational curve; see [IW20]. By an
argument with Bertini’s theorem, without any restriction on the variety X, it is not hard to
construct a partial good flag (Example 7.2.3); hence, the thesis in particular recovers the
main result of [KMM20]. The above problem thus says that this Bertini argument can be
modified to construct a full good flag when there is a copy of P1 in X.
There is also a conjecture that we want to propose, which is an analog of Raynaud’s
theorem in rigid geometry.7
Conjecture. Given an algebraically closed field k, there is an equivalence of categories:
toric degenerations / ∼ '→ algebraic varieties over k
[X] 7→ the generic fiber of X
where / ∼ refers to a localization (i.e., a quotient) of a category so that if X ∼ X′, then they
have the same generic fiber.
Moreover, in the above, “proper” is respected in the sense that if a general fiber X of X is
proper (i.e., complete) over the base field, then the special fiber of X is also proper.
In the above, ∼ is not explicitly specified and working out the generators of ∼ is an
important problem (our working guess is that ∼ is generated by admissible blow-ups.)
In a way, Conjecture is a call for a larger program of working out the theory for de-
generations together with morphisms between them. It is quite useful and important to
consider a degeneration of not just of a single variety. That will be clarifying, for example, a
toric degeneration of a closed subvariety of a projective space without changing the ambient
projective space; e.g., Gro¨bner degeneration can be formulated as a degeneration of a closed
7Raynaud’s theorem in rigid geometry states that the category of (quasi-compact quasi-separated) rigid
analytic k-space is equivalent to the localization of admissible formal schemes over a complete discrete
valuation ring of k with respect to admissible blow-ups.
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immersion f : X ↪→ PN . Similarly, the toric degenerations constructed in the thesis can be
viewed as a degeneration of f : X ↪→ PN together with a Veronese embedding PN ↪→ PN ′ .
0.1 Convention and notations
The following terminology, notations and conventions are used throughout the thesis.
• A finite module means a finitely generated module.
• An algebraic variety is a geometrically integral scheme that is separated and is of finite
type over a given base field. (Note some authors such as Fulton assume only that an
algebraic variety is irreducible instead of geometrically irreducible and that will cause an
issue when we use Bertini’s theorem for instance.)
• The precise meaning of the often-used phrase “ProjR is a projective variety” is given in
Definition 2.4.7.
• R+, the set of nonnegative real numbers.
• N = R+ ∩ Z.
• k[S], the semigroup algebra of a unital semigroup S.
Except for Part 3 (where the main concern is representation theory), we have stated
the results for a base field that is not necessarily algebraically closed field. This is because,
as the readers will easily notice, many of the results belong to commutative algebra and
in commutative algebra, it is usually unnatural and unnecessarily to require the base field
is an algebraically closed field (even infinite). Geometrically-minded readers should simply
assume the base field is algebraically closed. Algebraically-minded readers will notice that,
for majority of the results in the thesis, it is not even necessary to assume the base ring is a
field (but is still some nice regular ring like a discrete valuation ring). Geometrically-speaking,
the case when the base ring has higher dimension corresponds to a family-situation; e.g., a
family of toric degenerations.
We should, however, note that most of the nontrivial commutative algebra results here
will fail for general Noetherian rings or Noetherian integral domains (cf. Remark 5.3.3); it is
9
crucial to limit ourselves to rings that are finitely generated algebras (the reason is closely
related to dimension-theoretic difficulties we encounter when we try to develop intersection
theory only using Noetherian rings).
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1.0 Part 1: Non-normal toric varieties and inverse systems of semigroups
By definition, an affine non-normal toric variety is the Spec of a finitely generated
semigroup k-algebra that is an integral domain:
XS = Spec k[S].
We define a non-normal toric variety as a variety obtained by gluing such XS for some given
system of semigroups S satisfying the compatibility conditions. ”Non-normal” refers to the
fact that X is not necessarily normal. If X is normal, we call X a toric variety. For example,
a fan of cones gives rise to such a system of semigroups (by choosing a lattice and then taking
the lattice points of the duals of the cones.)
Given an N-graded finitely generated semigroup S ⊂ N× Zd, the variety
Proj k[S]
is called a projective non-normal toric variety. Our concept of a non-normal toric variety
generalizes this notion; such an S determines a system of the semigroups Su so that Proj(k[S])
is obtained by gluing Spec k[Su]; concretely, k[Su] are localizations of k[S].
The use of a system of semigroups allows us to develop a theory that naturally extends
that of toric varieties developed in the standard texts such as [Ful93]. Theories of non-normal
toric varieties similar to ours are also developed in the papers cited at http://www.cs.
amherst.edu/~dac/toric.html, the webpage for the book ”Toric varieties.”
The present section mainly concerns with the definition and some basic properties of
a non-normal toric scheme. The implication of the presence of the torus action will be
considered in the next section.
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1.1 A non-normal toric variety defined by a system of semigroups
We shall use the following notion (cf. [Ro13]).
1.1.1 Definition. By an inverse system (or a projective system) of semigroups indexed by
a category I, we mean a contravariant functor i 7→ Si from a category I to the category of
unital commutative semigroups. A fancy way is to say that it is a semigroup-valued presheaf
on a category I (we will consider the sheaf condition later; namely, Lemma 1.1.6).
This notion generalizes the properties of a fan (see below) and semigroups arising from it,
as we explain. If σ ⊂ Rd is a nonempty subset, we write
σ∨ = {u ∈ Rd|〈u, v〉 ≥ 0, v ∈ σ}, σ⊥ = {u ∈ Rd|〈u, v〉 = 0, v ∈ σ}.
A nonempty subset of Rd is called a convex cone if it is convex and is also stable under
the multiplication by positive real numbers. (Convex cones are often assumed to be closed,
but that assumption is unnecessary in many cases.)
Given convex cones τ, σ in Rd, we say τ is a face of σ if τ = σ or τ = σ ∩ u⊥ for some
u ∈ σ∨. A maximal proper face is called a facet. It can be shown easily (Lemma 2.2.1) that
(1) a finite intersection of faces is a face and (2) ”is a face of” is a transitive relation.
By a fan of convex cones in Rd, we mean a nonempty set I consisting of cones in Rd such
that
(i) if σ ∈ I and τ is a face of σ; i.e., , then τ ∈ I
(ii) if σ, τ ∈ I, then σ ∩ τ is a face of both σ and τ .
Given σ, τ in I, if τ is a face of σ, then we write τ → σ. Since a face inclusion is a
transitive relation, this turns I to a category. For each σ ∈ I, let Sσ = σ∨ ∩Zd. Then σ 7→ Sσ
forms a projective system of semigroups with Sσ → Sτ induced by the inclusions of faces
τ ↪→ σ.
Intuitively speaking, we can think Sσ consists of ”functions” on σ (hence, the use of dual)
and the map Sσ → Sτ restricts the functions on σ to τ .
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In practice, one commonly assumes the cones to be (strongly convex1) rational polyhedral
cones so that Sσ is finitely generated by Gordan’s lemma ([Ful93] Proposition 1).
2
Given a field k, we fix the standard algebraic torus
Gdm = Spec k[Zd] = (Spec k[t, t−1])×d
(more general tori and their actions are considered in the next section.)
Note that Gdm(k) = Mor(Spec(k),Gdm) = (k∗)d, canonically as groups (cf. an example at
Definition A.0.1).
Our first goal in this section is to show a projective system of semigroups determines a non-
normal toric variety and, conversely, such a variety arises that fashion. This will generalize a
fact for toric varieties that says that a fan determines a toric variety and conversely. But there
is a key difficulty. Sumihiro’s theorem says that a normal Gdm-variety admits a Gdm-invariant
open affine cover. In the theory of toric varieties, this theorem is used to show that every
normal toric variety (i.e., a normal Gdm-variety with an open dense orbit) arises from a fan.
The theorem is not valid without the normality assumption (cf. Example 1.1.12 below). We
shall avoid this difficultly by simply limiting ourselves to those satisfying the conclusion of
Sumihiro’s theorem.
1.1.2 Definition. A non-normal toric variety over a field k is a Gdm-variety over k that
admits an open dense Gdm-orbit as well as a Gdm-invariant open affine cover. (The latter
condition is automatic if X is normal by Sumihiro’s theorem.)
If a non-normal toric variety is a normal variety, it is called a toric variety.
1.1.3 Example. The torus itself Grm is a toric variety; in fact, intuitively speaking, we tend
to view a non-normal toric variety as a partially compactified torus. Also, given an algebraic
variety X with an (algebraic) action of Grm, each Grm-orbit closure on X is a non-normal toric
variety, assuming the conclusion of Sumihiro’s theorem holds for it.
Here is some other (important) way to think about the notion.
1A convex cone σ is said to be strongly convex if σ ∩ (−σ) = 0.
2In loc. cit., the name is given as ”Gordon” but that is a typo.
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1.1.4 Remark (Cox’s theorem). We assume the definition of a GIT (= geometric-invariant-
theory) quotient is known. Let X be a non-normal toric variety and Xnor the normalization
of it; then Xnor is a toric variety. Hence, by [Cox95] Theorem 2.1., Xnor can be written as a
GIT quotient of an affine space by some torus action; consequently, there is a composition
(AN)ss → Xnor = (AN)ss//GNm → X
where (AN )ss is the semistable locus. In other words, X is a GIT quotient up to a finite map
in the canonical way.
The affine case of the definition can be made concrete (see Theorem 1.2.1 for the projective
case).
1.1.5 Lemma. Let X be an affine Gdm-variety over an algebraically closed field k with an
open dense Gdm-orbit O. Then
(i) X = Spec k[S] for some finitely generated subsemigroup S of Zd.
(ii) For S in (i), S generates Zd ⇔ the composition Gdm → O ↪→ X is birational.
Proof. (i) Let A be the coordinate ring of X; then A is a Gdm-algebra through a left-regular
representation.3 By a basic result in the theory of linear algebraic groups (Proposition A.0.3),
we can find a finite-dimensional Gdm-submodule W generating A. Since the linear actions
of elements of Gdm(k) = (k∗)d are simultaneously diagonalizable on W , W admits a weight
space decomposition and then, since an element of A is a polynomial in weight vectors, A
itself admits a weight space decomposition:
A =
⊕
χ
Aχ
where χ : Gdm → Gm are homomorphisms and Aχ = {f ∈ A|t · f = χ(t)f}. The inclusion
O ↪→ X is birational and it follows that dimAχ ≤ 1 (indeed, if f, g are weight vectors of
the same weight, f/g is torus-invariant and (f/g)|O must be constant). Hence, A is the
semigroup algebra of a subsemigroup S ⊂ Hom(Gdm,Gm) = Zd (cf. §2.1 for the last equality).
Also, S is finitely generated as S is generated by finitely many weights of the weight vectors
in W .
3In [MFK94], a left-regular representation is called a dual action.
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Finally, (ii) holds because S generates Zd if and only if k(X) = Q(k[S]) = Q(k[Zd]) =
k(Gdm) if and only if Gdm → X is birational.
Gluing affine non-normal toric varieties gives rise to a non-normal toric variety. This is
done by:
1.1.6 Lemma (gluing lemma). Let I be a category that admits a finite product and we
write i ∩ j for the product of i, j; the notation is because if i, j are cones, the product is the
intersection of i, j.
Let i 7→ Si, i ∈ I be a projective systems of finitely generated subsemigroups of Zd such
that
(i) For any i→ j, the induced map Spec k[Si]→ Spec k[Sj] is an open immersion.
(ii) For any l→ i, l→ j in I, Sl is generated by the images of Si and Sj.
(iii) I is finite; i.e., it has only finitely many objects.
(iv) I has an initial object i0 such that Si0 is a group G ' Zd.
We let
X = lim−→ Spec k[Si],
that is, X is obtained by gluing Spec k[Si] and Spec k[Si] along Spec k[Sinf{i,j}].4
Then X is a non-normal toric variety in the sense of Definition 1.1.2.
Proof. We must show X is an integral scheme that is of finite type and is separated over
the base field k.
We note that X is separated over k if and only if Sl is generated by the images of Si
and Sj for any l → i, l → j. Indeed, since a closed immersion is local, X is separated over
k ⇔ Spec k[Sl] → Spec k[Si] ×k Spec k[Sj] is a closed immersion for any l → i, l → j ⇔
k[Si]⊗k k[Sj]→ k[Sl], χu ⊗ χu′ 7→ χu+u′ is surjective ⇔ Sl is generated by the images of Si
and Sj for any l→ i, l→ j.
Hence, X is separated by (ii). Since X is locally of finite type and is quasi-compact (the
latter by (iii)), X is of finite type. Finally, X is connected, as a consequence of (iv), and so
is irreducible (since local rings are integral domains.)
4the inductive limit exists as a scheme over k ([Hart77] Ch. II, Exercise 2.12.)
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Here is a prototypical example in which the conditions of the lemma are satisfied.
1.1.7 Example. Let S ⊂ Zd be an additive subsemigroup. If u ∈ S, then the localization
map
k[S]→ k[S][χ−u] = k[S + N(−u)]
corresponds to S ↪→ S+N(−u). Geometrically, this localization map corresponds to the open
immersion {χu 6= 0} = Spec(k[S + N(−u)]) ↪→ Spec k[S] and so (i) of the lemma is satisfied.
(Explicitly, for the index category I, we can take the category where the objects are
Uu = Spec k[S][χ
−u] and then we have the obvious contravariant functor Uu 7→ Su.)
In the theory of toric varieties, the above assumes the following more convex-geometric
form. Let σ ⊂ Rd be a closed cone and Sσ = σ∨ ∩ Zd. If τ is a face of σ, then τ = σ ∩ u⊥ for
some u ∈ Sσ. Since (σ + R+(−u))∨ = σ∨ ∩ (R+(−u))∨ = τ , we find:
Sτ = Sσ + N(−u).
Thus, by the early discussion, (i) is satisfied for τ → σ. As for (ii), let τ be a cone such that τ
is the intersection of the closed cones σ, σ′. By the hyperplane separation theorem, we find a
hyperplane u⊥ = {〈u, ·〉 = 0} such that rel. int(σ) ⊂ {〈u, ·〉 > 0} and rel. int(σ′) ⊂ {〈u, ·〉 < 0}.
Shrinking u⊥, we can also achieve τ = σ ∩ u⊥ = σ′ ∩ u⊥ Then it is straightforward to see
that Sτ = Sσ + Sσ′ .
The next theorem is a direct generalization of the analogous statement in the normal
case.
1.1.8 Theorem. Assume the base field k is algebraically closed (for simplicity).
Let T d be the category where
• the objects are pairs (I, S∗)5 of a category I and a projective system S∗ = {Si|i ∈ I} on I
as in Lemma 1.1.6,
• a morphism φ : (I, S∗)→ (I ′, S ′∗) consists of a functor I → I ′ and semigroup homomor-
phisms S ′ϕ(i) → Si indexed by the objects of I such that, for each i→ j, S ′ϕ(j) → Sj → Si
coincides with S ′ϕ(j) → S ′ϕ(i) → Si (in short, a natural transformation S ′ϕ(∗) → S∗).
5Intuitively speaking, we can think of a pair (I, S∗) as a semigroup-ed-space with the structure sheaf S∗
on the space I.
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Define the functor from T d to the category of algebraic varieties by sending a system
{Si|i ∈ I} in T d to lim−→i Spec k[Si].
Then this functor is well-defined. Moreover, (up to isomorphisms), each non-normal toric
variety with torus Gdm is in the image of this functor.
Proof. First we describe how the functor maps morphisms. Given a morphism φ : S∗ → S ′∗ in
T d, let Ui = Spec k[Si] and U ′j = Spec k[S ′j]. Then, for each i ∈ I, φ determines a morphism
of varieties:
ϕ∗ : Ui → U ′ϕ(i)
given by k[S ′ϕ(i)]→ k[Si]. We claim that the above maps glue. Note that Ui∩j = Ui ∩ Uj and
thus, given i, j in I, we need to verify that Ui∩j ↪→ Ui → U ′ϕ(i) agrees with Ui∩j ↪→ Uj → U ′ϕ(j).
But, by assumption, the first one is equal to Ui∩j → U ′ϕ(i∩j) → U ′ϕ(i) and the similar equality
holds for the second; whence, the agreement.
To complete the proof, let X be a non-normal toric variety with Gdm-invariant open affine
cover Ui’s. Then, by Lemma 1.1.5, we can write Ui = Spec k[Si]. With Si → Sj induced by
Uj → Ui, the Si’s form a projective system of semigroups.
We record:
1.1.9 Proposition. The functor in the theorem specializes to the corresponding functor in
the theory of toric varieties.
Proof. Omitted but is clear since the above theorem is obtained by generalizing the toric-
variety case.
Here are some simple examples and remarks.
1.1.10 Example. Let S1 = Z≥0, S2 = Z≤0. Then {Z, S1, S2} is in T d with the inclusions
Si → Z, i = 1, 2. Gluing Spec k[Si], i = 1, 2 along Gm = Spec k[Z] results in P1.
1.1.11 Example. Let S1 ⊂ Z be the subsemigroup generated by 2, 3 and S2 = Z≤0. Then
gluing Spec k[Si], i = 1, 2 along Spec k[Z] results in a non-normal toric variety X whose
normalization is P1.
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1.1.12 Example ([Oda78], Ch. I, §2). Let X be a rational curve with a node, obtained by
identifying 0 = (0 : 1) and ∞ = (1 : 0) on P1. Then Gm = k∗ acts on X but the node has no
Gm-invariant affine neighborhood. Hence, it is not a non-normal toric variety in the sense of
Definition 1.1.2.
1.1.13 Remark. For further discussion of failure of Sumihiro’s theorem, see also [Br13].
1.2 Projective non-normal toric varieties
We shall next give a theorem describing how a graded semigroup gives rise to a projective
non-normal toric variety and, conversely, every equivariantly-projective non-normal toric
variety is of such a form.
First, we recall the notion of an equivariant line bundle. Let X be an algebraic variety X
with an action of the torus Gdm. By a Gdm-equivariant line bundle, we mean an invertible sheaf
L such that the corresponding line bundle YL = SpecX(
⊕∞
0 (L
∗)n) is a Gdm-variety having
the properties
(1) the projection p : YL → X is Gdm-equivariant,
(2) the action induces the linear transformation p−1(x) → p−1(t−1 · x) for closed points
t ∈ Gdm and x ∈ X.
Or, equivalently, L is a Gdm-linearized invertible sheaf in the sense of [MFK94].
The next theorem is a projective analog of Lemma 1.1.5.
1.2.1 Theorem. Let S ⊂ N× Zd be a finitely generated subsemigroup and l : N× Zd → N
the coordinate projection (called the level function). Then the projective variety
Proj k[S]
is a non-normal toric variety, where Proj is taken with respect to N-grading. Concretely, it is
given as:
Proj k[S] = lim−→
l(u)>0
Spec k[Su], Su = {x− nu|n ∈ N, x, u ∈ S, l(x) = nl(u)}
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where the colimit runs over all elements u of S with l(u) > 0 (a special case of Example
1.1.7.)
Conversely, every complete non-normal toric variety that admits a Grm-equivariant ample
line bundle (cf. Question 1.2.2) has such a form; i.e., one can write X = Proj k[S] for some
graded S as above.
Proof. By construction, Proj k[S] has an open affine chart consisting of
Spec(k[S][f−1]0)
where R0 denotes the zero-th degree piece of a graded ring R and f are various homogeneous
elements of k[S] of positive degree. We can take the f ’s here to be the generators of k[S]
and k[S] is generated by χu, l(u) > 0. Thus, the first assertion follows from Lemma 1.1.6 (cf.
Example 1.1.7).
Next, we prove the converse. By assumption, there is a Gdm-equivariant ample line bundle
L on X; so X = ProjR(L) where R(L) =
⊕∞
0 Γ(X,L
⊗n) is the section ring of L. Then R(L)
is a Gdm-algebra. Arguing similarly to the last part of the proof of Lemma 1.1.5, we see R(L)
is a semigroup algebra.
1.2.2 Question (of linearization). The author is unaware of a simple answer to the question:
which ample line bundle on a non-normal toric variety with torus Grm is Grm-linearizable.6
But here is some partial result that is marginally interesting. Let X be a complete
non-normal toric variety, and L a line bundle on it. Then, for the open dense orbit O on X,
L|O is trivial. Indeed, since O is a normal variety, writing Cl for the divisor class group, we
have:
Pic(O) ⊂ Cl(O) ' Cl(Grm) = Cl(Spec k[x1, x−11 , . . . , xr, x−1r ]) = 0.
Thus, we can write L = OX(D) for some Cartier divisor D on X (Proof: write L = OX(E)
for some Cartier divisor E and then take D = E − div(f) for some rational function f on X
such that div(f)|O = E|O.)
6This is one of the reasons that, in Part 2, we take a global approach when we construct a toric degeneration
(so linearization is automatic), as opposed to a local approach.
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We have that Supp(D) is Grm-invariant, since each irreducible component of it is an
irreducible component of X − O. Thus, for example, if D is reduced (or more generally
Weil7), then D is invariant. Now, according to Ch. 1, §3., Proposition 1.5. of [MFK94], some
tensor power L⊗m is linearizable if and only if some tensor power of L in Pic(X) is Gdm-fixed.
Thus, in that case, some tensor power of L is Grm-linearizable. (Note: the assumption on D
holds for example if X is Cohen-Macaulay.)
1.3 Saturation of a semigroup
Throughout Part 1, we need the notion of a saturation and some basic facts about it.
1.3.1 Definition. Given a subsemigroup S ⊂ Zd, if G is the subgroup of Zd generated by S,
then the semigroup
S˜ =
(⋃
n>0
1
n
S
)
∩G
is called the saturation of S. Equivalently, S˜ = R+S ∩G (use Carathe´odory’s theorem). The
semigroup S is said to be saturated if S˜ = S.
The next proposition gives an algebraic characterization of saturation.
1.3.2 Proposition. Let S ⊂ Zd be an additive subsemigroup, G the group generated by it
and S˜ = R+S ∩G its saturation. Then
S˜ = {u ∈ G|χu is integral over k[S]}.
Consequently, k[S˜] is the integral closure of k[S] in the field of fractions of k[S]. (Note: S
need not be finitely generated here.)
Proof. Since k[G] and k[S] have the same field of fractions and since k[G], the localization of
a polynomial ring, is an integrally closed domain, it suffices to show that the integral closure
of k[S] in k[G] is k[S˜].
7Somehow abusively, we say an effective Cartier divisor is Weil if there is no embedded component.
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If u ∈ S˜, then nu ∈ S for some positive integer n. Thus, χnu ∈ k[S] and so χu is integral
over k[S]. Conversely, suppose χu is integral over k[S]; i.e., we can write
χnu + gn−1χ(n−1)u + · · ·+ g0 = 0
for some gi ∈ k[S]. That we can cancel χnu means we have: for some i > 0,
nu = w + (n− i)u
where χw, w ∈ S is some monomial appearing in gn−i. Then iu ∈ S.
1.3.3 Corollary. If S ⊂ N× Zd is a finitely generated subsemigroup, then Proj k[S˜] is the
normalization of Proj k[S].
Conversely, if Proj k[S] is normal, then S˜ − S is a finite set.
To give another corollary, we recall the following algebraic fact:
1.3.4 Theorem (Noether’s finiteness theorem and converse). Let A be an algebra over a
field k such that A is an integral domain. Then A is finitely generated as a k-algebra if and
only if the integral closure of A in the field of fractions is finitely generated as a k-algebra.
Proof. The direction (⇒) is the standard fact in commutative algebra. The converse is a
consequence of the Artin-Tate lemma ([Ei04], Exercise 4.32). Since the integral closure is
integral and of finite type over A, it is finite over A. Thus, the Artin-Tate lemma says that
A is a finitely generated algebra over k.
1.3.5 Corollary. In the notations of the proposition, S is finitely generated if and only if S˜
is finitely generated.
Proof. Consider C[S] and use Proposition 1.3.2 and Theorem 1.3.4.
1.3.6 Remark. Let X = lim−→ Spec k[Si] be a non-normal toric variety with the torus G
d
m =
Spec k[Zd] defined by a system of semigroups Si’s. Then S˜i = σ∨i ∩ Zd for some cone σi
(namely, σi is the dual of R+S.)
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The Picard group of a torus is trivial. This fact is true more generally. We recall that a
reduced Noetherian ring A is said to be seminormal if there is no element x in the total ring
of fractions of A such that x2, x3 are in A but x 6∈ A. We say SpecA is seminormal if A is a
seminormal ring.
1.3.7 Theorem. Let XS = Spec k[S] be an affine non-normal toric variety.
(i) (Quillen-Suslin) If XS is seminormal, then every finitely generated projective module
over k[S] is free; i.e., every vector bundle on XS is trivial.
(ii) Conversely, if Pic(XS) = 0; i.e., every line bundle on XS is trivial, then XS is
seminormal.
For the proofs of the above as well as the general background on the result, see Chapter
8 of [BG08].
1.4 Some non-finite examples of semigroups
Here are some examples that do not quite fit into the framework developed in this
section but can be handled by dropping some convention. For example, in Lemma 1.1.6, the
assumption that I is finite is needed only to ensure the resulting scheme is of finite type not
just locally of finite type. In fact, in the original definition of toric varieties, Mumford allows
for an infinite fan.
1.4.1 Example. Let ri be a decreasing sequence of positive rational numbers such that
r1 = 1 and ri → 0 as i → ∞. Let σi ⊂ R2 be the ray generated by the vector (ri, 1) and
σi,i+1 ⊂ R2 the cone generated by σi and σi+1. Then F = {(0, 0), σi, σi,i+1|i = 1, 2, . . . } is a
fan and so we get the variety XF by the same way we construct a toric variety; explicitly, let
Si,i+1 = σ
∨
i,i+1 ∩ Z2 and thus
Si,i+1 = {u ∈ Z2|riu1 + u2 ≥ 0, ri+1u1 + u2 ≥ 0}.
Then XF is obtained by gluing Spec k[Si,i+1] along Spec k[Si], Si = σ
∨
i ∩ Z2 = {u ∈ Z2|riu1 +
u2 ≥ 0}.
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1.4.2 Example (cf. [An13] Example 5.10). We consider the graded semigroup
S = {(n, a) ∈ N× Z|0 ≤ a ≤ 3n− 1},
which is not finitely generated. Let X = Proj k[S]. Explicitly, S is generated by
(1, 0), (1, 1), (i, 3i − 1) for all integers i > 0. By definition, X is obtained by gluing
Spec(k[S][χ−uj ]0) for the generators uj (cf. Example 1.1.7). We have k[S][χ
−(1,0)]0 = k[χ(0,1)]
and k[S][χ−(1,1)]0 = k[S][χ−(1,2)] = k[χ(0,1), χ−(0,1)]. Also, for each i > 0, we have:
k[S][χ−(i,3i−1)]0 = k[χ
(0,1), χ−(0,1)],
since (0, 1) = (2i, 3(2i) − 1) − 2(i, 3i − 1). Note that k[χ(0,1), χ−(0,1)] = k[σ∨ ∩ (0 × Z)] for
σ = (0, 0) and k[χ(0,1)] = k[σ∨ ∩ (0 × Z)] for σ = R+(0, 1). That is, the defining fan is
{(0, 0),R+(0, 1)}, the acting torus is Spec(k[0× Z]) ' Gm and X ' A1.
1.5 Further remarks on toric schemes
(This section is meant for the readers who are familiar with toric schemes.)
Throughout §1, we have limited ourselves to the case when the base ring is a field. This
restriction is easily relaxed but the more substantial reason for this restriction is because in
Part 2, we consider the more general situation; namely, a scheme X → S such that some fibers
of X are non-normal toric varieties. It will be called a toric degeneration. If, for example,
X = SpecR[S] for some k-algebra R and semigroup S ⊂ Zd, then, since R[S] = R⊗k k[S],
we have:
X = Spec(k[S])×Spec(k) SpecR→ SpecR.
Hence, a toric scheme is a special case of a toric degeneration.
See also [Ogus06] for the theory of schemes arising from monoids in the context of log
geometry (the connection between here and there is an interesting one but is not within the
scope of the thesis).
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2.0 Torus actions and GIT quotients by them
2.1 Torus-lattice correspondence
Given a lattice N , we write N∗ = Hom(N,Z) for its dual lattice and TN = Hom(N∗,Gm)
for the torus corresponding to it. By the category of lattices, we mean the category of
finite-rank free abelian groups. It is known and is easy to see that the functor
N 7→ TN ,
that is, the functor Hom(−∗,Gm), is an equivalence from the category of lattices to the
category of tori.
Explicitly, if, say, N = Zd and N ′ = Zr, then we can identify Hom(N,N ′) =
{(u1, . . . , ur)|ui ∈ Zd} by writing a Z-linear map as a matrix. Then the bijection
Hom(N,N ′)→ Hom(TN , TN ′)
is given by sending the vectors u1, · · · , ur ∈ Zd to the group homomorphism
TN = (k
∗)d → TN ′ = (k∗)r, x = (x1, . . . , xd) 7→ (xu1 , . . . , xur)
where we write xa = xa11 . . . x
ad
d .
2.1.1 Remark. The above discussion can be used to describe an equivariant map between
non-normal toric varieties since such a map is completely determined by the restriction to
the open torus orbit.
For example, we can view Pr as a toric variety with the diagonal torus Grm. If X is a
non-normal toric variety with torus TZd = Gdm = (k∗)d, then any equivariant map
X → Pr
has the form: for x ∈ (k∗)d ⊂ X,
x = (x1, . . . , xd) 7→ (xu0 : · · · : xur)
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for some u0, . . . , ur ∈ Zd. Conversely, every projective non-normal toric variety arises in this
fashion: first give a map from a torus T to the standard torus of Pr and then take the closure
of the image of T in Pr. (cf. Proposition 1.2.1).
We can also use the above idea to describe a torus action in general in the following way
(cf. [AH06] §11).
2.1.2 Lemma (standard representation). Let X ⊂ AN be an affine variety and GNm act
on AN in the usual way. Let a torus T ' Grm act on AN through some ϕ : T → GNm ⊂
Aut(AN) = GLN . If X is T -invariant, then the action of T is given as
ϕ(t)(x1, . . . , xN) = (t
u1x1, . . . , t
uNxN)
for some ui ∈ Hom(T,Gm) ' Zr.
Proof. This is a consequence of the preceding discussion.
Here is an example illustrating the lemma.
2.1.3 Example (cf. Example 11.2. of [AH06]). Let X ⊂ A4 be the closed subvariety defined
by x31 + x
4
2 + x3x4 = 0. Let T = G2m.
We let G4m act on A4 in the usual way and consider
T → G4m, t = (t1, t2) 7→ (tu1 , . . . , tu4)
where ui are chosen so that X is T -invariant; e.g., (4, 0), (3, 0), (0, 1), (12,−1).
2.2 The correspondence between faces and prime torus-invariant ideals
Given a (possibly non-closed) convex cone C ⊂ Rd, by a face of C, we mean either C or a
nonempty intersection C ∩ v⊥ for some nonzero v in the dual cone C∨ of C; the hyperplane
v⊥ = ker(u 7→ 〈u, v〉) is called a supporting hyperplane for C.
2.2.1 Lemma. An intersection of at most countably many faces is a face. Also, ”is a face
of” is a transitive relation.
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Proof. Let C be a convex cone and uj in C
∨ such that (without loss of generality) |uj| = 1.
For u =
∑
2−juj , we have: C ∩ u⊥ = ∩j(C ∩ u⊥j ). As for the second, if C ′ = C ∩ v⊥ for some
v in C∨ and F = C ′ ∩ v′⊥ for some v′ in C ′∨, then, for some large a > 0, v′ + av is in C∨ and
F = C ∩ (v′ + av)⊥.
The last part of the preceding lemma can be used to give a useful characterization of a
face of a convex cone (cf. Proposition 2.2.3).
2.2.2 Lemma. Let C be a (possibly non-closed) convex cone in Rd and A ⊂ C a nonempty
subset. Then A is a face of C if and only if A is convex and has the property: x+ y ∈ A⇔
x, y ∈ A for any x, y ∈ C.
Proof. The direction ⇒ is trivial and we prove the converse. Note that the assumption
implies A is a convex cone. We shall argue by induction on dim(A⊥). If dim(A⊥) = 0, then
A spans the whole space Rd and so, for each x in C, we can write x = y − z for some y, z
in A. That is, x+ z is in A and so x is in A by assumption. Hence, A = C. Next, suppose
A⊥ 6= 0. Without loss of generality, assume C 6= Rd. Then we can find a nonzero vector v in
C∨ ∩ A⊥; since, otherwise, Rd = (C∨ ∩ A⊥)∨ = C + A = C. Note A ⊂ C ′ := C ∩ v⊥. So, by
the inductive hypothesis applied to A ⊂ C ′ in the space v⊥, we get that A is a face of C ′;
thus is a face of C by Lemma 2.2.1.
In a semigroup algebra k[S], the torus-invariant prime ideals are parametrized by the
faces of the cone generate by S, as described in the next proposition.
2.2.3 Proposition. Let S ⊂ (Zd,+, 0) be a subsemigroup. Then there is a natural one-to-one
correspondence between the set of the Gdm-invariant prime ideals of the semigroup algebra
k[S] and the faces of the cone R+S. Precisely, given a face F , define pF by
0→ pF → k[S] ϕ→ k[S ∩ F ]→ 0
where ϕ sends χu to χu if u is in F and to 0 otherwise. Then ϕ is a k-algebra homomorphism
and, consequently, pF is a prime ideal. Moreover,
F 7→ pF
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is a bijection from the set of the faces of R+S to the set of the Gdm-invariant prime ideals of
k[S] that reverses the inclusions.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.2.2, we see that ϕ(χuχt) = ϕ(χu)ϕ(χt); hence, ϕ is a ring homomor-
phism.
Suppose p ⊂ k[S] is a torus-invariant prime ideal; i.e., as a Gdm-module, we have p =
⊕u∈Pk · χu for some subset P of S. Then, as a Gdm-module,
k[S] ' k[S]/p⊕ p = (⊕u∈S−Pk · χu)⊕ p.
Since p is a prime ideal, we have u+ t ∈ S − P ⇔ u, t ∈ S − P.
Now, let F = R+(S − P ). We easily see F satisfies the condition of Lemma 2.2.2 above
and so F is a face of the cone R+S. Moreover, we have S ∩ F = S − P. Indeed, the inclusion
⊃ is trivial. Conversely, if u ∈ S is in F , then nu ∈ S − P for some integer number n > 0.
But then, in k[S]/p, χnu 6= 0 and so χu 6= 0; i.e., u ∈ S − P.
2.2.4 Corollary. There is a natural bijection preserving the inclusions:
{ the faces of R+S } ∼→ { the Gdm-subvarieties of Spec k[S] }.
(cf. Proposition 2.3.4.)
Here is a simple example illustrating the proposition.
2.2.5 Example (projective space). Let X = Pd = Proj k[x0, . . . , xd] be a projective space,
where xi = χ
ei . For each subset I ⊂ {0, 1, 2, . . . , d}, let
pI = (xi|i ∈ I)
be the ideal, which is Gdm-invariant and corresponds to the face FI generated by ei with i 6∈ I.
Note: k[x0, . . . , xd]/pI ' k[Nd ∩ FI ] as k-algebras.
Let ZI = Proj k[x0, . . . , xd]/pI = Proj k[SI ]. Then ZI is a projective space with the
homogeneous coordinate xi, i 6∈ I. Then ZI is a toric variety with the open dense orbit
consisting of the points whose coordinates are all nonzero.
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2.3 Orbit-closures
We first note the useful characterization of k-points on non-normal toric varieties (in fact
schemes):
2.3.1 Lemma. Given a subsemigroup S ⊂ (Zd,+, 0) and a field k, let XS = Spec(k[S]). Then
the set of k-points XS(k) on XS can be identified with the set of semigroup homomorphisms
S → (k, ∗). In particular, if S is a group, then XS(k) consists of the group homomorphisms
S → k∗.
Next, if G(S) is the group generated by S (which is free of finite rank) and T =
Spec k[G(S)] the torus given by it, then the action of T (k) on XS(k) is given by: t ∈
T (k), u ∈ S,
(t · x)(u) = t(u)x(u).
Proof. The first part is easy; we have: XS(k) = MorSpec k(Spec k,XS) = Homk-alg(k[S], k).
Then each k-algebra homomorphism ϕ : k[S]→ k determines a unital semigroup homomor-
phism ϕ′ : S → k by ϕ′(u) = ϕ(χu), and conversely.
For the ”next” part, the torus action T ×XS → XS corresponds to the algebra homo-
morphism
σ# : k[S]→ k[G(S)]⊗k k[S], χu 7→ χu ⊗ χu
(see Definition A.0.1). Now, let ϕ = (t, x) ∈ T (k) × XS(k) = Hom(k[G(S)] ⊗k k[S], k) be
given. By pullback, σ# induces σ#,∗ : T (k)×XS(k)→ XS(k). Unwinding the formula,
σ#,∗(ϕ)(χu) = ϕ(χu ⊗ χu) = t(χu)x(χu) = t(u)x(u).
2.3.2 Remark (complex points of XS). Regardless of the base field k, the lemma allows us
to speak of the complex points of XS:
XS(C) := Hom(S,C)
as well as the action of the complex torus Grm(C) = (C∗)r on it. In Part 3, this fact will be a
basis for the use of the tools from symplectic geometry.
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When no confusion is possible, we will often write T or XS for their sets of k-points T (k)
or XS(k).
2.3.3 Lemma. Assume the base field k is algebraically closed. Let X = Spec(A) be an
affine variety with an action of a torus T ' Grm. Let O ⊂ X be an orbit. Then the closure
O = Spec k[S] in X is a non-normal toric variety that is a T -invariant subvariety of X.
Proof. We know O is open in its closure (e.g., [Sp98] Lemma 2.3.1. (i)). Hence, it follows
from Lemma 1.1.5 (i) that O = Spec k[S] for some semigroup S.
The next proposition explains how to parametrize the orbits in an orbit closure. (For
simplicity, we only consider the affine case; for the non-affine case, generalize [Ful93] §3.1.).
2.3.4 Proposition. Assume the base field k is algebraically closed. Let X be an affine
T -variety and O = Spec k[S] ⊂ X an orbit closure. For each face F of R+S, let
OF = Spec k[G(S ∩ F )]
with G(S ∩ F ) = the group generated by S ∩ F . Then each OF is a T -orbit of dimension
dimF such that OF = Spec k[S ∩ F ] and there is the orbit decomposition:
O =
⊔
F
OF
where F runs over all the faces of R+S.
Proof. To see OF is an orbit, using Lemma 2.3.1, define the k-point xF ∈ O = Spec k[S] by
xF (u) =
 1 if u ∈ S ∩ F0 else.
Then one can show OF = T · xF (to be precise, the equality of k-points). The remaining
assertion follows from Proposition 2.2.3.
2.3.5 Corollary. OF ⊂ OF ′ ⇔ F is a face of F ′.
2.3.6 Corollary. The irreducible components of the boundary of O correspond to the facets
of R+S.
2.3.7 Corollary. If O is normal (i.e., is a toric variety), then the orbit closures contained
in O are also normal.
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2.4 Normal fan and moment polytope
In this thesis, we use the following slightly non-standard notion:
2.4.1 Definition (T -ring). Let A be a ring and T = Grm. Then a T -ring1 is, by definition,
a Zr-graded ring.
If the ring A contains a field, then a T -ring is the same thing as a ring together with the
action of T as Zr-grading preserving algebra homomorphisms such that A admits a weight
space decomposition. The point of the notion is that even when A does not contain a field,
we can treat A as if there is a torus action.2 Thus, for example, we write AT for the zero-th
degree component of A and speak on weights as opposed to multi-degrees.
We note:
2.4.2 Lemma (Reynolds operator). Let A be a T -ring. Then there is a AT -linear map
P : A → AT (i.e., AT ↪→ A is a split injection). Moreover, P is a ring homomorphism if
A =
⊕
χ≥0Aχ; in particular, in that case, the kernel is an ideal.
Proof. The first assertion is clear. For the second, given f, g in A, we write f = P (f) + f+
and g = P (g) + g+. Then P (fg) = P (P (f)P (g) + · · · ) = P (f)P (g).
Each graded T -ring comes with the natural convex set:
2.4.3 Definition. Let R be a graded T = Grm-ring. Then the weight convex-set of R is the
convex hull
4(R) = conv{u/n|n ∈ N, u ∈ Zr, Rn,u 6= 0}
in Rn.
If R is generated by some finitely many homogeneous T -weight elements xi of degree ni,
then 4(R) is the convex hull of xi/ni; thus is a convex polytope and in that case, 4(R) is
called the moment polytope of R or the weight polytope of R. The term ”moment” comes
from a moment map in symplectic geometry. To be pedantic, −4(R) should be called the
1In this thesis, we never consider non-split T -rings.
2More officially, we can do this by considering torus action over the ring of integers Z but that will involve
formalisms that we prefer to skip.
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moment polytope (since that is the image of a moment map), but we like to ignore this
distinction (except when the distinction matters).
Moreover, if X ⊂ PN is a closed subvariety carrying R as a homogeneous coordinate ring,
then the moment polytope 4X of X is 4(R). Similarly, if L is a T -equivariant ample line
bundle on X, then we let 4X(L) = 4X(R(L)) where R(L) =
⊕∞
0 Γ(X,L
⊗n) is the section
ring of L.
Each convex polytope gives rise to a fan of convex cones.
2.4.4 Lemma (normal fan; cf. Example 2.4.9). Let P ⊂ Rd be a convex polytope with
nonempty interior. For each face Q of P ,3 let
σQ = (P + (−Q))∨ ⊂ Rd.
Then {σQ|Q is a face of P} is a fan, called the normal fan to P . The mapping Q 7→ σQ is
an order-reversing bijection from the set of faces of P to the fan; in particular, σP = 0 is the
origin and the facets = maximal proper faces of P correspond to the rays. Also, it is complete
in the sense that Rd =
⋃
Q σQ.
Proof (after [Ful93] §1.5). Since {σQ|Q} is unchanged after translating and rescaling P ,
without loss of generality, we can assume the interior of P contains the origin.
For each face Q of P , we write Q˜ for the cone over 1×Q in R1+d. Then Q˜ is a proper
face of P˜ . By duality ([Ful93] §1.2), Q˜ 7→ P˜∨ ∩ Q˜⊥ is an order-reserving bijection from the
set of the faces of the cone P˜ to the set of faces of P˜∨. Let pi : R1+d → Rd be the projection.
Since 0 is in the interior of P , it is easy to see that σQ = pi(P˜
∨ ∩ Q˜⊥) and the set {σQ|Q}
corresponds to the set of faces of P˜∨. This proves the first and second assertion. The last
assertion is not hard to see.
The above lemma applies in particular to the moment polytope. Before applying the
lemma, we clarify the algebraic meaning of a projective variety. First, we note some basic
properties of Proj:
3that is, either Q = P or Q is nonempty and Q = P ∩ {〈·, v〉 = a} for some real number a and a nonzero
vector v such that P ⊂ {〈·, v〉 ≥ a}
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2.4.5 Lemma. Let R be a graded ring and, given a non-nilpotent homogeneous element f
of R of positive degree, let ϕf be the function from the set of homogeneous ideals of R not
containing f to the set of proper ideals in R[f−1]0 given by
ϕf (I) := IR[f
−1]0 = IR[f−1] ∩R[f−1]0.
Then
(i) ϕf : {homogeneous prime ideals of R not containing f} → Spec(R[f−1]0) is a bijec-
tion with the inverse
ψf : q 7→
∞⊕
n=0
{g ∈ Rn|gdeg f/fn ∈ q}.
(Note: geometrically, ψf amounts to taking the closure of V (q).)
(ii) ϕf commutes with primary decomposition away from f in the sense: if I = ∩iQi is a
primary decomposition, then ϕf (I) is the intersection of primary ideals ϕf (Qi) over all i
such that f 6∈ √Qi and
ϕf : {Qi|f 6∈
√
Qi} ↪→ { primary ideals of R[f−1]0 }
is well-defined and injective.
(iii) For each integer m > 0, the function p 7→ p ∩ R[m] is a well-defined bijection from
ProjR to Proj(R[m]) with the inverse q 7→ √qR.
Proof. (i) is [Va17] Exercise 4.5.E.
(ii) First recall that AssR(R/I) ∩ {p|f 6∈ p} p7→p[f
−1]→ AssR[f−1]((R/I)[f−1]) is a bijection
([Bou, Ch. IV, 1, no. 2, Proposition 5.]). By (i) or by a direct argument, given distinct
prime ideals p, p′ of R[f−1], we have that p0, p′0 are distinct.
(iii) The ”well-defined”-ness is clear. Next, given a homogeneous prime ideal p in ProjR,
let q = p ∩ R[m]. We claim: p = √qR. Indeed, the inclusion ”⊃” is because p ⊃ qR.
Conversely, since p is homogeneous, we can choose homogeneous generators xi’s of p. Then
xmi ∈ R[m] and so xmi ∈ p ∩R[m] = q; thus, xi ∈
√
qR, proving the claim. The claim implies
that p is uniquely determined by p ∩R[m]; i.e., the function in the assertion is injective. The
surjectivity follows easily from Lemma 2.5.1 (iii) or, alternatively, from (i) and the equality
R[m][(fm)−1]0 = R[f−1]0.
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2.4.6 Proposition. Let R be a Noetherian graded ring such that R0 = k is a field, X = ProjR
and OX(l) denote the quasi-coherent OX-module associated to R(l) where R(l) is the Z-graded
R-module whose n-th degree piece is Rl+n.
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) X is a projective variety over R0 = k; i.e., X is a geometrically reduced and geomet-
rically irreducible and for some r,m > 0, X ↪→ Pr in such a way that OX(m) is the
restriction of OPr(1).
(ii) There is a graded Noetherian geometrically integral domain S over k4 and a finite
injective ring homomorphism S ↪→ R that is graded of some degree m (i.e., Sl goes to
Rlm).
(iii) The zero ideal (0)⊗k k = (0) of R⊗k k5 is either (1) primary or (2) an intersection
of primary ideals Q1, Q2 such that
√
Q1 is the nilradical of R and
√
Q2 = R+ ⊗k k.
Assuming that R satisfies the above equivalent conditions, if R1 ⊗k k does not consist of
nilpotent elements (in particular R1 6= 0) and (0)⊗k k is primary; i.e., the first case in (iii),
then R is geometrically an integral domain.
Proof. Throughout the proof, we assume k = k. (i) ⇒ (ii): Take S to be the homogeneous
coordinate ring. The converse (ii) ⇒ (i) is valid since ProjS ' X.
(ii) ⇒ (iii): By Lemma 2.4.5, given a non-nilpotent homogeneous element g of R+, we
have that either (0) is primary or (0) = Q1 ∩Q2 is a primary decomposition such that
√
Q1
is the nilradical and g ∈ √Q2. Since g is arbitrary, we must have either (0) is primary or
(0) = Q1 ∩Q2 where
√
Q1 is the nilradical of R and
√
Q2 = R+.
(iii) ⇒ (i): Clear.
To see the last assertion, choose some non-nilpotent degree-one element g ∈ R. Then,
by (i), Xg = Spec(R[g
−1]]0) is a variety; thus, R[g−1]]0 is geometrically an integral domain.
Thus, if x is a homogeneous zerodivisor of R of degree n, then, since x is nilpotent as (0) is
4A (commutative associative) k-algebra A is a geometrically integral domain if A ⊗k k is an integral
domain for the algebraic closure k of k. The authors is aware that ”geometrically” is adverb so the term is
grammatically problematic (but not so mathematically).
5k denotes the algebraic closure.
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primary, we have that x/gn is zero in R[g−1]]0. That is, x is in the kernel of R → R[g−1]];
i.e., gmx = 0. Since (0) is primary and g is not nilpotent, x = 0.
The above proposition prompts us to use the following:
2.4.7 Definition (ProjR is a projective variety). Given a Noetherian graded ring R, we
shall say ”ProjR is a projective variety” if the equivalent conditions of the above propositions
are met.
The next proposition describes the relation between the moment polytope and the fan
arising from it.
2.4.8 Proposition. Let X = ProjR be a projective variety over an algebraically closed field
of dimension d and assume T = Gdm acts on R as grade-preserving automorphisms. Assume
that the multiplicities are one; i.e., dimRn,χ ≤ 1 for each integer n > 0 and a character χ of
T .
Then the normalization Xnor of X is the toric variety associated to the normal fan to
4(R). Moreover, there is a bijection between the set of the irreducible components of Xnor−
the open dense T -orbit and the facets of 4(R).
Proof. By Theorem 1.2.1, we can write R = k[S] for some finitely generated subsemigroup
S ⊂ N× Zd. Let P = 4(R) and P˜ the cone over it. Then P˜ ∩ Z1+d is the saturation of S
and so Proj of k[P˜ ∩ Z1+d] is Xnor. Finally, it is clear that the toric variety determined by
the normal fan to P = 4(R) is Xnor (see [Ful93] §3.4.)
The next example is closely related to the Delzant construction (that we will discuss
much later in §10).
2.4.9 Example. Let P = [−1, 1]2 ⊂ R2 be the square centered at the origin. Then
P˜ = (
⋃
r≥0 r × [−r, r]2) and P˜∨ is the cone over the convex set
{v ∈ R2|〈u, v〉 ≤ 1, u ∈ P} = {v ∈ R2| ± v1 ± v2 ≤ 1},
called the polar set of P . Thus, the fan looks like the one in [Ful93, page 12] [Ful93] §1.4.
page 21, very bottom and, therefore, the toric variety associated to P is P1 × P1.
By exactly the same reasoning, the toric variety associated to the n-cube [−1, 1]n is (P1)n.
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We record the following observation:
2.4.10 Proposition. Let S ⊂ N×Zd be an additive subsemigroup, which we view as a graded
semigroup with the grading given by the N-factor; i.e., S =
⊕∞
0 Sn where Sn = {x|(n, x) ∈ S}.
Then S is finitely generated if and only if the weight convex set (Definition 2.4.3) attached
to the graded ring R = C[S] is a polytope.
Proof. By Corollary 1.3.5, we can assume S = S˜ is saturated and then the assertion is
clear.
2.5 Torus-invariant prime ideals
For later references, we record a few facts on torus-invariant prime ideals. We note the
next lemma applies in particular to a graded ring; in fact, it is a generalization of the graded
case.
2.5.1 Lemma. Let T = Grm, r ≥ 0 be a (possibly trivial) torus and A a T -ring.
(i) A T -ideal I of A is a prime ideal if and only if (1) I is a proper ideal and (2) for each
T -weight vectors f, g, fg ∈ I ⇒ f, g ∈ I.
(ii) If p is a prime ideal, then p# =
⊕
χ p ∩ Aχ is the smallest prime T -ideal contained in
p. In particular, a prime ideal p is a T -ideal if and only if p = p#.
(iii) We write SpecT (A) for the set of all prime T -ideals of A. If B ⊂ A is a T -equivariant
integral ring extension of T -algebras, then the natural map
SpecT (A)→ SpecT (B), p 7→ p ∩B
is surjective.
(iv) If A is an integral domain that is a finitely generated as a k-algebra, then the map in
(iii) preserves heights; i.e., ht(p) = ht(p ∩B).
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Proof. (i) and (ii) can be shown easily. For (iii), given a q in SpecT B, since A is integral
over B, we can find a prime ideal p of A lying over q; i.e., q = p ∩B. Then q ∩Bχ ⊂ p ∩ Aχ
and so q = q# ⊂ p# ∩B. Since the opposite inclusion is trivial, we conclude p# ∩B = q.
(iv) is [HS06] Proposition 4.8.6. More directly, one can show it by Nagata’s altitude
formula ([Ei04] Exercise 13.12.).
2.5.2 Lemma. In the setup of the preceding lemma, let M be a finite T -equivariant A-module.
Then each associated prime of M , if any, is a T -ideal; i.e., Ass(M) ⊂ SpecT A.
Proof. This is [Ei04] Exercise 3.5. (b)
2.5.3 Proposition (torus-invariant primary decomposition). Let I be a T -ideal in a Noethe-
rian T -ring A. Then
(i) I is an intersection of a finite number of primary T -ideals.
(ii) If I is an intersection of some finite set E of primary T -ideals, then Iχ is the inter-
section of {Qχ|Q ∈ E} where the subscript χ means the weight space of weight χ.
Proof. (i) We repeat the usual proof6 of the existence of a primary decomposition. Replacing
A by A/I, we assume I = 0. Since we already know AssA(A) is a finite set, we only need
to show the intersection J of all T -primary ideals is zero. Suppose otherwise; then AssA(J)
is nonempty and by Lemma 2.5.2, it contains a T -invariant prime ideal p. Consider the set
{I|I a T -ideal of A, p 6∈ AssA(I)}. Let Q be a maximal element of the set. If Q is not primary,
that is, if A/Q has at least two distinct associated primes (both of which are T -invariant),
then we can find a T -ideal I ⊃ Q such that A/p′ ' I/Q for some prime ideal p′ not p. Since
AssA(I) ⊂ AssA(Q) ∪ AssA(I/Q), we have p 6∈ AssA(I) and so this is a contradiction to the
maximality of Q. Hence, Q is a primary ideal and J ⊂ Q. But then p ∈ AssA(J) ⊂ AssA(Q),
a contradiction.
(ii) Clear.
6A proof in Bourbaki’s commutative algebra textbook.
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2.6 Graded Nakayama lemma
We record the graded Nakayama lemma for later use. Our presentation is a minor
extension of Melvin Hochster, Math 711: Lecture Note of September 18 from Math 711, Fall
2006.
2.6.1 Lemma (graded Nakayama lemma). Let A be a Gm-ring and I a Gm-ideal such that
I ⊂ A+ =
⊕
χ>0Aχ.
For each Gm-equivariant A-module M such that Mχ = 0 for χ 0, the following hold:
(i) If IM = M , then M = 0.
(ii) Each finite set of T -weight vectors generating the A/I-module M/IM lift to a set of
T -weight vectors generating the A-module M .
In particular, M is finite over A if and only if M/IM is finite over A/I.
Proof. (i) (cf. [Ei04] Exercise 4.6.) Assume I 6= 0; otherwise there is nothing to prove. We
write I = Iχ0 ⊕ (⊕χ>χ0Iχ) where Iχ0 6= 0 with χ0 > 0. We shall show Mχ = 0 for each χ ∈ Z.
Choose a large enough n > 0, depending on χ, such that Mµ = 0 for µ ≤ χ − nχ0. Then
Mχ = (I
nM)χ = ⊕µ(In)µMχ−µ = 0.
(ii) is a standard consequence of (i).
We say a ring homomorphism A→ B is finite if B is finitely generated as an A-module
through the homomorphism.
2.6.2 Corollary. Let A,B be Gm-rings such that Aχ = 0 for χ < 0 and similarly for B.
Assume that
√
B+ is a finitely generated ideal of B (e.g., B is a Noetherian ring).
Then each Gm-equivariant ring homomorphism A→ B is finite if and only if AGm → BGm
is finite and
√
A+B =
√
B+, where we write A+ =
⊕
χ>0Aχ and similarly for B+.
Proof. (⇒) B/A+B is finite over A0 = A/A+; say, B/A+B =
∑r
1A0xi. Thus, for each
µ > µ0 := maxi(wt(xi)), we have (B/A+B)µ = 0. For l 0, we then have Bl+ ⊂
⊕
µ>µ0
Bµ =⊕
µ>µ0
(A+B)µ ⊂ A+B. Since A+B ⊂ B+ trivially, we get that
√
B+ =
√
A+B.
(⇐) By assumption, we can choose some large l > 0 so that Bl+ ⊂
√
B+
l
=
√
A+B
l ⊂
A+B. Now, choose some Gm-weight vectors xi that generate B as a BGm-algebra and are such
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that wt(xi) ≤ wt(x1). Now, for each µ > 0, if y ∈ Bµ, we can write y =
∑
j Fj(x1, . . . , xr)
for some monomials Fj with coefficients in B
Gm such that wt(Fj(x1, . . . , xr)) = µ for each j.
Then
µ = wt(Fj(x1, . . . , xr)) ≤ wt(Fj(x1, . . . , x1)) = deg(Fj) wt(x1).
That is, for µ ≥ lwt(x1), we have: (B/A+B)µ = 0. Now, each degree piece (B/A+B)χ =
Bχ/(A+B)χ is finite over B
Gm as Bχ is finite over B
Gm (since Bχ is spanned by finitely many
monomials in xi’s). Hence, B/A+B is finite over B
Gm ; thus over AGm = A/A+. Hence, B is
finite over A by the graded Nakayama lemma.
2.7 GIT quotients by torus
This subsection includes few materials on geometric-invariant-theory quotients or GIT
quotients, that will be referred in §7.
2.7.1 Definition. Let X = ProjR be a projective variety and a torus T = Grm act on R as
graded automorphisms. Let Xus = V (RT+R) ⊂ X be the closed subscheme defined by the
ideal generated by RT+; it is called the unstable locus. Then the inclusion R
T ⊂ R induces the
morphism
pi : Xss → X//T
where Xss is the complement X −Xus called the semistable locus.7 It is called the GIT or
geometric-invariant-theory quotient of X by T .
Immediately out of the definition, we have:
(i) Since T acts trivially on X//T and pi is evidently T -equivariant, pi is T -invariant; i.e.,
pi ◦ σ = pi ◦ p2 for the T -action σ : T ×X → X and the projection p2 : T ×X → X.
In particular, pi(O) is a point if O is an orbit.
(ii) If Z ⊂ X is an invariant closed subset, then Zss = Z ∩Xss.
The GIT quotient parametrizes equivalence classes by orbit closures on Xss:
7The English language breaks down a bit here: the unstable locus is, more correctly, the non-semi-stable
locus.
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2.7.2 Lemma. In the setup of Definition 2.7.1,
(i) For each invariant closed subvarieties Z,W ⊂ Xss, pi(Z) is closed in X//T and
pi(Z ∩W ) = pi(Z) ∩ pi(W ).
(ii) For each pair of orbits O,O′ on Xss, we have: O ∩ O′ ∩ Xss 6= ∅ if and only if
pi(O) = pi(O′).
(iii) Each fiber pi−1(y) is nonempty and contains a unique orbit O that is closed in Xss;
in particular, pi is surjective.
Proof. (i) Let Z,W denote the closures of Z,W in X and I, J the defining ideals in R of
Z,W . Note pi(Z) is closed since it is defined by the ideal IT of RT . Note that I + J is then
the defining ideal of Z ∩W and pi(Z) ∩ pi(W ) is defined by IT + JT . On the other hand,
since I, J are T -modules, (I + J)T = IT + JT .
(ii) By (i), O ∩ O′ ∩Xss 6= ∅ ⇔ pi(Oss) ∩ pi(O′ss) 6= ∅. Since pi(Oss) ⊂ pi(O) = a closed
point, pi(O
ss
) = pi(O) and similarly for O′. Thus, pi(O
ss
) ∩ pi(O′ss) 6= ∅ ⇔ pi(O) = pi(O′).
(iii) For the ”moreover” part, if qy is the defining homogeneous prime ideal of y, then
qy = (qyR)
T and so pi is surjective. The uniqueness of a orbit closed in Xss follows from the
first part.
The next example shows that a GIT quotient may be thought of a generalization of a
vector bundle (when the action is not twisted).
2.7.3 Example. Let A be a graded Noetherian integral domain such that A0 = k is the
base field and let R = A[x] with an indeterminate x having degree one. Let Gm act as
grade-preserving automorphisms on R so that A consists of Gm-invariant elements and x has
weight one.
Let X = ProjR and Y = ProjA. On the affine cone level, we have SpecR = SpecA×A1.
We have A = RGm , Xus = V (A+R) and pi : X
ss → X//Gm = Y is the GIT quotient.
Explicitly, if g ∈ A is a homogeneous element of positive degree, then we have:
pig : Xg → Yg = Xg//Gm
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given by8 A(g) = R
Gm
(g) ↪→ R(g). If g has degree m, R(g) = A(g)[xm/g] and thus Xg = Yg × A1
and pig is a projection; i.e., pi is a line bundle over Y . In other words, X is a ”compactification”
of a line bundle over Y where Xus amounts to the locus of boundary points.
Next, suppose Grm act on R in such a way x is Grm-invariant. Let T = Grm ×Gm. Then,
with respect to T , A is spanned by homogeneous weight vectors of weights of the form
(∗, . . . , ∗, 0) while x has weight (0, . . . , 0, 1). Also, Xus = V (AT+R), since RT = AT . Since
R/AT+R ' A/AT+[x], we have: dimXus = dimY us + 1, where, if r = 0, then Y us is empty and
has dimension −1. We also note that Y us is the same as Y us,Grm , the unstable locus on Y
with respect to Grm.
The semistable loci behave compatibly under a finite map:
2.7.4 Proposition. Let S ⊂ R be graded rings such that S is a subring and S ↪→ R is
graded. Assume T = Grm act on R, S as graded automorphisms in such a way S → R is
T -linear. If R is integral over S, then
√
ST+R =
√
RT+R.
In other words, for f : X = ProjR→ Y = ProjS, we have: as sets, f−1(Y us) = Xus.
Proof. Cleary,
√
ST+R ⊂
√
RT+R and so we need to show R
T
+ ⊂
√
ST+R. For that end, let f
be in RT+. Since f is integral over S, we can write
fn + g1f
n−1 + · · ·+ gn = 0
for some gi ∈ S+. Let P : R → RT be the projection (Lemma 2.4.2). Then, since P is
RT -linear,
fn + P (g1)f
n−1 + · · ·+ P (gn) = 0.
Since RT ∩ S ⊂ ST , this is to say fn is in ST+R.
We record a few lemmas:
8Here we use the notation −(g) = −[g−1]0
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2.7.5 Lemma. Let X = ProjR a projective variety such that a torus Grm acts on R as
graded automorphisms and pi : Xss → Y = Proj(RGrm) a GIT quotient. Let pi : Xss → Y
be a GIT quotient of a projective variety X = ProjR by a torus as in the previous lemma.
Then, for each geometrically connected closed subscheme Y ′ ⊂ Y , the pre-image pi−1(Y ′) is
geometrically connected.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume the base field is algebraically closed. Suppose
pi−1(Y ′) is not connected; then we can write pi−1(Y ′) = Z1 ∪ Z2 for some disjoint closed
invariant subsets Z1, Z2; namely, one can take Z1 to be a connected component and Z2
the union of the rest of the components. Since the Zi’s are invariant, pi(Zi) are closed and
pi(Z1) ∩ pi(Z2) = pi(Z1 ∩ Z2) = ∅ (Lemma 2.7.2 (i)). Since Y ′ = pi(Z1) ∪ pi(Z2) and since Y ′
is connected, we have say Y ′ = pi(Z1), which contradicts the fact that pi(Z1) and pi(Z2) are
disjoint.
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3.0 Preparation from intersection theory
The purpose of this section is to collect the definitions and some fundamental facts in
intersection theory for later use; especially in Section 8. In this section, we introduce a group
that can be used as a substitute for a Chow group; the former is sheaf-theoretic as opposed
to cycle-theoretic and is more convenient for our purpose. The theory of this group is fairly
standard; among many references is [Ha09].
3.1 Definition of intersection numbers
Let X be an algebraic scheme (= a scheme that is of finite type and separated over the
fixed base field) and G(X) denote the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on X. For
each line bundle L on X, let c1(L) be the endomorphism of the group G(X) given by: for
each class [F ],
c1(L)[F ] = [F ]− [L−1 ⊗ F ].
Intuitively speaking, we think the above means we are intersecting F with L. In fact,
3.1.1 Lemma. Let L be a line bundle on X, Y ⊂ X a closed subscheme and D an effective
Cartier divisor on Y such that OY (D) ' L|Y . Then
c1(L)[OY ] = [OD].
Roughly speaking, D represents the intersection between L and Y .
Proof. Viewing D as a closed subscheme of Y , we have the exact sequence
0→ OY (−D)→ OY → OD → 0
where, by abuse, OD above is the pushforward of OD along D ↪→ Y . From this we get:
[OY ] = [OY (−D)] + [OD] = [L−1 ⊗OY ] + [OD].
We cite the following fact.
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3.1.2 Lemma. For any line bundle L on X and any [F ] in G(X),
dim Supp(c1(L)F ) ≤ dim SuppF − 1.
Proof. This is [Kl05] Lemma B.5.
Now, for any line bundles L and M on X, we have:
c1(L)c1(M)F = F − L−1 ⊗ F −M−1 ⊗ F + L−1 ⊗M−1 ⊗ F
= c1(L)F + c1(M)F − c1(L⊗M)F.
Note that the expression in the right-hand side is symmetric in L and M ; thus, c1(L) and
c1(M) commute.
3.1.3 Definition (Kleiman et al). If L1, . . . , Lr are line bundles on X and F a coherent
sheaf on X whose support is proper over the base field k and whose irreducible components
have dimension at most r, then their intersection number is defined as
(L1 · . . . · Lr · F ) = χ(X, c1(L1) · · · c1(Lr)F ).
Equivalently, it is the coefficient of
∏
ni in the multi-Hilbert polynomial:
χ(X,L⊗n11 ⊗ · · · ⊗ L⊗nrr ⊗ F ).
(The Riemann-Roch formula gives the explicit form of this polynomial; see Proposition 3.1.8).
If V is a complete subvariety of X of dimension r, then we let
(L1 · . . . · Lr · V ) = (L1 · . . . · Lr · OV ).
We have the following notion:
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3.1.4 Definition (topological filtration; cf. [Ful98] Example 15.1.5.). We can filter G(X) by
G(X)≤r = {[F ]| dim SuppF ≤ r}.
It is an increasing filtration called the topological filtration. We then form the associated
graded group:
grtop G(X) =
∞⊕
r=0
G(X)≤r/G(X)≤r−1.
Because, in this paper, we only use the topological filtration, we will usually drop ”top” here.
In view of Lemma 3.1.2, c1(L) is also an endomorphism of gr G(X) and the early formula
now reads:
c1(L⊗M) = c1(L) + c1(M).
The topological filtration is relevant in the following.
3.1.5 Remark (Riemann-Roch theorem in Fulton’s Intersection Theory). Let C be the
category of algebraic schemes = schemes that are of finite type and separated over the base
field. Also, let Cpp be the subcategory of it that has the same set (or class) of objects as C
does but the morphisms there are proper morphisms.
For each algebraic scheme X, we write A(X) for the Chow group of X and AQ(X) =
A(X) ⊗Z Q. If K(X) denotes the Grothendieck ring of vector bundles on X, the Chern
characters determine the K(X)-module structure on AQ(X): namely, if E is a vector bundle
and α is a class in AQ(X), then E ·α = ch(E)α, where we viewed ch(E) as an endomorphism.
Then AQ is a functor from Cpp to ModK(X) = the category of K(X)-modules.
Similarly, G(X) has the structure of a K(X)-module given simply by tensor product and
G : Cpp → ModK(X) is a functor. Then Theorem 18.3. of Fulton’s book says that there is a
unique natural transformation
τ : G→ AQ,
satisfying the properties generalizing those of the usual Riemann-Roch formula.
The key consequence of the Riemann-Roch theorem in the above remark for us is the
following:
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3.1.6 Proposition. For each algebraic scheme X, V 7→ OV induces the isomorphism:
AQ(X) ' gr GQ(X),
where, as before, GQ(X) = G(X)⊗Q.
Proof. This is the consequence of one of the properties of τ (namely, (5) of Theorem 18.3.
of [Ful98].)
3.1.7 Remark (G v.s. gr G). As a vector space, gr GQ(X) and GQ(X) are isomorphic.
The next proposition shows our definition (Definition 3.1.3) coincides with the usual one
(up to the difference between A and gr G).
3.1.8 Proposition (Example 18.3.6. in [Ful98]). Let X be a complete variety, F a coherent
sheaf and L1, . . . , Lr line bundles on it. Then
χ(X,L⊗n11 ⊗ · · · ⊗ L⊗nrr ⊗ F ) =
dimX∑
j=0
1
j!
(n1c1(L1) + · · ·+ nrc1(Lr))jτX(F )j
where τX(F )j is the j-th component of τX(F ) in AQ(X). In particular, it gives the coefficient
of
∏
ni.
Proof. By the Riemann-Roch theorem discussed in Remark 3.1.5, for E = L⊗n1 ⊗· · ·⊗L⊗nr ,
we get:
τX(E ⊗ F ) = ch(E)τX(F ).
Note that ch(E) = en1c1(L1)+···+nrc1(Lr). Taking degree; i.e., the pushforward along the
structure map X → ∗, we get the asserted formula.
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3.2 A few facts on toric varieties
Finally, we record the following that generalizes the corresponding one for toric varieties.
3.2.1 Proposition. Let F (X) denote either the Chow group of X or gr G(X). Assume X
has a cellular decomposition; i.e., a filtration X = Xd ⊃ Xd−1 ⊃ . . . X0 ⊃ X−1 = ∅ by closed
schemes such that Xi −Xi−1 is a disjoint union of Uij isomorphic to affine spaces.
Then F (X) is generated by the classes of the closures Zij in X of Uij (or of OZij).
Proof. This is [Ful98] Example 1.9.1.
3.2.2 Corollary. If X is a non-normal toric variety, then F (X) is generated by the classes
of the orbit closures.
For the use below, we recall:
3.2.3 Lemma. Let X ⊂ Pn, Y ⊂ Pm be closed subvarieties. Suppose there exists a finite
surjective morphism X → Y that is given by some projection from Pn, away from some closed
subset, to Pm. Then deg(X) = deg(Y ).
Proof. Let R, S be the homogeneous coordinate rings of X, Y , respectively. By assumption,
S is a subring of R such that S ↪→ R is grade-preserving and finite. Thus, the S-module R/S
is finitely generated and so we can choose some homogeneous element f such that fR ⊂ S.
Thus,
dimRn−deg(f) = dim(fR)n ≤ dimSn ≤ dimRn.
Since deg(X)/ dim(X)! is the leading coefficient of the Hilbert polynomial of R, the assertion
follows.
The next proposition is a direct generalization of the corresponding fact for a toric variety
(this proposition and related results appear in a greater generality in [KK12].) The results of
Part 3 can be viewed as a multi-graded or T -equivariant generalization of the proposition.
3.2.4 Proposition. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over an algebraically closed
field k and assume the torus T = Gdm acts on V as linear automorphisms. Then T acts
on the projectivization P(V ) of V . Let X ⊂ P(V ) be the closure of some T -orbit such that
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dimX = d (so that X is a non-normal toric variety). Then the degree of X in P(V ) is given
as
degP(V )(X) = d! vold(4X)
where 4X ⊂ Rd is the moment polytope of X (Definition 2.4.3) and vold refers to the standard
Euclidean volume.
In other words, the leading term of the Hilbert polynomial χ(X,OP(V )(n)|X) of X is
vold(4X)nd
Proof. By Theorem 1.1.8, we can write R = k[S] for some finitely generated subsemigroup
S of (N× Zd,+), where N corresponds to the grading on R. We write Sn = {x|(n, x) ∈ S}.
Then we have dimRn = #(Sn ∩ Zd).
Now, by Lemma 3.2.3, without loss of generality, we can assume S is saturated; i.e.,
Sn = nP ∩ Zd for some convex polytope P . Then, by the Riemann sum approximation,∫
P
dx = lim
n→∞
∑
x∈P∩ 1
n
Zd
n−d = lim
n→∞
n−d#(nP ∩ Zd).
The last part of the above proposition does not generalize to the lower terms of the
Hilbert polynomial because X is not necessarily normal. This motivates the construction in
the next section.
In the next proposition, it is crucial that X is normal.
3.2.5 Proposition. Let X be a complete (normal) toric variety and L a line bundle generated
by global sections. Then Hi(X,L) = 0 for each i > 0.
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4.0 A non-normal toric variety as a toric variety with extra data
The normalization of a variety gives the functor
X 7→ Xnor
from the category of non-normal toric varieties with torus Gdm to the category of toric varieties
with torus Gdm (the functoriality is because the morphisms here are dominant; see the proof
of Theorem 4.1.6). This functor is not an equivalence, of course. The purpose of this section
is to show that the above can be modified to the functor
X 7→ (Xnor, ξX)
so that it is an equivalence from the category of non-normal projective toric Gdm-varieties
to the category of projective toric Gdm-varieties together with extra data ξ. Concretely, ξ
consists of non-normal toric varieties Y1, . . . Yr of strictly smaller dimensions together with
maps fi from closed invariant subschemes Y
′
i of X to Y .
The construct thus allows one to inductively apply the results in the theory of toric
varieties to non-normal toric varieties. As a example of this, we show the Hilbert polynomial
of a non-normal toric variety equivariantly embedded into a projective space is some finite
sum of Ehrhart polynomials.
4.1 Non-normality data
We introduce the notion of an extra data on a toric variety that can be used to construct
a non-normal toric variety from it. Precisely,
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4.1.1 Definition. Given a (normal) toric variety X with torus Gdm, a non-normality data
on X is a triple (Y ′, Y , f) consisting of a Gdm-invariant closed subscheme Y ′ 6= X of X, a
Gdm-scheme Y and an equivariant map f : Y ′ → Y such that (1) the pushout
Xξ = X ∪f Y
is a variety and (2) the natural map X → Xξ is finite, equivariant and surjective and (3)
Y → Xξ is a closed immersion. The data fits into the diagram:
Y ′ 
 //
f

X

Y 
 // Xξ.
Intuitively, Xξ is obtained by identifying a closed subscheme of X with Y through f . Usually,
f is called the attaching map and Xξ is said to be the result of attaching X to Y via f .
4.1.2 Remark. Some readers might find the following analogy to a construction in algebraic
topology helpful. In algebraic topology, given a space Y , an n-disk Dn (called n-cell) with
boundary Sn−1 and a map f : Sn−1 → Y , the pushout
Dn ∪f Y
is called the space obtained by attaching Dn to Y along f . For example, one can do such
attaching finitely times to some finite set of points and the resulting space is called a spherical
complex ([GH81] Part II. Ch. 19)1
As we explained in Example 1.1.3, a torus itself is a toric variety and a toric variety in
general is, intuitively speaking, a partially compactified torus (with the defining fan specifying
boundary components). Hence, by analogy, we can think of a non-normal toric variety as a
complex of toric varieties. We can then compute, for example, homology or cohomology of a
non-normal toric variety is the weighted sum of homology or cohomology over the complex;
see Proposition 4.1.12 for a trivial instance of this observation.
1Imposing some conditions on it gives the better-known notion of a CW complex.
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The next two simple examples illustrate Definition 4.1.1; in particular they explain what
we mean by ”f identifies an invariant closed subscheme of X with Y ”. (The general case
goes essentially the same way.)
4.1.3 Example. Let B = k[t2, t3] ⊂ A = k[t] be the rings. Note B = k[x, y]/(y2 − x3) via
k[x, y]→ k[t], x 7→ t3, y 7→ t2. Since A is integrally closed, A is the integral closure of B. Let
X = SpecA. Let I be the annihilator of the B-module A/B; note it is both an ideal of A
and an ideal of B (I is usually called a conductor). Let Y ′ = SpecA/I and Y = SpecB/I
and f : Y ′ → Y given by A/I ↪→ B/I. By Lemma 4.1.5 below, Xξ = SpecB is the pushout
X ∪f Y . Then (Y ′, Y, f) is a non-normality data on X.
Now, one can see that I is generated by t2, t3 as an ideal of B and by t2 as an ideal of
A. Thus, Y ′ = Spec k[t]/t2 is the closed subscheme of X defined by the ideal (t2); i.e., it is
a double point on X = A1. Similarly, Y = Spec k is the origin on the curve x3 = y2. The
attaching map f : Y ′ → Y collapses the double point to a (reduced) point. That is, Xξ is
obtained from A1 by identifying the double point at the origin.
4.1.4 Example. Let S ⊂ Z2 be the subsemigroup generated by (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 3). Note
that k[S] = k[x, y, z]/(y2z − x3); cf. Example 6.2.7. Let Xξ = Spec(k[S]). The saturation of
S is S˜ = σ∨ ∩ Z2 where σ ⊂ R2 is the dual of the cone generated by (1, 0), (1, 3). Hence, the
normalization X of Xξ is X = Spec(k[S˜]) = Spec k[x, y] ' A2 where x, y have G2m-weights
(1, 0), (1, 3).
Now, it is easy to see that S˜ is the disjoint union of S and (1, 2) + F ∩ Z2 where
F = R+(1, 3) is a face of σ∨ (cf. Remark 4.1.9). By Proposition 2.2.3, F corresponds to the
prime ideal pF = ker(k[S˜]→ k[S˜∩F ]). Let I be the annihilator of the k[S]-module k[S˜]/k[S].
Then I is generated by χ(1,0) and χ(1,1) as an ideal of k[S]. As an ideal of k[S˜],
√
I = pF but
I 6= pF , since (χ(1,2))2 = χ(1,1)χ(1,3) but χ(1,2) 6∈ I ⊂ k[S]. Note k[S] ↪→ k[S˜] induces:
k[S]/I → k[S˜]/I
and then X → Xξ restricts to Y ′ = Spec(k[S˜]/I)→ Y = Spec(k[S]/I).
The next lemma is [Ei04] Exercise 11.16.
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4.1.5 Lemma. Let B ⊂ A be rings and I the annihilator of the B-module A/B. Then B is
obtained from A, B/I and A/I as the fiber product
B = A×A/I B/I
where A,B/I are given the structures of A/I-modules through the natural maps.
Note: geometrically, the above equation says that SpecB is the pushout of SpecA and
SpecB/I along SpecA/I.
Proof. Let ϕ : B → A×A/I B/I be given by b 7→ (b, b mod I). It is easy to verify that ϕ is
bijective.
We now prove the main result of this section.
4.1.6 Theorem. Let C be the category where
• the objects are pairs (X, ξ) consisting of (normal) toric Gdm-varieties with non-normality
data on them.
• a morphism (X1, ξ1 = (Y ′1 , Y1, f1))→ (X2, ξ2) consists of a morphism ϕ : X1 → X2 as well
as a morphism Y1 → Y2 such that ϕ(Y ′1) ⊂ Y ′2 and Y ′1 f1→ Y1 → Y2 equals Y ′1 → Y ′2 f2→ Y2.
Then there is an equivalence of categories
X 7→ (Xnor, ξX)
from the category of non-normal toric varieties with torus Gdm to C.
Moreover, let X be a complete non-normal toric variety over an algebraically closed field
with torus Gdm and L a Gdm-equivariant line bundle whose pullback to the normalization of X
is a line bundle generated by global sections. Let 4X(L) denote the moment polytope of L
and ξ = (Y ′, Y, f) the non-normality data. If Y1, . . . , Yr are the irreducible components of Y
with the reduced structures, then there exist some integers l1, . . . , lr such that, for each integer
n ≥ 0,
χ(X,L⊗n) = #(n4X(L) ∩ Zd)−
r∑
i=1
χ(Yi, L|Yi⊗(n+li)).
(Note that the formula can be applied recursively.)
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Proof. We first construct the functor X 7→ (Xnor, ξX). Given a non-normal toric variety
X, let I denote the conductor ideal sheaf of OX , the dual of pi∗OX for the normalization
pi : X˜ → X. We note that I is also an ideal sheaf of OX˜ . Let Y = SpecX(OX/I) and
Y ′ = SpecX(OX˜/I). Then they constitute a non-normality data on the toric variety X˜ in
the sense of Definition 4.1.1; indeed, we can assume X, Y are affine and then this follows
from Lemma 4.1.5. Also, X → Z induces a morphism (Xnor, ξX)→ (Znor, ξZ); indeed, the
universal property of normalization says that any dominant morphism from a normal variety
W to a variety X factors through the normalization Xnor → X.
To see the functor is an equivalence, we construct a quasi-inverse (= inverse up to natural
isomorphisms). Given (X, ξ) in C, we get the non-normal toric variety by forming the pushout
X ∪f Y of X and Y along Y ′. Moreover, each (X1, ξ1 = (Y ′1 → Y1)) → (X2, ξ2) induces
a morphism X1 ∪f1 Y1 → X2 ∪f2 Y2 as follows. By assumption, we have the commutative
diagram
Y ′1
  //

X1

Y ′1 //

Y ′2
  //

X2

Y1 // Y2 // X2 ∪f Y2.
Then, by the universal property of pushout, we get the morphism X1∪f Y1 → X2∪f Y2. Since
the two constructions are clearly inverses of each other, this proves the first assertion of the
theorem.
Next, given X,L in the statement of the theorem, for R =
⊕∞
0 Γ(X,L
⊗n), we can
write R = k[S] for some semigroup S ⊂ N × Zd. Let S˜ be the saturation of S. Let
M = k[S˜]/k[S] be the quotient of k[S]-modules. If M 6= 0, then, by Lemma 2.5.2, we choose
an N×Zd-homogeneous prime ideal p of k[S] that is an associated prime of M ; then we have
k[S]/p ↪→M with image say M1. Then apply the same argument to M/M1 and repeat the
argument. The ascending chain condition ensures the process stops in a finite steps. In the
end, we get the filtration (which is non-unique like any composition series):
M = Mr ⊃Mr−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃M1 ⊃M0 = {0}
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with Mi/Mi−1 ' (k[S]/pi)(−li) as k[S]-modules, where we used the notion R(l)d = Rl+d for
an N× Zd-graded ring R.
Let Yi = V (pi) ⊂ X be the subvarieties. Then, for each n 0, we have:
dim k[S˜]n = dim k[S]n + dimMn,
while
dimMn =
∑
p∈ξX
dim(k[S]/p)n.
Putting these together we see the asserted identity holds for large n  0. Now, let pi :
Xnor → X be the normalization of X. By Proposition 3.2.5 and by the assumption on pi∗L,
we have dim k[S˜]n = χ(X
nor, pi∗L⊗n); thus, dim k[S˜]n is a polynomial in n. It follows that
the asserted identity holds for every integer n ≥ 0.
4.1.7 Corollary. A non-normality data on a toric variety is independent of the base field (it
is not geometric in nature).
4.1.8 Corollary. Every projective non-normal toric variety can be constructed from a convex
polytope together with a non-normality data on the toric variety associated to the polytope.
4.1.9 Remark. In the notation of the above proof, we have the disjoint union
S˜ − S =
r⊔
i=1
(gi + S ∩ Fi)
where Fi are the faces of the cone R+S that correspond to the prime ideals appearing in the
filtration.
In particular, ignoring a choice in the construction of the filtration, ξ amounts to the set
of the pairs (gi, S ∩ Fi).
4.1.10 Question (of Kiumars Kaveh). Is there a proof of the fact in the above remark that
does not use commutative algebra at all. (Probably yes?)
We give an example illustrating (the affine analog of) the above remark.
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4.1.11 Example. Let σ ⊂ R2 be the cone generated by the two vectors (1, 2), (2, 1).
Let Sσ = σ
∨ ∩ Z2 = {u ∈ Z2|u1 + 2u2 ≥ 0, 2u1 + u2 ≥ 0}. We note that Sσ =
〈(2,−1), (−1, 2), (1, 0), (0, 1)〉 as a semigroup. Let
S = 〈(2,−1), (−1, 2), (0, 1)〉
be the subsemigroup of Sσ. Note that S generates Z2 since (1, 0) = (2,−1) + (−1, 2)− (0, 1).
Since R+S = σ∨, we thus have S˜ = Sσ and S is not saturated since (1, 0) 6∈ S. Let
F = R+(2,−1), which is a face of R+S = σ∨. Then S ∩ F = N(2,−1) and
S˜ − S = (1, 0) + N(2,−1).
(Indeed, if x is in S˜ − S, then we write x = a(2,−1) + b(−1, 2) + c(1, 0) + d(0, 1) with
a, b, c, d ∈ N. Since (2, 0) = (2,−1) + (0, 1) ∈ S, we can assume c = 1. Similarly, we find
b = d = 0.)
For the later use as well as independent interests, we note the following, which says that,
in the one-dimensional case, a non-normal normality data is essentially a genus.2
4.1.12 Proposition. Let X be a non-normal toric variety of dimension one with the non-
normality data ξ = (Y ′, Y, f). Let g = 1− χ(X,OX) be the arithmetic genus of X. Then
g = #ξ
where the right-hand side means: if Y has the irreducible components Yi’s with multiplicity
ni, then #ξ =
∑
i ni.
Proof ([Hart77] Ch. IV, Exercise 1.8.) Let pi : Xnor → X be the normalization of X and
OYi,X the local ring of X at Yi. By construction, we have:
0→ OX → pi∗OXnor →
r⊕
1
O˜Yi,X/OYi,X → 0
where ·˜ means integral closure. Since Hi(X, pi∗OXnor) = Hi(Xnor,OXnor), this gives us:
χ(Xnor,OXnor) = χ(X,OX) +
∑
i
length(O˜Yi,X/OYi,X).
2Since P1 is the only projective toric variety of dimension one, the corresponding result for a toric variety
is uninteresting.
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A sequel to this thesis [Mu2X] will give a more general version of the above.
4.1.13 Question (on Cox’s theorem). Is there a way to combine Remark 1.1.4 and non-
normality data? (Presumably yes, but the precise formulation is unclear.)
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5.0 Part 2: Degeneration given by an ideal filtration
This section introduces some definitions and constructions related to flat degenerations
that are used through the rest of the paper (they are not necessarily original).
5.1 Definition of an ideal filtration
For the purpose of this paper, we use the following definition.
5.1.1 Definition. Given an algebraic variety X, a flat degeneration of X is a flat morphism
of varieties:
f : X ′ → A1
together with an isomorphism over A1 − 0:
X ′ − f−1(0)
f &&
∼ // X × (A1 − 0)
p2ww
A1 − 0
(in other words, X ′ − f−1(0) is a trivial bundle1 over A1 − 0).
The variety X ′ is called the total space of the degeneration and f−1(0), which need not
be reduced or irreducible, is called the special fiber or the zero fiber.
5.1.2 Remark. Since f is a regular function on X ′, each fiber f−1(t) of f is a principal
effective divisor on X ′.
Throughout the paper, we are mostly interested in the projective case of a flat degeneration:
5.1.3 Remark (projective case of a flat degeneration). In the above setup, suppose X =
ProjR is a projective variety and X ′ is a projective scheme over A1 = Spec(k[t]); i.e., X ′ is
the Proj of a flat graded k[t]-algebra R′ that is an integral domain such that R′0 = k[t] and
R′ is finitely generated as an R′0-algebra.
1So, the more natural notion is something that admits flat degenerations locally; the notion that will be
considered in the next paper.
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Suppose, furthermore, that the trivialization lifts in the sense that it is induced by some
isomorphism R′[t−1] ' R[t, t−1]. We then have the notion of the initial form given as follows:
if f ∈ R, then we view it as an element of R′[t−1] via R ⊂ R[t, t−1] ' R′[t−1] and then
tnf ∈ R′ − tR′ for some n > 0. The initial form f ∗ of f is then the image of tnf in R′/tR′.
Now, suppose S := R′/tR′ is Zr-graded in addition to the original grading; in other
words, the torus Grm acts on it as graded algebra automorphisms. We put the lexicographical
ordering on Zr. Then the Zr-grading on S induces a filtration {Ia}a∈Zr of R by
Ia = {f ∈ R− 0| the least Zr-degree of f ∗ is ≥ a}.
The last part of the above remark motivates the following definition (cf. [Ka07], where
the term ”idealistic filtration” is used and Definition 2.4.14. of [La04]. [Sch85] simply uses
the term ”filtration”.)
5.1.4 Definition. An ideal filtration v = {Ia}a∈Zr2 of a ring A is a family of ideals of A such
that
(i) I0 = A,
(ii) IaIb ⊂ Ia+b for each a, b ∈ Zr,
(iii) Ib ⊂ Ia for each b > a in Zr in the lexicographical ordering.
If A is graded, we also require that Ia are homogeneous. The definition also has an obvious
analog for ideal shaves (the ideal-sheaf version will be considered in §8).
5.1.5 Remark. Because a Noetherian ring, by definition, cannot have an infinite ascending
chain of ideals, a descending chain is more convenient (and explains why we use a decreasing
filtration here). Some authors, who are interested in non-Noetherian rings like the coordinate
rings of infinite-dimensional ”varieties”, do however consider an increasing filtration.
A basic example of an ideal filtration is given by powers of ideals: if I is an ideal, then
let In = A, n ≤ 0, In = In, n > 1 and then {In}n∈Z is an ideal filtration. We usually denote
this ideal filtration by I∞. Here is a very typical example not given by powers of ideals.
2v is mathfrak v; the notation is because the concept is equivalent to that of a quasi-valuation.
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5.1.6 Example. Let X be a smooth projective variety, L an ample line bundle on X and
D ⊂ X an effective divisor. Setting
In =
∞⊕
l=0
Γ(X,L⊗l ⊗OX(−nD)),
{In}n∈Z is an ideal filtration of the section ring R =
⊕∞
l=0 Γ(X,L
⊗l); here, In are ideals of R
through OX(−nD) ⊂ OX .
5.1.7 Remark (fractional ideal filtration). The preceding example suggests there is the
notion of a fractional ideal filtration; namely, when A is an integral domain, in Definition
5.1.4, we require Ia to be a fractional ideal of A instead of an ideal. Then, by the same
manner in the above example, a not-necessarily-effective divisor gives rise to a fractional ideal
filtration. This notion is not considered here as not needed.
5.1.8 Example. The base loci of a linear series, which is naturally a filtration of closed
subschemes, gives another example of an ideal filtration; see [La04] Ch. 2, §4.
5.1.9 Example. The irrelevant ideal of a graded semigroup algebra has a natural structure
of an ideal filtration. Indeed, let R = k[S] be a graded semigroup algebra, not necessarily
finitely generated, for some subsemigroup S ⊂ N × Zr. Then the irrelevant I = R+ has a
natural structure of an ideal filtration; namely,
Ia = k[S]a := ⊕∞l=0k · 1S(l, a)χ(l,a),
where 1S is the indicator function of S.
5.1.10 Remark (a role of an ideal filtration as generalizing a closed subscheme). Given an
ring A and an ideal filtration v = {Ia}a∈Z on A, it easy to see that
√
Ia =
√
Ib
for every a, b > 0 and the common radical ideal is called the radical of the ideal filtration v.
In particular, V (Ia) ⊂ X = Spec(A) all have the same underlying set for a > 0 and Ia all
share the same set of minimal prime ideals over it; i.e., the set of set-theoretic irreducible
components of V (Ia); cf Remark 5.3.7.
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For each a in Zr, let I>a = ∪b>aIb, which is an ideal and then let
grvR :=
⊕
a∈Zr
Ia/I>a,
which is called the (generalized) normal-cone ring along v and the Spec of it is the normal
cone along V (I). It comes with the natural action of the torus Grm.
5.1.11 Remark (ideal filtration = Zr-graded ring with constant negative terms). Let v be
an ideal filtration on a ring A and then the ring
A′ =
⊕
a∈Zr
Ia
is called the Rees algebra of v; it is a Zr-graded ring (which is positive in the sense that all
negative components are A).
Conversely, suppose we are given a Zr-graded ring A′ with the property A′a = A0 for
every a ≤ 0 (Zr is given the lexicographical ordering). Then it can be written like the above;
namely, we set Ia = Aa for each a. Then {Ia}a∈Z is an ideal filtration of A.3 Hence, to give an
ideal filtration is the same as to give a multi-graded ring with constant negative terms. In fact,
since the consideration of a generalized Rees algebra amounts to doing a generalized blow-up
(cf. below), giving an ideal filtration is equivalent to doing a blow-up in some generalized
sense. This is among the reasons why the notion of an ideal filtration has come to being in
the first place (cf. [Ka07]).
Because of the remark below, we can also think of an ideal filtration as an ideal-theoretic
generalization of a valuation.
5.1.12 Remark (ideal filtration = quasi-valuation). Let A be an integral domain. A
quasi-valuation µ : A− 0→ Zr on A is a function such that for any 0 6= f, g ∈ A,
(i) µ(fg) ≥ µ(f) + µ(g).
(ii) µ(f + g) ≥ min{µ(f), µ(g)}.
3Proof: AIa = A0Aa ⊂ Aa = Ia and so Ia is an A-module. Since Ia ⊂ IaA = IaA−a ⊂ A0 = A, Ia is an
A-submodule of A; i.e., an ideal. Similarly, for b > a, Ib ⊂ IbAa−b ⊂ Ia and the multiplicative property is
trivial.
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Moreover, the quasi-valuation µ is called a valuation if the inequality in (i) is the equality.
Each quasi-valuation determines an ideal filtration by setting
Ia = {f ∈ A|f = 0 or µ(f) ≥ a},
that has the property
⋂
a>0 Ia = 0. Conversely, given an ideal filtration v with
⋂
a>0 Ia = 0,
we can define the associated quasi-valuation ν by
µ(f) = sup{a ∈ Zr|f ∈ Ia}.
Among the fundamental questions on an ideal filtration is finiteness.
5.1.13 Definition (finite type). An ideal filtration v on a ring A is said to be of finite type
over A if the Rees algebra
⊕
a∈Zr Ia of it is finitely generated as an A-algebra. For simplicity,
”over A” is frequently dropped.
Note for such v, we have that, with I>a = ∪b>aIb, the normal-cone ring
grvA :=
⊕
a≥0
Ia/I>a.
is finitely generated as an A/I>0-algebra.
We note that ”of finite type” is equivalent to ”Noetherian” in the following sense:
5.1.14 Proposition. Let A be a Noetherian ring. Then an ideal filtration v = {Ia} on A is
of finite type ⇔⊕a∈Zr Ia is a Noetherian ring.
Proof. (⇒) ⊕ Ia is a finitely generated algebra over the Noetherian ring A; thus is a
Noetherian ring.
(⇐) Let A′ = ⊕ Iat−a. Since A′ '⊕ Ia is a Noetherian ring, the ideal A′+ = ⊕a>0 Iat−a
of A′ is finitely generated; say, by g1t−b1 , . . . , gmt−bm . If a > max{b1, . . . , bm} and f ∈ A, we
can write ft−a =
∑
uigit
−bi with ui in A′. Removing the terms that get cancelled, we can
assume ui = hit
bi−a with hi in A. Thus, by induction on Zr, we see A′ is finitely generated in
large degrees and thus is finitely generated.
The next proposition generalizes the key property of an (ordinary) normal cone.
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5.1.15 Proposition (cf. [Ful93] Appendix B.6.6.). Let X = Spec(A) be an affine variety
and W ⊂ X a closed subset without a scheme structure. Let v = {In}n∈N be an ideal filtration
of A of finite type such that, as a set, W = V (v) and we think v is a sort of generalized
scheme structure on W . We write Wv for W together with v. Then the normal cone along
Wv:
CWv/X = Spec
(⊕
n≥0
In/In+1
)
is of pure dimension; i.e., each irreducible component has the same dimension as the others.
Proof. Consider the generalized extended Rees algebra B =
⊕
n∈Z t
−nIn where In = A if
n < 0. Then tB is the defining ideal of CW/X in X = Spec(B). Since B is a Noetherian ring,
by Krull’s principal ideal theorem, each minimal prime ideal over tB has height one. By the
ideal correspondence, each minimal prime ideal of B/tB has the same height.
5.1.16 Remark (normal ideal filtration). In the proof, suppose B is integrally closed; in that
case, we call v is normal. Then the same proof shows CWv/X has no embedded component;
i.e., it is of pure dimension in the strong sense.
5.2 Conversion to a one-parameter Rees algebra
For us, the notion of an ideal filtration is relevant because of the following construction
(Theorem 5.2.1) due to Rees, P. Caldero, Brion–Alexeev and D. Anderson.
5.2.1 Theorem (existence of a one-parameter Rees algebra). Let A be a Noetherian ring
and v an ideal filtration of finite type. Then there is a finitely generated A-algebra A′ together
with a non-zero-divisor t in A′ such that
(i) A′/tA′ = grvA,
(ii) There is a natural ring isomorphism A′[t−1] ' A[t, t−1] that commutes with t.
Proof. Let f1, . . . , fp be the generators of A such that fi ∈ Iai and the classes f ∗i ∈ Iai/I>ai
generate grvA. The key part of the proof is to choose a linear functional l : Qr → Q. Given
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such an l, for each integer n ≥ 0, we let
A≥n =
∑
l(m1a1+···+mpap)≥n
Afm11 . . . f
mp
p
and then form the ring
A′ = A[t]⊕ t−1A≥1 ⊕ t−2A≥2 ⊕ t−3A≥3 ⊕ · · · ,
called an extended Rees algebra of A. Since the n-th degree piece of tA′ is t−nA≥n+1, we
have A′/tA′ =
⊕∞
n=0A≥n/A≥n+1. Since A
′ ⊂ A[t, t−1], A′ has the required property (ii) and
we will choose l so that A′ also has the property (i).
To choose l, let S = Z[x1, . . . , xp] be a polynomial ring equipped with the Qr-grading such
that deg(xi) = ai. If g ∈ S, by the degree of g, for the purpose of this proof, we shall mean
the least degree of the homogeneous components of g. We have the surjective homomorphism
S → grvA
given by xi 7→ f ∗i . Likewise, with the definition of A≥∗, we have the surjection: S →
⊕∞n=0A≥n/A≥n+1 given by xi 7→ f ∗i ∈ Al(ai)/Al(ai)+1. Now, for any choice of l ∈ (Qr)∗, we
have:
ker(S → ⊕∞n=0A≥n/A≥n+1) ⊂ ker(S → grvA).
Indeed, if g is in the kernel on the left, then for a = deg(g), that means g(f1, . . . , fp) is in
A≥l(a)+1. Then g(f1, . . . , fp) ∈ I>a; since otherwise we have l(g(f1, . . . , fp)) = l(a).
Now, we want to choose l so that the above inclusion is the equality. For that, choose
homogeneous generators g1, . . . , gq of the kernel of S → grF A. Then we can find polynomials
hi in S such that gi(f1, . . . , fp) = hi(f1, . . . , fp) and deg(gi) < deg(hi). We then define the
linear functional l : Qr → Q by
l =
r∑
j=1
e∗jN
r−j
for the standard dual basis e∗j of (Qr)∗ and some integer N chosen as follows. Since deg(hi) >
deg(gi) in the lexicographical ordering, for large enough N we have l(deg(gi)) < l(deg(hi)).
Since gi is in the kernel of S → ⊕∞n=0A≥n/A≥n+1, we are done.
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It is worth formulating the above theorem in the following form:
5.2.2 Corollary. Given a projective variety X = ProjR (with a choice of R), there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the toric degenerations of X (in the appropriate sense4)
and the ideal filtrations of R whose associated graded rings are finitely generated semigroups.
5.2.3 Example (A toric scheme as a toric degeneration). A toric scheme, say over some
base scheme S, can be thought of as a special case of a toric degeneration over S if, by toric
degeneration,5 we mean something quite general: e.g., a family of varieties/schemes over
S whose a distinguished fiber is a non-normal toric variety (=not-necessarily-normal toric
variety). The present thesis may be thought of as an attempt to working out the very special
situation S = A1 in details.
We have the notion of an integral closure of an ideal filtration; the terminology is justified
by Proposition 5.3.1 below.
5.2.4 Definition (integral closure of an ideal filtration). Given an ideal filtration v on an
integral domain A such that
⋂
a>0 Ia = 0 and µ associated quasi-valuation (Remark 5.1.12),
for each f ∈ A− 0, we let
µ(f) = lim
n→∞
µ(fn)/n.
Samuel proved (at least when r = 1) that the limit exists, possibly as infinity, and so ν(f) is
a well-defined point of Rr unless infinite. Let v be the associated ideal filtration:
Ia = {f ∈ A|f = 0 or µ(f) ≥ a}
for each a ∈ Zr. It is called the integral closure of v; or perhaps more precisely the integral
part of the integral closure of v.
4As this corollary is not needed later, we skip giving the precise meaning
5There is also a termonolgical advantage that we can avoid an somehow awkward term ”not-necessarily-
normal toric variety”.
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5.3 Integral closure of an ideal filtration
The next result relates the integral closure in the usual sense with Definition 5.3.1.
5.3.1 Proposition. Let A be an integral domain (the proof goes through without ”Noethe-
rian”). For each ideal filtration v on A, the Rees algebra
⊕
a∈Zr Ia along it is the integral
closure of
⊕
a∈Zr Ia in
⊕
a∈Zr A ' A[t, t−1].
Proof. (The first part of the proof follows Kawanoue.) Let f be in the a-th component of⊕
a∈Zr A and suppose it is integral over
⊕
Ia; i.e., we can write
fn + g1f
n−1 + · · ·+ gn = 0, gi ∈ Iia.
We write µ for the quasi-valuation associated to v (Remark 5.1.12); i.e., µ(f) = sup{a ∈
Zr|f ∈ Ia}. Then the above implies that
µ(fn) ≥ min
1≤i≤n
{µ(gi) + (n− i)µ(f)} ≥ min
1≤i≤n
{ia+ (n− i)µ(f)}.
Set λj = 1−
(
n−1
n
)j
, j ≥ 0. If, inductively, µ(f) ≥ λja, then
µ(fn) ≥ (1 + (n− 1)λj)a = nλj+1a.
It easily follows from the definition that µ is homogeneous; i.e., µ(fn) = nµ(f) and so we get
µ(f) ≥ λj+1a. Since λj → 1 as j →∞, µ(f) ≥ a; i.e., f ∈ Ia. Since the integral closure C of⊕
Ia is a graded subring of
⊕
a∈Zr A, we conclude that
⊕
a∈Zr Ia contains C.
For the opposite inclusion, fix a ∈ Zr and let A′ = A[t] ⊕ Iat−1 ⊕ I2at−2 ⊕ · · · . Then
Ina = t
nA′ ∩ A and it is enough to show that Ia is contained in the integral closure of A′.
Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume Ia is principal. Now, let f be in Ia; i.e.,
µ(f) ≥ a. Given an integer k > 0, we can find n0 such that for all n ≥ n0,
µ(fn)/n ≥ a(1− 1/k);
i.e., fn is in Ina(1−1/k) if n ≥ n0 and is divisible by k. Now, we recall the fact that the integral
closure C is the intersection
⋂
V (V ∩ A[t, t−1]) over all the valuation rings V containing
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⊕
Ia. Fix V and write ν for the corresponding valuation. For each ideal J of A, let
ν(J) = inf{ν(x)|0 6= x ∈ J}. Then we see ν(Jm) = mν(J) for any integer m > 0 and we get
ν(fn) ≥ ν(Ina(1−1/k)) = n(1− 1/k)ν(Ia).
Or ν(f) ≥ (1− 1/k)ν(Ia). Letting k →∞, we see ν(f) ≥ ν(Ia). Varying ν, we conclude f is
in C.
5.3.2 Corollary. Assume, in addition, that A is a finitely generated algebra over a field.
Then an ideal filtration v is of finite type if and only if its integral closure v is of finite type.
Proof. This follows from Noether’s finiteness theorem and its converse (Theorem 1.3.4).
5.3.3 Remark ([Kn05] Knutson’s balanced normal cone). Let v be the ideal filtration given
by powers of ideals: In = I
n. Then Knutson calls the normal cone along v the balanced
normal cone. Some of the results of the present and two subsequent sections were motivated
by this paper of Knutson.
The above corollary is generally false if A is merely a Noetherian integral domain; see,
for example, §5 of [HGN90]. In §1.1. of [Kn05], Knutson cites Theorem 4.21. of [Re] to
claim the finite generation of a balanced normal cone for an arbitrary Noetherian ring. This
is problematic since the cited theorem only gives a point-wise bound for q − q. Thus, this
corollary takes care of this issue and is the (personal) reason why we wanted to record it here.
5.3.4 Remark (Rees decomposition). One of the main results of [Re] uses the Q-version of
integral closure of an ideal filtration to give a decomposition of an ideal filtration (called a
quasi-valuation there) in terms of valuations. The interested readers are referred to [Re] Ch
4. (In the thesis, we don’t really use valuations; whence, the omission of the discussion).
The significance of having the notion of an ideal filtration is that it allows us to develop
a generalization of the classical ideal theory; in particular, [Re] does just that in a systematic
way. (The resulting theory has a big implication to multiplicity theory and, as we wish to
hint in the present thesis, an implication to intersection theory.)
Among the instances of this generalization is a primary decomposition of integral closures
of ideals, as done in Remark 5.3.7 below. We first recall the key features of a primary
decomposition of an ideal.
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5.3.5 Proposition. Let A be a ring and I an ideal.
(i) If p is a minimal prime ideal over I, then the pre-image of IAp under the localization
map φp : A→ Ap is the smallest p-primary ideal containing I.
In particular, if I is p-primary, then I = φp
−1(IAp).
(ii) Suppose there is a minimal primary decomposition I =
⋂
iQi. If p =
√
Qi is a minimal
prime ideal over I, then Qi = φ
−1
p (IAp) and is called the p-primary component of I.
Proof. (i) Replacing A by A/I we can assume I = 0. Let K = ker(A → Ap). Since p is a
minimal prime ideal, Ap has only one prime ideal; thus, every non-unit there is nilpotent. In
particular, every zerodivisor in the subring A/K ⊂ Ap is nilpotent and thus K is a primary
ideal. Next, let Q be a p-primary ideal. If x ∈ K, then sx = 0 for some s ∈ A − p. Then
sx ∈ Q and so x ∈ Q since s 6∈ p. Thus, K ⊂ Q.
(ii) This is essentially the second uniqueness theorem of a primary decomposition ([AM94]
Theorem 4.10.). It follows from (i).
We recall that a ring homomorphism A→ B is said to be a pure subring if the natural
map N → N ⊗A B is an injection for every A-module N . For example, a faithfully flat ring
homomorphism is precisely a flat pure subring. Also, if A is a direct summand of B, then
A→ B is a pure subring.
5.3.6 Lemma. Let A→ R be a pure subring (see the above paragraph) and I ⊂ A an ideal.
Then
IR ∩ A = I
where the bar · means the integral closure of an ideal (recall: an element x is an integral over
I if, for some n > 0, xn ∈ xn−1I + xn−2I2 + · · ·+ In).
Proof. Let x be in IR ∩ A. For any ideal J of A, since A → R is a pure subring, we
get A/J ↪→ A/J ⊗A R = R/JR; i.e., J = JR ∩ A. For any ideals a and b of A, we have
(a + b)R = aR + bR. Thus, for some n > 0,
xn ∈ (xn−1IR + · · ·+ InR) ∩ A = (xn−1I + · · ·+ In)R ∩ A = xn−1I + · · ·+ In.
Hence, IR ∩ A ⊂ I. The opposite inclusion is trivial.
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5.3.7 Remark (primary decomposition). Let A be either the coordinate ring of a normal6
affine variety or a localization of it, v : I1 ⊃ I2 ⊃ · · · an ideal filtration of A and A′ =
A[t]⊕ I1t−1 ⊕ I2t−2 ⊕ · · · the generalized extended Rees algebra associated to v. Let B be
the integral closure of A′.7 In general, we know that Ass(A/xnA) is independent of n for any
Noetherian ring A and a nonzerodivisor x.8 Also, by Serre’s criterion for normality, the set
Ass(B/tB) has no non-minimal element (embedded prime). Thus, for each n > 0, we have
the unique primary decomposition: tnB =
⋂
q∈V0(tB) t
nBq ∩B, where V0(a) denotes the set of
minimal elements of V (a). Since a nonzero principal ideal in an integrally closed domain is
integrally closed, since tnB = InB and In = t
nB ∩A (Lemma 5.3.6), we then get the possibly
redundant primary decomposition:
In =
⋂
q∈V0(tB)
tnBq ∩ A.
That each intersection-factor in the right-hand side forms an ideal filtration follows from the
basic properties of an ideal filtration recorded in the lemma below.
5.3.8 Lemma (basic properties of an ideal filtration). Let A be a ring and v an ideal filtration
on it. Then the following hold:
(i) For any subring B ⊂ A, v ∩B = {Ia ∩B}a∈Zr is an ideal filration.
(ii) Given a ring homomorphism ϕ : A→ B, ϕ(v)B = {ϕ(Ia)B}a∈Zr is an ideal filtration
on B. In particular, for any multiplicatively closed subset S ⊂ A, vA[S−1] is an ideal
filtration.
(iii) In the notion of (ii), if v is of finite type, then ϕ(v)B is of finite type.
Proof. (i), (ii) are immediate. (iii) is also straightforward ([Re] Ch 2. §4.).
The above (i), (ii) can be combined as in:
6The “normal” assumption here is to simplify the discussion and can be weakened.
7B ”can” be called the normalized generalized extended Rees algebra associated to the ideal filtration v.
8Consider 0→ A/xn → A/xn+1 → A/x→ 0 given in the proof of [Ful98, Lemma A.2.5.].
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5.3.9 Example (symbolic power of a prime ideal). Let p∞ = {pn}n>0 be an ideal filtration
given by a power of a prime ideal p in a ring A. Then (i), (ii) of the above lemma say that
p(∞) = {pnAp ∩A}n>0 is an ideal filtration, which we sometimes called the symbolic filtration;
the next section will go deep in the study of this filtration.
5.3.10 Remark (Rees algebra as a base change: an affine blow-up). To visualize Remark
5.3.7, it is useful to have the following view in mind: for an ideal I of a ring A and
X = Spec(A), V (tA′) is the fiber product of V (I) ↪→ X and X ′ → X, where X ′ is the Spec
of A′ = A[t]⊕ It−1⊕ I2t−2⊕· · · . Since a possibly non-principal ideal (i.e., I) is replaced by a
principal ideal (i.e., tA′), this base change is sometimes referred to as an affine blow-up along
I. Thus, if we used an ideal filtration instead of an ideal, it is a sort of an affine blow-up
along a filtration, the key technique used in [Re] throughout.
5.3.11 Lemma (reduction = integral). Let A be a Noetherian ring and J ⊂ I ideals. Then
the following are equivalent
(i) The blow-up algebra
⊕∞
0 I
n is finite over the *graded subring*9
⊕∞
0 J
n. (Note that a
Veronese subring is *not* a graded subring).
(ii) For some m > 0, JIm = Im+1.
(iii) I is integral over J (cf. Lemma 5.3.6).
When the above equivalent conditions hold, J is then said to be a reduction of I.
Proof. (i) ⇔ (ii): Let bIA =
⊕∞
0 I
n and similarly for bJA. We recall the following from
the standard proof of the Artin–Rees lemma: given a decreasing filtration of an A-module
M = M0 ⊃M1 ⊃ · · · , we say M∗ is an I-stable filtration if IMn = Mn+1 for sufficiently large
n > 0. A key observation was that the filtration M∗ is an I-stable filtration if and only if
bIM =
⊕∞
0 Mn is a finite module over bIA. Then here, with Mn = I
n, we have: bIA = bJM
is finite over bJA if and only if Mn is J-stable; i.e., JI
n = In+1 for sufficiently large n.
(ii) ⇒ (iii): Let xi be the generators of I. Since xi is integral over J , we can choose
large enough m > 0 such that xmi ∈ xm−1i J + · · ·+ Jm for each i. Increasing m, that implies
Im ⊂ Im−1J , which must be the equality.
9Here, “graded subring” means that
⊕∞
0 I
n is a graded module over a graded ring
⊕∞
0 J
n.
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(iii)⇒ (ii): For each x in I, we have xIm ⊂ JIm, which, by the determinant trick, implies
that x is integral over J .
5.3.12 Remark ([HS06] Exercise 8.12). Note that if I is a reduction of J , then
√
I =
√
J
since Jm+1 = IJm ⊂ I ⊂ J .
On the other hand, it need not be the case that an ideal I is a reduction of its radical
√
I.
For example, if I2 is a reduction of I, then I2Im = Im+1 for some m > 0 and that would be
a nonsense if I is a radical ideal generated by a nonzerodiviosr.
It is true that
⊕∞
0 I
n is finite over
⊕∞
0 I
2n (e.g., by Lemma 5.4.1 (ii) below). But in that
case the grading of
⊕∞
0 I
2n is such that I2 has degree two not one.
5.4 Some results from the asymptotic ideal theory
For the remainder of the section, we collect some results in the asymptotic ideal theory
for the use in the next two sections. For the sake of self-containedness and the convenience of
non-expert readers in this theory, we will often give proofs.
The next lemma is standard.
5.4.1 Lemma. Let R be a graded ring such that R0 is a Noetherian ring. Then
(i) If R is Noetherian, then some Veronese subring
R[m] =
∞⊕
n=0
Rnm
is generated as an R0-algebra by a finite number of degree-one elements. Explicitly, if
x1, . . . , xr are homogeneous generators of R, then one can take m = rc where c is the
least common multiple of deg(xi)’s.
(ii) Assume either (1) R is an integral domain or (2) the degree components of R are
decreasing: Rn ⊃ Rn+1. If, for some integer m > 0, the Veronese subring R[m] is a
Noetherian ring, then R is finite over R[m].
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Proof. (i) Let x1, . . . , xr be the homogeneous generators of R of degrees di, c the least
common multiple of di’s and set m = rc. For each i, let ei be a (positive) integer such that
c = eidi. We note that Rn is spanned by the monomials x
n1
1 . . . x
nr
r such that
∑
nidi = n.
Take n = lm. Since lm =
∑
nidi ≥ m = rc =
∑
eidi, for some i1, ni1 ≥ ei1 and then
we factor out x
ei1
i1
. Note the degree of the remaining monomial is then lm− c = (lr − 1)c.
Iterating this procedure r times, we get:
xn11 . . . x
nr
r = x
ei1
i1
· · ·xeirir y
where y is a monomial of degree lm− rc = (l − 1)m. Hence, we are done by induction.
We show (ii). First assume the condition (1). We write R =
⊕m−1
j=0 Mj where Mj =⊕∞
n=0Rnm+j. If Mj 6= 0, then it contains a nonzero homogeneous element x. Then the
multiplication xm−1 : Mj → R[m] is well-defined and injective since A is an integral domain. It
is also a homomorphism of R[m]-modules. It follows that R is a finitely generated R[m]-module.
The proof under the assumption (2) is similar.
5.4.2 Definition (analytic spread; cf. [Ei04] Exercise 12.5.). Given a Noetherian local ring
(A,m) and an ideal I, consider the following graded ring (called the fiber cone ring):
A/m⊕ I/mI ⊕ I2/mI2 ⊕ I3/mI3 ⊕ · · · .
By Nakayama’s lemma, for each n > 0, the dimension of In/mIn as a vector space over
k = A/m is the minimum number of the generators of In. Also, since I is finitely generated,
dimk I
n/mIn is a polynomial in n large, the Hilbert polynomial.
By definition, the analytic spread an(I) of I is one plus the degree of this Hilbert
polynomial or, equivalently, the Krull dimension of
⊕∞
0 I
n/mIn. See also Lemma 5.4.5 below
for another characterization. We note that an(I) is bounded above by the minimum number
of the generators of I.
Note also that an(I) = an(Ir) for each r > 0 by Lemma 5.4.1 (i).
The next proposition is among the main results in asymptotic theory of prime divisors
(recall that a prime divisor of an ideal I of a Noetherian ring R is an associated prime of the
R-module R/I.)
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5.4.3 Proposition. Let A be either the coordinate ring of an affine variety over a field or a
localization of such a ring (in particular, A is an integral domain) and I, p an ideal and a
prime ideal of A.
If p is a prime divisor of the integral closure In, then it is a prime divisor of Ir for every
r ≥ n as well as a prime divisor of Ir for every r  0.
Moreover, the following are equivalent.
(i) p is a prime divisor of In for n 0.
(ii) There exists a prime divisor p′ of tA′ such that p = p′ ∩ A, where A′ denotes the
integral closure of A′ = A[t, t−1I].10
(iii) (S. McAdam) ht(p) = an(IAp), where an refers to analytic spread (Definition 5.4.2).
If I is nonzero and principal, then the above conditions are equivalent to
(iv) p has height one.
Proof. For the equivalence among (i) - (iii), see [Mc83] Proposition 3.18. and Proposition
4.1. The equivalence (i) ⇔ (iv) is due to [Mc83] Lemma 3.14.
For the first part, from [Mc83, ?], we know Ass(A/Ir) is increasing in r, giving us the
first item.
For the second item, if p is a prime divisor of In, then by the condition (ii), we have
p = q ∩ A for some prime divisor q of tA′. By Nagata’s altitude formula, q ∩ A′ has height
one and thus q∩A′ is a prime divisor of tA′; it follows that q∩A is a prime divisor of Ir.
5.4.4 Corollary ([Ra74] Theorem 2.12.). If I is generated by a ht(I) number of elements,
then, for every integer n > 0, In is unmixed in height; i.e., every prime divisor of In has the
same height as the others.
Proof. If p is a prime divisor of In, then it is a prime divisor of Ir, r  0. Since IAp is
generated by h = ht(I) elements by assumption, we have: ht(p) = an(IrAp) ≤ h. On the
other hand, by definition, h is the minimum of the heights of prime ideals containing I; thus,
ht(p) ≥ h.
10We know Ass(R/xnR) is independent of n; see Remark 5.3.7. So, the item (ii) here is equivalent if t is
replaced by some power of t.
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5.4.5 Lemma. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring such that A/m is infinite and I an
ideal. Then the analytic spread of I is the minimal number of elements generating an ideal
over which I is integral.
Proof. Let q = an(I). Let R =
⊕∞
0 I
n and B =
⊕∞
0 I
n/mIn. We have B = R/mR since
m ⊂ A = R0 consists of degree zero elements and so the n-th degree piece of R/mR is
Rn/mRn = I
n/mIn. Recall that, by definition, the Krull dimension of B is the analytic
spread of I. Now, since B0 = A/m is an infinite field, by [Ma70b] Theorem 14.14., B1 contains
elements x∗1, . . . , x
∗
q such that
√
(x∗1, . . . , x∗q) = B+. It is now not terribly hard to show that
R =
⊕∞
0 I
n is finite over
⊕∞
0 (x1, . . . , xq)
n.
Conversely, if
⊕∞
0 I
n is integral over
⊕∞
0 (x1, . . . , xr)
n, then the former is finite over
the latter (since a ring extension is finite if it is integral and is of finite type). Then√
(x∗1, . . . , x∗r) = B+ and then by Krull’s height theorem, we must have r ≥ q.
5.4.6 Lemma. Let A be a Noetherian ring, I, J ideals. Using the notation
(I : J∞) = {f ∈ A|Jn f ⊂ I, n 0},
if I =
⋂
iQi is a primary decomposition, then
(I : J∞) = the intersection of all Qi’s such that
√
Qi 6⊃ J
where, by convention, the empty intersection is A.
In other words, (− : J∞) removes all primary components whose radicals containing J
and leave the rest of components intact.
Proof. It is easy to see: (I : J∞) =
⋂
i(Qi : J
∞). Thus, without loss of generality, we assume
I = Q is a primary ideal. First, we have:
J ⊂
√
Q⇔ Jn ⊂ Q, n 0⇔ (Q : J∞) = (1).
Next, suppose J 6⊂ √Q. Trivially, Q ⊂ (Q : J∞). For the opposite inclusion, let f be in
(Q : J∞). Then Jmf ⊂ Q for some m > 0. Since √Q is a prime ideal, Jm 6⊂ √Q and so
there is an x in Jm that is not in
√
Q. Then xf ∈ Q and so f ∈ Q since Q is primary. Hence,
(Q : J∞) = Q.
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5.4.7 Lemma. (pure-subring analog of the Eakin–Nagata theorem) Let A → B be a pure
subring (cf. Lemma 5.3.6). If B is a Noetherian ring, then A is a Noetherian ring.
Proof. Let I1 ⊂ I2 ⊂ · · · be an increasing sequence of ideals of A. Then I1B ⊂ I2B ⊂ · · ·
stabilizes since B is Noetherian. Since Ii = IiB ∩A (see the early part of the proof of Lemma
5.3.6), the original sequence stabilizes.
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6.0 Symbolic normal cone
6.1 Definition of a symbolic normal cone
This section introduces a variant of a normal cone defined in terms of a symbolic power
of a prime ideal as opposed to an ordinary power.
6.1.1 Remark. Let A be a ring. If I ⊂ A is an ideal, then we write
grI A =
∞⊕
0
In/In+1
where, by convention, I0 = A. With the notations X = Spec(A), V (I) = Spec(A/I), the
scheme
Spec(grI A)
is called the normal cone to V (I) in X.
We can consider the following variant of a normal cone. Given a ring A and an ideal I in
it, let SI = {x ∈ A|x is a non-zerovisior on A/I}. Since SI is multiplicatively closed, we can
form the localization S−1I A. Let I
(n) denote the pre-image of the ideal
InS−1I A
under the localization map A→ S−1I A. In this paper, we call I(n) the n-th symbolic power of
I. Suppose I =
⋂r
1Qi has a minimal primary decomposition. Then the set {
√
Qi|1 ≤ i ≤ r}
is the same as the set of the associated primes of A/I and the complement of the union of the
set in A is precisely SI defined above. If I = p is a prime ideal, then Sp = A−p and I(n) = p(n)
is the smallest p-primary ideal containing pn (Proposition 5.3.5). As I(n)I(m) ⊂ I(n+m), we
can form the associated ring of A
grI(∗) A =
∞⊕
0
I(n)/I(n+1)
where, by convention, I(0) = A. We then call Spec(grI(∗) A) the symbolic normal cone to
SpecA along I.
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The next proposition collects some properties of symbolic powers for later use. Given a
ring A and an ideal I ⊂ A, we call an associated prime of the A-module A/I a prime divisor
of I; it is called an embedded prime divisor if it is not a minimal associated prime.
6.1.2 Proposition. Let A be a Noetherian ring and I an ideal of A.
(i) I(1) = I.
(ii) For each prime ideal p, let ϕp : A→ Ap be the localization map. Then
I(n) =
⋂
p∈Ass(A/I)
ϕ−1p (I
nAp).
In literature, this is often taken as the definition of a symbolic power.
(iii) I(n)[f−1] = (I[f−1])(n) for each integer n > 0 and each nonzerodivisor f ∈ A.
Proof. (i) We have I ⊂ I(1) trivially. Conversely, if x ∈ I(1), then sx ∈ I for some s ∈ A
that is a nonzerodivisor modulo I. But then x ≡ 0 modulo I; i.e., x ∈ I.
(ii) Clearly, we have ”⊂”. Let SI be the complement in A of the union of Ass(A/I). Since
each Ap, p a prime divisor of I, is also of the localization S
−1A, without loss of generality,
we replace A by S−1A and then assume that A is a ring whose set of maximal ideals is the
set of maximal prime divisors of I = maximal elements of Ass(A/I). We want to show the
injection I(n) ↪→ the right-hand side is a surjection; i.e., the cokernel vanishes. For that, it is
enough to show that that is the case at each maximal ideal of A; hence, replacing A by the
localization at a maximal ideal, we can assume A is a local ring whose maximal ideal m is a
maximal prime divisor of I. Then SI = A−m and so I(n) = ϕ−1m (InAm). On the other hand,
A→ Ap factors as A→ Am → Ap and thus ϕ−1m (InAm) ⊂ ϕ−1p (InAp).
(iii) First, let x be in I(n)[f−1]. Then sfNx ∈ In for some N > 0 and s ∈ SI ; thus,
sx ∈ (I[f−1])n. Now, if s 6∈ SI[f−1], then s ∈ p[f−1] for some prime divisor p of I not
containing f , since
AssA[f−1](A[f
−1]/I[f−1]) = {p[f−1]|p ∈ AssA(A/I), f 6∈ p}.
That is, s 6∈ SI , a contradiction. Hence, we conclude x is in (I[f−1])(n).
For the opposite inclusion, let x be in (I[f−1])(n). Then fNsx ∈ In for some s ∈ SI[f−1]∩A
and N  0. Let p1, . . . , pm be all (possibly none of) the prime divisors of I containing f .
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We write pi = (I : gi) for some gi 6∈ pi. Then the ideal a = (s, gn1 , . . . , gnm) is not contained in
each prime divisor of I. Thus, by prime avoidance, a contains an element s′ not in any prime
divisor of I; i.e., s′ ∈ SI . Then fnNs′x ∈ In. Thus, x ∈ I(n)[f−1].
The next corollary gives a geometric description of a symbolic power.
6.1.3 Corollary. Let X = SpecA be a normal affine variety. Let I = ∩r1Qi be an intersection
of primary ideals. Let pi =
√
Qi and assume that the pi’s all have height one. Let Vi = V (pi).
Then Qi = p
(mi)
i for some mi and
I(n) = Γ(X,OX(−nm1V1 − · · · − nmrVr))
where OX(D) for a Weil divisor D is defined as
Γ(X,OX(D)) =
{
f ∈ k(X)
∣∣∣∣∣ f = 0 or ∑
V
ordV (f)V +D ≥ 0
}
.
Proof. Since A is integrally closed, Ap is a one-dimensional integrally closed domain; thus, is
a discrete valuation ring. In a discrete valuation ring, every ideal is a power of the maximal
ideal. Hence, QiApi ∩ A = pmii Api ∩ A = p(mi)i for some integers mi and then, by (i) of
Proposition 5.3.5, Qi = p
(mi)
i . The corollary now follows from (ii) of Proposition 6.1.2.
We use the following standard notation and definition.
6.1.4 Definition. For each x ∈ A, if for some n ≥ 0, x ∈ In− In+1, we write x∗ for the class
of x in In/In+1; otherwise, we let x∗ = 0. Then x∗ is called the initial form of x.
If In is replaced by I(n), we also define the initial form x∗ in the same fashion.
The next proposition gives an instance when a symbolic normal cone turns out to be
a usual normal cone. We recall that a finite sequence x1, . . . , xr in a ring A is called a
regular sequence if (1) they generate a proper ideal of A and (2) for each i = 1, . . . , r, xi is a
nonzerodivisor modulo (x1, . . . , xi−1). The basic fact ([Ful98] Lemma A.6.1.) is: if x1, . . . , xr
are a regular sequence generating an ideal I, then the surjective homomorphism of graded
rings
(A/I)[t1, . . . , tr]→ grI A, ti 7→ x∗i
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is injective (hence, an isomorphism), where x∗i is the initial form of xi. The explicit meaning
of the injectivity is this: for each homogeneous polynomial f in A[t1, . . . , tr] of degree n, if
f(x1, . . . , xr) ∈ In+1, then all the coefficients of f are in I.
We now prove the following:
6.1.5 Proposition. Let A be a ring and I an ideal generated by a regular sequence x1, . . . , xr.
Then, for every integer n ≥ 1, I(n) = In.
In particular, the symbolic normal cone, the normal cone and the normal bundle to
V (I) ⊂ SpecA all coincide and
grI(∗) A = grI A = (A/I)[x
∗
1, . . . , x
∗
r]
where x∗i are the initial forms of xi’s.
Proof. We shall argue by induction on n. The base case n = 1 holds by (iii) of Proposition
5.3.5. Assuming the equality is valid for n− 1, let y be in I(n). Since I(n) ⊂ I(n−1) = In−1 by
inductive hypothesis, we can write
y =
∑
|β|=n−1
zβx
β
where β = (β1, . . . , βr) ∈ Nr, zβ are in A, |β| =
∑
βi and x
β = xβ11 · · · xβrr . Since y ∈ I(n),
there is some s ∈ A such that s is a nonzerodivisor modulo I and sy ∈ In. Consider the
polynomial:
f =
∑
|β|=n−1
szβt
β
in A[t1, . . . , tr]. It is homogeneous of degree n− 1 and satisfies f(x1, . . . , xr) = sy ∈ In. Thus,
by the fact noted just before the proposition, the coefficients of f are all in I; i.e., szβ ∈ I for
all β. Since s is a nonzerodivisor modulo I, this implies zβ is in I for all β; i.e., y is in I
n.
The last assertion of the proposition holds by the discussion preceding this proposition.
For the record, we mention the similar results:
6.1.6 Remark. Let A be a Noetherian ring. We have:
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(i) If grI A is an integral domain, then I
(n) = In for every integer n ≥ 1. (The proof is
easy.)
(ii) Corollary 3 of [Sch85] states the following : Let p be a prime ideal of A such that
grpAp Ap is an integral domain; e.g., Ap is a regular local ring. Then
(grpA)red is an integral domain⇔ p(n) = pn for all integers n ≥ 1.
Here, −red means the quotient by the nilradical and I denotes the integral closure of an
ideal I.
The next lemma relates symbolic powers to a valuation.
6.1.7 Lemma. Let A be a Noetherian ring and p a prime ideal. For each x ∈ A, if there is
a non-negative integer n such that x ∈ p(n) − p(n+1), then let µ(x) = n; if there is no such n,
let µ(x) =∞.
Then grp(∞) A is an integral domain if and only if µ is a valuation; i.e., for any x, y ∈ A,
µ(xy) = µ(x) + µ(y) and µ(x+ y) ≥ min{µ(x), µ(y)}.
Proof. Note we always have that µ(x+ y) ≥ min{µ(x), µ(y)}.
Let 0 6= x∗, y∗ denote the classes of x ∈ p(n), y ∈ p(m) in p(n)/p(n+1) and p(m)/p(m+1),
where n = µ(x),m = µ(y). Then we have:
x∗y∗ 6= 0⇔ xy 6∈ p(n+m+1) ⇔ µ(xy) = n+m.
A symbolic normal cone can be used to detect regularity, like a usual normal cone.
6.1.8 Proposition. Let A be a Noetherian integral domain and p a prime ideal in it. Then
the localization Ap is a discrete valuation ring if and only if
(a) grp(∞) A is an integral domain, and
(b) Qh(grp(∞) A)0 = k(p), where Q
h(−) means the homogeneous total ring of fractions (i.e.,
the denominators are homogeneous.
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Proof. (⇒) Let µ be defined as in Lemma 6.1.7 and let ν denote the valuation corresponding
to Ap. Then µ is the restriction of ν to A. Consequently, grp(∞) A is an integral domain by
Lemma 6.1.7. This proves (a).
For (b), we first note that (grp(∞) A)0 = A/p. Thus, k(p) ⊂ Qh(grp(∞) A)0. For the opposite
inclusion, let x∗/y∗ be in Qh(grp(∞) A)0. Note x
∗, y∗ have the same degree, say, n. Choose
x, y ∈ A that represent x∗, y∗. Then
x ∈ pnAp = yAp
and so sx = ay for some s ∈ A− p and a ∈ A. Since grp(∞) A is an integral domain, it follows
s∗x∗ = a∗y∗. Hence, x∗/y∗ = a∗/s∗ ∈ Qh(A/p).
(⇐) We shall show that dimk(p) pAp/p2Ap = 1, which implies, by Nakayama’s lemma, that
pAp is principal and thus Ap is a one-dimensional regular local ring; i.e., a discrete valuation
ring.
We have p2Ap ( pAp since, otherwise, we get pAp = p2Ap = p3Ap = · · · , a violation of
Krull’s intersection theorem. Thus, we can choose t ∈ p− p(2). Let x ∈ pAp/p2Ap and x a
lift of it in p under A→ Ap → Ap/p2Ap. Since x /∈ p2Ap, x 6∈ p(2). Thus, the initial form x∗
is in p/p(2). Likewise, t∗ is in p/p(2). Hence, x∗/t∗ ∈ Qh(grp(∞) A)0 = k(p) and we can write
x∗/t∗ = a∗/s∗
for some a, s ∈ A − p. That is, s∗x∗ = a∗t∗ and, since grp(∞) A is an integral domain,
(sx)∗ = (at)∗. That is to say, sx− at ∈ p(2) and so
x− a
s
t ∈ p2Ap.
Since a/s is in k(p), this implies that the images of x and t in pAp/p
2Ap are proportional
over k(p).
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6.2 Definition of a good prime
Having some preliminaries, we are ready to introduce:
6.2.1 Definition (good prime). Let A be a ring and p a geometrically prime idea.1
Then we say that p is a good prime if there is a ring homomorphism ϕ : A→ O from A
to some discrete valuation ring (O,mO) such that (1) p = ϕ
−1(mO) and (2) the generalized
Rees algebra
⊕∞
0 ϕ
−1(mnO) is a Noetherian ring.
2
Note that if Ap is a discrete valuation ring and O = Ap and ϕ the localization map, then
ϕ−1(mnO) is the n-th symbolic power of p. For an integral domain appearing in algebraic
geometry, there is a somehow simpler characterization of a good prime.
6.2.2 Lemma. Let A be either the coordinate ring of an affine variety or a localization of
such a ring and A˜ the integral closure of A, q a height-one prime ideal of A˜ such that q ∩ A
is a geometrically prime ideal.
Then p = q ∩ A is a good prime if and only if there exists an ideal I of A such that
for each n > 0, InA˜ ∩ A is the contraction of the q-primary component Q of InA˜; i.e.,
InA˜ ∩ A = Q ∩ A.
In particular, when A = A˜ is integrally closed, we have that p is a good prime if and only
if there exists an ideal I such that In is p-primary for each n > 0.
Proof. (⇒) By definition, ⊕∞0 q(n) ∩ A is a Noetherian ring and so is finitely generated as
an algebra over the zero-th degree piece. Hence, there is some m > 0 such that q(nm) ∩ A =
(q(m) ∩A)n for each n > 0. Also, let x 6= 0 in p and l > 0 such that xA˜q = qlA˜q. Set m′ = lm
and I = q(m
′) ∩ A. Then, since xm ∈ I, clearly, we have:
InA˜q = q
nm′A˜q,
1A prime ideal p of a ring R is geometrically prime if R/p⊗k(p) k(p) is an integral domain, where k(p) is
the algebraic closure of the residue field k(p) = Q(R/p).
2This definition of a good prime suggests that we work out the general theory of pre-image of powers of
ideals, of which a symbolic power is a special case. This is beyond the scope of the thesis and here we adopt
somehow more ad hoc approach.
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which is to say q(nm
′) is the q-primary component of InA˜. Also, In = InA˜ ∩ A since In
is a contraction of an extension of an ideal. Thus, if InA˜ = ∩Qi is a minimal primary
decomposition, then ∩(Qj ∩ A) = Qi ∩ A with Qi = q(nm′).
(⇐) Let m > 0 be an integer such that IA˜q = qmA˜q. Then q(nm) is the q-primary
component of InA˜ and thus, by assumption, q(nm) ∩ A ⊂ InA˜. Since In ⊂ Q ∩ A, we also
have I ⊂ p ⊂ q. Consider
⊕∞0 Inm ⊂ ⊕∞0 q(nm) ∩ A ⊂ ⊕∞0 InA˜.
We have that ⊕∞0 InA˜ is finite over ⊕∞0 In; indeed, we can find a nonzero element f ∈ A
such that fA˜ ⊂ A and then f embeds ⊕∞0 InA˜ to ⊕∞0 In as an ⊕∞0 In-module. By Lemma
5.4.1 (ii), ⊕∞0 InA˜ is finite (and thus Noetherian) over ⊕∞0 Inm and thus ⊕∞0 q(nm) ∩A is finite
over ⊕∞0 Inm; hence it is a Noetherian ring. By Lemma 5.4.1 (ii), ⊕∞0 q(n) ∩A is a Noetherian
ring.
We note that the condition on I in the lemma is trivially satisfied if InA˜ itself is primary
for each n > 0. This observation gives:
6.2.3 Example. Let A be the coordinate ring of an affine variety X and H = V (x) ⊂ X
a geometrically irreducible but possibly non-reduced hypersurface. Assume also that the
pre-image of H in the normalization of X is irreducible.3 Then p =
√
xA is a good prime by
Lemma 6.2.2 above with I = xA (because by Serre’s criterion, xnA˜ has no embedded prime
for each n > 0.)
Similarly, let R be the homogeneous coordinate ring of a projective variety. Let x be
a nonzero homogeneous element of R such that for the integral closure R˜ of R,
√
xR˜ is a
prime ideal. Then p =
√
xR is a good prime when it is geometrically prime.
We note that x above is generally not a local equation.
6.2.4 Remark. Let X = ProjR be a normal projective variety. Suppose R is not integrally
closed (in particular, R is not the section ring of OX(1)).
3One can show that, for p =
√
xA, if Ap is a discrete valuation ring, then this conditions holds; i.e.,
√
xA˜
is a prime ideal.
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Let Y ⊂ X be the closed subvariety defined by a height-one homogeneous prime ideal
p of R. Suppose Y is a hypersurface in the sense that Y = V (xR) for some homogeneous
element x ∈ R and suppose R/p is integrally closed. Then the equation xRp = pRp would
lead to a contradiction. Indeed, assume this equation holds. Let A be the localization of R
at R+. Then x generates the maximal ideal of Ap (this is not obvious but note that if y is a
homogeneous element in p, then sy ≡ 0 mod (x) for some s ∈ R− p. Then siy ≡ 0 mod (x)
for each homogeneous component si of s.) Since
√
xA is a prime ideal, the lemma of Hironaka
([Hart77] Ch. III, Lemma 9.12.) then says that p = xA and A is integrally closed (thus R is
integrally closed), a contradiction.
Given the above Remark 6.2.4, we make the following clarification:
6.2.5 Lemma. Let X = ProjR be a projective variety and Y ⊂ X a closed subvariety defined
by a homogeneous geometrically prime ideal p of height one. If Y is an effective Cartier divisor
on X, then there exists a homogeneous ideal I ⊂ R such that {p} ⊂ Ass(R/In) ⊂ {p, R+}
for each n > 0.
Let g be a homogeneous element of degree m in R+ such that pR[g
−1] is principal and let
S = R[m] be the m-th Veronese subring and q = p ∩ S. Then Sq is a discrete valuation ring
with the valuation νq and for each n > 0,
p(nm) ∩ S = q(ne)
where e = min{νq(xm)|0 6= x ∈ p, x homogeneous}.
Proof. Let pi : Spec(R)− V (R+)→ X = Proj(R) be the projection from the affine cone to
X. Then pi−1(Y ) is a not-necessarily-reduced effective Cartier divisor on Spec(R)− V (R+).
Let I ⊂ R be some homogeneous ideal defining the scheme-theoretic closure of pi−1(Y ) in
X. Note that I is locally free except at R+; thus, by Lemma 2.4.5 (ii) and Corollary 5.4.4,
Ass(R/In) ⊂ {p, R+}.
Let x be a homogeneous element of p such that ν(xm) = e. We note that pR[g−1]0. is
generated by some element of the form x/gl where x is a homogeneous element of R and
l > 0 an integer. Since deg(x) is divisible by m, we see that x is a homogeneous element of
S. Then x generates qS[g−1]. Indeed, if y is a homogeneous element in qS[g−1] of degree n,
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then y/gn is in pR[g−1]0 = x/glR[g−1]0. As deg(x) and deg(y) are both divisible by m, we
have a ∈ S; thus, y is in qS[g−1]. Since S[g−1] ⊂ Sq, it follows that x generates the maximal
ideal of Sq and so Sq is a discrete valuation ring.
It remains to verify the equation p(nm) ∩S = q(ne). First, we have qeSq = xmSq ⊂ pmSq ⊂
pmRp; it thus follows that q
(ne) ⊂ p(nm) ∩ S. For the opposite inclusion, let y be in p(nm) ∩ S.
Then ay ∈ pnm for some a ∈ R − p. Replacing a by am, we can assume a ∈ S − q. Now,
pnm is spanned over R by monomials of the form
∏nm
1 zi with zi ∈ p. Then, since ν is a
valuation, we have: ν(
∏nm
1 z
m
i ) =
∑nm
1 ν(z
m
i ) ≥
∑nm
1 e = nme. Thus, ν(
∏nm
i zi) ≥ ne.
Since ν(y) = ν(ay), we have y ∈ q(ne).
The next standard lemma ([Ei04] Exercise 5.3.) is useful for a concrete computation of a
usual normal cone; we omit the (relatively easy) proof.
6.2.6 Lemma. Let A be a ring and J ⊂ I ideals. Then
grI/J(A/J) = grI(A)/J
∗
where J∗ is the ideal generated by the initial forms of J with respect to I.
The next example is illuminating. In the next section, we will also give a quadric surface
example: Example 7.1.5.
6.2.7 Example (elliptic curve). Let S = k[x, y, z], P2 = ProjS. Let
R = S/(f), f = y2z − x3 + xz2.
Then R is the homogeneous coordinate ring of the elliptic curve X = ProjR ↪→ P2. Let x, y, z
be the images of x, y, z in R.
Let D = V (z) ⊂ X the effective Cartier divisor determined by z and Y = Supp(D). Note
Y = (0 : 1 : 0) and is defined by p =
√
(z) = (x, z) ⊂ R.
We have f ≡ 0 mod (x, z) and f ≡ y2z mod (x, z)2. That is, the initial form of f is y2z.
Since gr(x,z) S = S, by Lemma 6.2.6, we have:
grpR = S/(y
2z).
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Geometrically, as divisors on the affine space A3, we have:
Spec(grpR) = 2{y = 0}+ {z = 0}.
We shall now identity grp(∞) R =
⊕∞
0 p
(n)/p(n+1). We have: y2z = x3 − xz2 ∈ p3 and so
z ∈ p(3). Clearly, z 6∈ p(4) and so deg(z) = (1, 3). Similarly, we find x, y have degree (1, 1) and
(1, 0) respectively.
Note: geometrically, the calculations correspond to the calculations of order-of-vanishing.
For example, we have: z = 0⇒ x3 = 0; i.e., z vanishes to order 3 at (0 : 1 : 0).
We shall show the classes of z, x, y generate grp(∞) R. Let A ⊂ grp(∞) R be the subalgebra
generated by the classes of x, y, z. On the one hand, we have:
dimk An = #{n1(1, 3) + n2(1, 1) + n3(1, 0)|n1 + n2 + n3 = n, ni ≥ 0}
= 3n.
On the other hand, by the Riemann-Roch theorem, dimk(grp(∞) R)n = dimk Rn = 3n. Hence,
A = grp(∞) R and in fact we have:
grp(∞) R = S/(y
2z − x3).
Geometrically, X degenerates to the cuspidal cubic curve y2z = x3.
Let I = (z). Then, by a calculation similar to the one before, we see grI R = k[x, y, z]/(x
3).
Then grI R→ grp(∞) R is
k[x, y, z]/(x3)→ k[x, y, z]/(y2z − x3).
Since R/(z) = k[x, y]/(x3) and R/p = k[y],
N := Proj((R/p)[z∗]) ' Proj(k[y, z]) ' P1.
We have the finite surjective map
ρ : C → N
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induced by (R/p)[z∗] ↪→ grp(∞) R. As we have already seen, grp(∞) R is generated by x∗, y∗, z∗.
Since x3 = az with a = xz−y2 6∈ p , we have x∗3 = y∗2z and the surjective map k[t0, t1, t2]→
grp(∞) R, t0, t1, t2 7→ x∗, y∗, z∗ has the kernel generated by t30 − t21t3. Hence,
C = V (t30 − t21t3) ⊂ P2.
Thus, the finite map ρ is given by forgetting x; i.e., (t0 : t1 : t2) 7→ (t1 : t2). Note ρ is
well-defined on X.
We note that we also have the degeneration from X to P(ND/X ⊕ 1) = Proj(R/(z)[z∗])
but the latter is not reduced (since R/(z) = k[x, y]/(x3)).
The next theorem (Theorem 6.3.1) gives a useful characterization of a good prime. The
equivalence between (i) and (ii) is a mild generalization of the idea found in [Sch88]; whence,
the attribution. The equivalence between (i) and (iii) is a result of Kawamata ([Kaw88]
Lemma 3.1.) without the assumption on normality.
6.3 Criteria for a good prime
6.3.1 Theorem (good prime criterion). Let X = ProjR be a projective variety over an
infinite field4 and Y = V (p) ⊂ X a closed subvariety such that Y is an effective Cartier
divisor on X.
Then the following are equivalent.
(i) p is a good prime.
(ii) (Schenzel) p is the radical of an ideal generated by at most dimX number of homoge-
neous elements of positive degree.
(iii) (Kawamata) There exists a projective scheme
g : Z → SpecR
4Per usual, we have not investigated the finite field case.
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such that (1) g is small; i.e., the exceptional set has codimension ≥ 2.5 and (2) g∗OZ(−1)
is the ideal sheaf of V (p(m)) ⊂ SpecR; i.e., p(m) is the space of global sections of g∗OZ(−1).
Before proceeding with the proof, we note that, because Y ⊂ X is an effective Cartier
divisor, after replacing R by a Veronese subring, Rp is a discrete valuation ring (Lemma
6.2.5). Thus, the meaning of a good prime simplifies: p is a good prime ⇔ ⊕∞0 p(n) is a
Noetherian ring.
Proof of 6.3.1. (i) ⇒ (ii): Since p is a good prime, we can find m > 0 such that for every
n > 0, p(nm) = (p(m))n. Let Q = p(m). Then Qn is primary for every n > 0. Then Qn is
primary for every n > 0 since, by Proposition 5.4.3, Ass(R/Qn) ⊂ Ass(R/Qr) = {p} for
r  0. Then, by Proposition 5.4.3 and Lemma 5.4.5, for r = R+, there exists an ideal a in
Rr generated by at most Krull-dim(R) − 1 = ht(r) − 1 elements such that QRr is integral
over a. Then, by Lemma 5.3.11 and the remark that follows, we have pRr =
√
a. It follows
that, for some homogeneous element f of R+, we have that pR[f
−1] is the radical of an ideal
generated by at most ht(r)− 1 elements. Then, by homogenizing the generators, we see that
p is the radical of an ideal generated by at most ht(r)− 1 homogeneous elements.
(ii) ⇒ (i): By Lemma 6.2.5, we have a homogeneous ideal I of R such that {p} ⊂
Ass(R/In) ⊂ {p, R+} for each n > 0. Also, by assumption, we can find a homogeneous
ideal a ⊂ R generated by Krull-dim(R)− 1 elements such that p = √a. Let A = RR+ and
m = R+A. To simplify the notations, we will write p, a, etc. for pA, aA, etc. Let m > 0 be
an integer large enough that pm ⊂ I and Im ⊂ a. By Proposition 5.4.3, for n 0, m is not a
prime divisor of an; i.e., taking (− : m∞) does nothing (cf. Lemma 5.4.6). Thus, for n 0,
anm
2 ⊂ p(nm2) ⊂ (Inm : m∞) ⊂ (an : m∞) = an,
which, by an argument similar to one in the proof in Lemma 6.2.2, implies that
⊕∞
0 p
(nm2) is
a Noetherian ring.
(i)⇒ (iiii): (Sketch) We shall essentially repeat Kawamata’s original proof, also reproduced
at [Ko08, Exercise 90]). First assume that R is an integrally closed domain. Let Z be the
5For the notion of a small morphism, see for example https://mathoverflow.net/questions/31696/
best-strategy-for-small-resolutions. A small morphism between normal varieties is also called an
isomorphism in codimension one.
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Proj of B = R⊕ p⊕ p(2)⊕ · · · with respect to the grading Bn = p(n). Since p is a good prime,
B is a finitely generated R-algebra and, as a consequence, OZ(m) is an ample invertible sheaf
for some m > 0. Let g : Z → SpecR be the structure map. To show that g is small, by
way of contradiction, let E be an irreducible component of the exceptional set of g that has
codimension 1. Let IE denote the ideal sheaf of E ⊂ Z. Since OZ(m) is ample, for some
integer l > 0 divisible by m, we have that I∗E(l) := I∗E ⊗OZ(l) is generated by global sections,
where I∗E = HomZ(IE,OZ) is the dual module of IE. Note that I∗E admits a nonzero global
section; e.g., IE ↪→ OZ is one and since I∗E is torsion-free,6 we can find an inclusion OZ ↪→ I∗E
that is not the identity morphism. It in turn gives an inclusion OZ(l) ↪→ I∗E(l). Since g∗
is left-exact, that gives g∗OZ(l) ↪→ g∗I∗E(l). To finish, the proof in literature relies on the
normality of Spec(R).
If R is not necessarily integrally closed, then there exists a good prime q of the integral
closure R lying over p. Then, by the early part, we get Z → Spec(R)→ SpecR.
(iii)⇒ (i): (Sketch) Let B = ⊕∞n=0 g∗OZ(−n). The assumption says that Γ(Z,OZ(−1)) =
Γ(SpecR, g∗OZ(−1)) = p(m). Thus, (p(m))n ⊂ Γ(Z,OZ(−1))n ⊂ qn := Γ(Z,OZ(−n)) and
then
p(nm) ⊂ qn
since the right-hand side is p-primary. To show the inclusion is the equality, let s be in qn.
Then we can choose s′ in p(nm) such that s− s′ has support contained in the exceptional set
of g, which is a contradiction unless s− s′ is identically zero and proves the claim. We thus
conclude that
⊕∞
0 p
(nm) = Γ(SpecR,B) is a finitely generated k-algebra (since B is finitely
generated as an OX-algebra).
6.3.2 Corollary. Let X ⊂ Pn be a projectively normal smooth projective curve over an
algebraically closed field, R the homogeneous coordinate ring of X and p ⊂ R a height-one
homogeneous prime ideal. Then p is a good prime if and only if p(m) is principal for some
m > 0.
In other words, p is a good prime if and only if the class of V (p) in the Weil divisor class
group of SpecR is a torsion element.
6In fact, I∗E is a reflexible sheaf in the sense in Hartshorne, R.: Stable reflexive sheaves. Math. Ann.254
(1980), 121?176.
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Proof. 7 (⇐) is trivial. (⇒) Let Q be as in Theorem 6.3.1 (ii). Since Rp is a discrete
valuation ring, Q = p(m) for some m. Then
⊕∞
1 Q
n is finite (thus integral) over
⊕∞
1 I
n for
some nonzero principal ideal I. But, since R is integrally closed, a nonzero principal ideal
such as I is integrally closed; i.e., p(m) = I.
6.3.3 Corollary (cf. [Kaw88] Lemma 3.2.). Let X = ProjR be a projective variety and S a
subring of R. Assume that S is a Noetherian graded ring such that R0 = S0 = k is the base
field and S ↪→ R is graded of some degree and is finite. Let q be a height-one homogeneous
prime ideal of S such that there is a unique homogeneous prime ideal p of R that lies over q
(i.e., p ∩ S = q). Then q is a good prime if and only if p is a good prime.
Proof. It is clear that p has height-one (cf. Lemma 2.5.1 (iv)).
(⇒) Since q is a good prime, we have g : Z → SpecS as in (iii). Let g′ : W =
Z ×SpecS SpecR→ SpecR be the base change along SpecR→ SpecS. Then g′ satisfies the
condition of (iii) of the theorem. Hence, p is a good prime.
(⇐) Omitted for now (as not needed later).
6.3.4 Remark (divisor with a growth condition). The early version of the thesis gave a
slightly more general version of the above theorem. For the benefits of the interested readers
(and for the purpose of historical records), we explain the idea of the general version.
As the readers of the proof would have noticed, the crux of proof is to estimate how
*badly* V (p) fails to be an effective Cartier divisor at the vertex V (R+). Thus, the idea
behind the proof would still work perfectly in the case when V (p) is the closure of an effective
Cartier divisor; we estimate the boundary components of V (p) (i.e., the components of the
non-Cartier locus).
We record the following two simple facts for the use in the next section.
6.3.5 Lemma. Let A be a Grm-ring. If p is a Grm-invariant prime ideal, then, for each n > 0,
the symbolic power p(n) is a Grm-submodule of A; in particular, the symbolic normal cone ring
grp(∞) A is a Grm-algebra.
7cf. http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/~hochster/711F07/L09.07.pdf
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Proof. By Proposition 2.5.3 (i), we have a primary decomposition pn = Q1 ∩Q2 ∩ · · · ∩Qr
where Qi are Grm-invariant ideals. If, say,
√
Q1 = p, then Q1 = p
(n).
6.3.6 Lemma. Let R be an integral domain and A ⊂ R a subring. If p is a prime ideal of
A such that Ap is a discrete valuation ring and q a prime ideal of R lying over p, then
pnRq ∩ Ap = pnAp.
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. Let x be a generator of pAp. The base case n = 1
holds since pRq ∩ Ap is a proper ideal of Ap containing x. For the inductive step, let y be in
the left-hand side. By inductive hypothesis, we can write y = axn−1 for some a ∈ Ap. Since
A→ R→ Rq factors through Ap → Rq, we have: pnRq = xnRq and thus axn−1 ∈ xnRq. By
the basic case, a ∈ xRq ∩ Ap = xAp, establishing the claim.
Alternative proof. Ap → Rq is torsion-free and thus is faithfully flat as Ap is a principal
ideal domain. In general, for a faithfully flat ring homomorphism S → S ′ and an ideal
I ⊂ S, we have IS ′ ∩ S = I (cf. the proof of Lemma 5.3.6). Hence, for I = pnAp, we have:
IRq ∩ Ap = I.
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7.0 Construction of toric degenerations
In the previous section, we saw that, given a projective variety X = ProjR, if p is a good
prime (Definition 6.2.1), then there is a degeneration from X to another projective variety.
We shall iterate this degeneration: each degeneration introduces a nontrivial Gm-action and
so, after some finite steps, we reach a projective variety acted by a torus with an open dense
orbit; i.e., a non-normal toric variety. We shall also observe that, by unwinding given a toric
degeneration, each toric degeneration of a projective variety can be reconstructed in this way.
7.1 Definition and lifts of a good flag
For the purpose of the construction, we use the following notion
7.1.1 Definition (good flag). Let X = ProjR be a projective variety and
Y• : X = Y0 ⊃ Y1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Yr, codimYi = i
a partial or complete flag of closed subvarieties of X.
Suppose Yi = V (pi) for the homogeneous prime ideals pi ⊂ R. Then we say the above flag
Y• is a good flag with respect to R if for each i, pi/pi−1 is a good prime of R/pi−1 (Definition
6.2.1).
Also, we say a flag is a good flag with respect to an ample line bundle L if it is a good
flag with respect to the section ring of L.
Depending on applications, it can be easy to tell whether a flag is good or not, because
of the below:
7.1.2 Example (a typical good flag). Let Y• be a flag of a projective variety X = ProjR as
above and d = dimX. Assume that each Yi is an effective Cartier divisor on Yi−1. Then, with
respect to R, the flag Y• is a good flag if and only if there is a finite sequence of homogeneous
elements x1, . . . , xn, 0 = n0 < n1 < · · · < nr = n of R such that, as a set, Yi = V (x1, . . . , xni)
and ni − ni−1 − 1 ≤ d− i. This immediately follows from Theorem 6.3.1 (ii).
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7.1.3 Remark (good primes under a Veronese embedding). A priori, the notion of a good
prime depends on R. But the notion of a good prime is stable under a Veronese embedding.
In particular, the notion of a good flag is stable under a Veronese embedding.
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, we now want to construction a sequence of
degenerations inductively; the construction runs as follows. Given a good flag Y1 = V (p1) ⊃
Y2 = V (p2) ⊃ · · · , we first degenerate X = ProjR to
X1 = Proj(grp(∞)1
R),
where Proj is with respect to the grading inherited from R. In addition to the inherited
grading, S := gr
p
(∞)
1
R also has the second grading, the grading due to the defining direct
sum. Thus, X1 has a Gm-action, which is linear in the sense that it is induced from the
Gm-action on the affine cone SpecS. The Gm-invariant subring SGm of S is R/p1 and so the
GIT quotient takes the form:
pi : Xss1 → Y1 = Proj(R/p1).
Since Y2 ⊂ Y1 is defined by a good prime, we already know we can degenerate Y1 along Y2
and we want to lift this property to X1, through the above pi.
The next proposition establishes the important lifting property of a GIT quotient map
for good primes.
7.1.4 Proposition (lifting property). Let X = ProjR be a projective variety and let a torus
T = Grm act on R as grade-preserving automorphisms. Let A = RT be the subring of invariant
elements. Assume T acts on R in such a way R =
⊕
χ≥0Rχ.
Given a good prime p of A, there exists a T -invariant homogeneous geometrically prime1
ideal q that lies over p.
1An ideal I of a k-algebra A is geometrically prime if A/p ⊗k k is an integral domain where k is an
algebraic closure of k.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume R is an integral domain. Let A˜, R˜ be the
integral closures of A,R in their respective fields of fractions. Note A˜ is then a subring of R˜T
and R˜T is finite over A˜.
Let p˜ be a height-one homogeneous prime ideal of A˜ such that
⊕∞
0 p˜
(n) ∩A is Noetherian
(which exists as p is a good prime). Choose a height-one homogeneous prime ideal q˜ of R˜
that lies over p˜. Then Lemma 6.3.6 says:
p˜nR˜q˜ ∩ A = p˜(n) ∩ A.
Since R˜q˜ is a discrete valuation ring, for some m > 0, we have: q˜
mR˜q˜ = p˜R˜q˜. Thus,
q˜(nm) ∩ A = p˜(n) ∩ A.
The proof is now finished by the graded Nakayama lemma (Lemma 2.6.1). Let I =⊕
χ>0Rχ, which is an ideal (by assumption) and ϕ : R → R/I = A the projection (cf.
Lemma 2.4.2). Consider the surjective ring homomorphism induced by ϕ:
B =
∞⊕
n=0
(q˜(nm) ∩R)→ C =
∞⊕
n=0
(p˜(n) ∩ A).
Since A is a direct summand of R, A is a projective R-module; in particular, TorR1 (−, A) =
0. Hence, C = B⊗RA = B/IB. Also, since p is a good prime, we have that C is a Noetherian
ring. Choose a surjective grade-preserving ring homomorphism R/I[u1, . . . , uq]→ C, which
is a grade-preserving ring homomorphism R[u1, . . . , uq] → B modulo I; here we do not
insist the degree of each ui is one. Let coker be the cokernel of R[u1, . . . , uq] → B. Then
coker⊗RA = coker /I coker is the cokernel of R/I[u1, . . . , uq] → C, which is zero. Hence,
coker = 0 by the graded Nakayama lemma (Lemma 2.6.1) applied to the grading inherited
from R.
The next example is a very good example illustrating the situation to which the proposition
applies.
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7.1.5 Example. Let X = V (sy − tx) ⊂ P3 = Proj k[s, t, x, y] be the quadric surface (over
k = C). It is the image of the Segre embedding
P1 × P1 ∼→ X ⊂ P3, ((u0 : u1), (v0 : v1)) 7→ (u0v0 : u0v1 : u1v0 : u1v1).
Let R be the homogeneous coordinate ring of X and write x, y, etc for the images of x, y, etc
in R. We shall use the flag: as sets,
X = Y0 ⊃ Y1 = V (x, y) ⊃ Y2 = V (x, y, s),
which is a good flag by Example 7.1.2. First, let p = (x, y) ⊂ R be the prime ideal defining Y1.
Then, by the same computation as in Example 6.2.7, the initial form of the defining equation
sy − tx with respect to (x, y) ⊂ k[x, y, s, t] is sy − tx itself. Hence, R ' grpR; in particular,
the latter ring is an integral domain and so p(n) = pn for every n (Remark 6.1.6 (i)) and p
is a good prime. Note that the isomorphism says in particular that A = R/p = k[s, t] is a
subring of R.
Next, let p2 = (s) ⊂ R/p. Note that the extension p2R is not a prime ideal since
R/p2R ' k[t, x, y]/(tx). In fact, p2R = (s, x) ∩ J where J := (s, t)R = A+R is the defining
ideal of the unstable locus Xus. Note V (s, x) = Proj(k[t, y]) ' P1 and so V (p2R) = P1 ∪Xus.
Let q = (s, x). Then it lies over p2 and is a good prime.
7.2 Constructing a good degeneration sequence
We are now ready to give the precise version of the construction described early.
7.2.1 Theorem (good degeneration sequence). Let X = ProjR be a projective variety of
dimension d over an infinite field. Given a good flag
X = Y0 ⊃ Y1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Yr
with respect to R, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we can inductively construct a sequence of flat
degenerations
X  X1  · · · Xi = Proj(griR)
having the following properties:
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(i) The torus Gim acts on griR as grade-preserving automorphisms and Yi is the GIT
quotient of Xi; i.e., Yi = Xi//Gim.
(ii) The quotient map pi : Xssi → Yi admits a section; i.e., there is a closed embedding
ι : Yi ↪→ Xssi such that pi ◦ ι is the identity.
(iii) The moment polytope of Xi with respect to gr
iR has dimension i (which implies a
generic stabilizer is finite),
Proof. By Proposition 7.1.4, we can carry out the construction discussed at beginning of
the present section, assuming each resulting degeneration has the asserted properties (i) -
(iii). Thus, here, we only verify those properties.
In the notions of the theorem, the grade-preserving surjection S → R/pi gives
Yi ↪→ Xi.
Now, for each homogeneous g ∈ (R/p)+, the above restricts to Yi,g ↪→ Xi,g (where the
subscript g means the locus where g doesn’t vanish). Since Xssi =
⋃
g∈(R/p)+ homog Xi,g, the
above inclusion is in fact:
Yi ↪→ Xssi .
This proves (ii). (iii) is not hard to check by examining the generators of griR.
The next example shows that the stable loci of the GIT quotient in the theorem are
usually empty without a twisting.
7.2.2 Example. Let X = P(V ) where V is a two-dimensional vector space. With respect to
the action of a trivial group with trivial linearlization, we have X = Xss = Xs.
Let R = k[V ] be the homogeneous coordinate ring of X = P(V ) and p = (x) the prime
ideal generated by some homogeneous element x of degree one. Since p is homogeneous,
grp(∞) R has a grading inherited from R and then, as a graded k-algebra (we drop p
(∞)),
grR = R/(x)⊕ (x)/(x)2 ⊕ · · · ' R.
In addition to the inherited grading, grR has another N-grading given by the defining direct
sum and denoted as grR∗; i.e., grR∗,n = (x)n/(x)n+1. One can consider the Gm-action on
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X = Proj(grR) corresponds to this N-grading; in terms of homogeneous coordinates, the
action is t · (x : y) = (t−1x : y). Since grRGm+ = (R/(x))+ ' yR, we get:
Xss = Gm · (1 : 1) ∪ (0 : 1).
Now, if Xs is nonempty, then, since it is open and invariant, it must be that either Xss = Xs
or Xs = Gm · (1 : 1). The former is not possible since Gm fixes (0 : 1). The latter is not
possible either since Gm · (1 : 1) is not closed in Xss. Hence, Xs is empty.
Thankfully, there is another natural Gm-action that we can use and is induced as follows.
Since grR is generated as grR∗,0 = R/(x)-algebra by x and grR∗,0 is generated as k-algebra
by some degree-one element, say, y, we have an isomorphism of k-algebras:
k[u1, u2]→ grR, u1 7→ x, u2 7→ y.
Now, SL2 acts on k[u1, u2] in the usual way and so does its diagonal torus Gm. In terms of
homogeneous coordinates, this Gm-action is given (up to inverse) by:
t · (x : y) = (tx : t−1y).
Note, ignoring linearization, this is the same as t · (x : y) = (t2x : y); thus, as far as the orbit
structure is concerned, this action is the same as the early one. On the other hand, it is easy
to see:
Xss = Xs = Gm · (1 : 1).
The next example works out the special case of a good flag that is a flag of set-theoretic
hypersurfaces. The example relies on the following Bertini’s theorem:
The´ore`me 6.3 (4) of [Jou83]: given a morphism ϕ of finite type from a geometrically
irreducible scheme to Pn over an infinite field, if the image of ϕ has dimension ≥ 2, then
ϕ−1(H) is geometrically irreducible for general hyperplanes H on Pn.
(In loc. cit., the theorem is stated for An but can be shown to be valid for Pn as well.)
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7.2.3 Example. In the setup of Theorem 7.2.1, suppose the good flag Yi = V (pi) has the
form pi =
√
(f1, . . . , fi) for some homogeneous elements fi ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ r. We also assume
the base field k is infinite2 and that each Yi+1 is in a general position in Yi (see below
for the precise meaning). Note that, for each i, there is the natural ring homomorphism
R→ R/pi ↪→ griR. We shall inductively show:
(i) There is an injective Gim-equivariant graded finite ring homomorphism:
(R/pi)[u1, . . . , ui] ↪→ griR
where ui’s are Gim-weight vectors of nonzero weights.
(ii) dimXusi = i− 1.
(iii) A lift of pi+1 to gr
iR is given as qi+1 =
√
fi+1 · griR.
Let q2 =
√
f2 · gr1R ⊂ gr1R be the lift of p2 ⊂ R given by (iii). Then we form gr2R =
gr
q
(∗)
2
gr1R. It comes with an injective finite homomorphism (gr1R/q2)[u2] ↪→ gr2R. Since q2
lies over p2/p1[u1] in R/p1[u1] as easily seen, R/p1[u1] ↪→ gr1R induces R/p2[u1] = R/p1p2/p1 [u1] ↪→
gr1R/q2. Composing them we get:
(R/p2)[u1, u2] ↪→ (gr1R/q2)[u2] ↪→ gr2R.
Thus, on the i-th step, we will have (i). The item (ii) is a consequence of (i). Indeed, let
S = (R/pi)[u1, . . . , ui] and let g : Xi = Proj(gr
iR) → X ′i := ProjS, which is well-defined
and is finite by Corollary 2.6.2. Then it is known (see the end of [MFK94] Ch. I., §5) that
g−1(X
′
i
ss
) = Xssi . Hence, dimX
′
i
us
= dimXusi . Now, since S/S
Gim
+ S = k[u1, . . . , ui] as in the
proof of Proposition 7.1.4, X
′
i
us
= Pi−1; in particular, dimXusi = dimPi−1 = i− 1.
It remains to show (iii). Let pi : Xssi → Yi be the GIT quotient. If Yi+1 is a general
set-theoretic hypersurface on Yi,
3 then pi−1(Yi+1) is irreducible of codimension one on Xssi
by Bertini’s theorem quoted above. Now, note that the set-theoretic hypersurface H =
V (
√
fi+1 · griR) ⊂ Xi is such that Supp(H ∩Xssi ) = Supp(pi−1(Yi+1)). By Krull’s principal
ideal theorem, H consists of the irreducible components of codimension one in Xi. Since
codimXusi ≥ dimX− i+1 ≥ 2 by (ii), H cannot have an irreducible component disjoint from
2We have not investigated the finite field case.
3By “set-theoretic hypersurface”, we mean a set-theoretic complete intersection of codimension one.
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Xssi . Since H ∩Xssi is irreducible of codimension one, H = H ∩Xssi and H is irreducible;
i.e., qi+1 =
√
fi+1 · griR is a prime ideal, which is a lift of pi+1.
7.2.4 Proposition. Let X be a projective variety of dimension d over an infinite field k.
Suppose we are given some flat degeneration X  Z to a toric variety Z with the torus
Gdm, where the degeneration takes place inside some projective space. Then we can find some
good flag that gives rise to a sequence of degenerations X  · · · Xd with Xd = Z.
Proof. Replacing R by some Veronese subring, we assume R is an integral domain. Then, by
assumption, there is a valuation ν : R− 0→ Zd such that Z = Proj(grν R). The valuation ν
determines a flag as follows. Without loss of generality (why?), ν(R−0) ⊂ Nd. Let pi : Zd → Z
be the projection onto the i-th component. Then, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ i, let pi be generated
by {f ∈ R− 0 homogeneous |(p1 ◦ v)(f) = · · · = (pj−1 ◦ v)(f) = 0 < (pj ◦ v)(f), 1 ≤ j ≤ i}.
Then clearly 0 ⊂ p1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ pd is a chain of prime ideals. We check pi/pi−1 is a good prime
in R/pi−1. Consider S =
⊕
a∈Nd{f ∈ R− 0|ν(f) ≥ a}, which is Noetherian. Then
⊕∞
n=0 p
(n)
i
is a direct summand of S and thus is a Noetherian ring by Lemma 5.4.7; i.e., pi is a good
prime.
Our construction of a sequence of degenerations from a good flag (Theorem 7.2.1) may
be thought of as an extension of the following construction. Okounkov’s original construction
was in an equivariant setup and will be revisited in §9. The key piece of the construction is
the following:
7.2.5 Lemma. Let Y ⊂ X be a codimension-one closed subvariety of an algebraic variety
X; i.e., Y is a prime Weil divisor. If
ν ′ : k(Y )∗ → Zr−1
is a valuation whose image is a free abelian group of rank r − 1, then there exists a not-
necessarily-unique valuation
ν : k(X)∗ → Zr,
such that (1) ν(f) = ν ′(f |Y ) for each f in k(X) that does not have zero or pole along Y , so
that f |Y is defined and nonzero, and (2) the image of ν is a free abelian group of rank r.
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Proof. Let pi : X˜ → X be the normalization. Choose an irreducible component Z of
pi−1(Y ) as well as a generator u of the maximal ideal of the local ring OX˜,Z ⊂ k(X). Let
N = NZ/Y : k(Z)
∗ → k(Y )∗ be the norm map. Define ν : k(X)∗ → Zr by
ν(f) = (ordZ(f), (ν
′ ◦N)(f ′))
where f ′ = (u− ordZ(f)f)|Z .
7.3 A good degeneration sequence as the Parshin-Okounkov construction
7.3.1 Remark (Parshin-Okounkov construction in [Oko96]). Let X be an algebraic variety
together with a flag of closed subvarieties:
Y• : X = Y0 ⊃ Y1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Yr.
Applying Lemma 7.2.5 inductively then gives a valuation
ν : k(X)∗ → Zr.
Namely, first we get a valuation νr : k(Yr)
∗ → Z and from that we get νr−1 : k(Yr−1)∗ → Z2
and so forth.
If X ⊂ PN is a projective variety, then the above construction also applies to the
homogeneous coordinate ring R of X. Indeed, choose a degree-one homogeneous element f
of R such that f that does not vanish on Yr and then, for each n > 0, define ν : Rn− 0→ Zr
by ν(g) = ν(g/fn). (Clearly, this valuation is independent of a choice of f).
We note that the above construction depends only the intrinsic geometry of X; i.e., it is
independent of the way X is embedded into a projective space or an affine space. In contrast,
the valuations constructed in the previous section depends on the extrinsic geometry of X.4
4The observation that a sequence of degenerations in Theorem 7.2.1 can be composed into a single
degeneration is originally due to Christopher Manon.
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7.3.2 Proposition. Let us be in the setup of Theorem 7.2.1 and write Yi = V (pi) for each
1 ≤ i ≤ r. Replacing R by a Veronese subring, assume R is an integral domain.
Then there exists a valuation ν : R − 0 → Zr such that (1) grr R = grν R and (2) the
valuation
k(X)− 0→ Zr, f/g 7→ ν(f)/ν(g),
where f, g are homogeneous elements of R of the same degree, coincides with the valuation
constructed by Remark 7.3.1, up to taking a Veronese subring of R.
Proof. Let p = p1. Taking a Veronese subring of R, without loss of generality, we can assume
Rp is a discrete valuation ring; let νp be the associated valuation and pi a homogeneous
element of R that is a generator of pRp (it is easy to check that such a pi exists). We can also
assume that R−p contains a degree-one element s. For each homogeneous element f of R, we
write fs = f/s
deg(f). We note that pis generates the maximal ideal m of the local ring OY1,X
at Y1; indeed, suppose f, g are homogeneous elements of R of the same degree such that f/g
is in m. We write f = apiνp(f) and g = bpiνp(g) for some homogeneous a, b ∈ R − p. Clearly,
νp(f) > νp(g) and so f/g = a/bpi
νp(f)−νp1 (g) ∈ piRp and thus f/g ∈ pisOY1,X . In particular,
νp1(fs) is the same as the order-of-vanishing of fs along Y1.
The proposition is now essentially clear. Let a nonzero homogeneous element f be given.
Let a1 = ordY1(fs). Then, with g1 in R − p1, we can write fs = g1,sua11 or f = g1ua11 . Let
f1 be the image of g1 in R/p1, which is a nonzero element. Let q2 be a lift of p2 to gr
1R
and Z2 := V (q2) ⊂ X2 = Proj(gr2R). Then, as above, νq2 and ordY2 agree after taking a
Veronese subring of R if necessarily. The rest of the proof is now clear.
We did not have enough time to verify the following example (so we state it as a question).
7.3.3 Question (Bott-Samelson varieties; cf. [An13] §6.4.). Let B ⊂ G = GL3(C) be the
Borel subgroup that consists of the upper-triangular matrices. Let α = (1,−1, 0), β =
(0, 1,−1) be the two simple roots, Pα, Pβ the corresponding parabolic subgroups. Set w =
(sα, sβ) and let Zw be the quotient Pα ×B Pβ ×B Pα/B. Let ϕ : Zw → GL3(C)/B be the
birational morphism induced by the multiplications. Let L = L(ρ) be the very ample line
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bundle on GL3(C)/B corresponding to ρ. We have the flag
X = Y0 ⊃ Y1 = {x = 0} ⊃ · · · ⊃ Y3 = {x = y = z = 0}
Let M = ϕ∗L ⊗ pr1O(1), where pr1 : X → Pα/B ' P1 and R the section ring of M .
Then is Y• a good flag?
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8.0 Specialization of ampleness
The style of this section is mostly expository. No particularly new ideas or methods
will be introduced; instead, we try to explain the construction in the previous section in
the context of intersection theory. With no additional efforts, this will allow us to (1) give
a characterization of a good flag in terms of a degeneration of an ample line bundle and
(2) extend the intersection-number formula for non-normal toric varieties in §3 to toric
degenertaions.
This section is also preparatory for Part 3 in which we consider equivariant analogs of
these matters.
8.1 A normal cone in intersection theory
We begin with recalling the use of a normal cone in intersection theory from [Ful93]. First
fix a smooth algebraic variety X, which is thought of as an ambient space. Suppose we wish
to define the intersection product of closed subschemes V,W ⊂ X:
V ·X W.
This would be easy if X is a vector bundle over W (and then W ↪→ X is the zero-section
embedding). The idea in [Ful98] is to reduce the general case to this special case by a
degeneration: (for simplicity) say W ↪→ X is a regular embedding and then the normal cone
X0 to it is a vector bundle X0 → W and then the degeneration X  X0 along W fixes W ; in
particular, at least as a set, V ∩W remains intact under the degeneration. The degeneration
does deform V but it does so in such a way the induced degeneration V  V0 is a rational
equivalence; i.e., V ∼ V0 are rationally equivalent. Hence,
V ·X W := V0 ·X0 W
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is a well-defined product, up to a rational equivalence. This approach is quite similar to
the conventional approach that uses the moving lemma, the key difference being: here, the
ambient space X is changed to X0 but the intersection V ∩W itself is kept throughout.
We add a remark that, as already observed by [Kn05], a normal cone can be replaced by a
generalization of it such as a balanced normal cone of Knutson or a symbolic normal cone of
the present thesis. Indeed, the discussion of an ideal filtration in §5 generalizes in an obvious
way to ideal sheaves, as already noted in Definition 5.1.4. Let X be an algebraic variety and
v = {Ia}a∈Nr an ideal filtration. The ideal filtration v determines a closed subscheme with
the filtration V (Ia) or a filtered closed subscheme. For example, if r = 1 and In = In, the
V (In) is the n-th infinitesimal neighborhood of V (I). Also, if X is normal1 and if D ⊂ X is
a reduced Weil divisor,2 then D ⊂ 2D ⊂ 3D ⊂ · · · , where nD = V (OX(−nD)), is another
example of a filtered closed subscheme.
8.1.1 Remark (affine blow-up). As before, we say an ideal filtration sheaf v = {Iα|α ∈ Nr}
on X is of finite type if the associated (sheaf version) Rees algebra
⊕
α≥0 Iα is finitely
generated as an OX-algebra. For such an ideal filtration sheaf, because of finiteness, the
obvious sheaf analog of Theorem 5.2.1 is valid: namely, we have
Rv = OX [t]⊕ v1t−1 ⊕ v2t−2 ⊕ · · ·
such that Rv/tRv = grvOX def=
⊕
α≥0 vα/∪β>αvβ and then it defines the flat morphism:
piv : SpecX(Rv)→ A1,
which is an affine analog of a generalized extended blow-up. We usually call it a (generalized
extended) affine blow-up. (We ignore the non-uniqueness of the construction of Rv.) By
definition, the special fiber pi−1v (0) is the generalized normal cone to the filtered closed
subscheme Yv = V (v).
1“normal” is needed to define OX(−nD).
2A reduced Weil divisor is a pure-codimension-one closed subset, which we can view as the Weil divisor
that is the formal sum of the irreducible components of the set.
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We note that the definition of a symbolic normal cone in §6 extends to the non-affine
case in a straightforward way: given a closed subscheme Y ⊂ X with an ideal sheaf I, define
I(n) by Γ(U, I(n)) = Γ(U, I)(n) for each open affine subset U ⊂ X. Then
8.1.2 Lemma. In the preceding notations, the ideal filtration I(∞) = {I(n)|n ≥ 0} is well-
defined. It is of finite type, at least, in either of the following two cases (1) Y is an effective
Cartier divisor or (2) X is a quasi-projective variety and Y = X ∩ V (p) is defined by a good
prime p of some graded Noetherian ring whose Proj is the closure of X.
Proof. The first assertion is clear in view of Proposition 6.1.2 (iii). The rest of the assertions
are also clear.
8.2 Quasi-projectivity of a degeneration and a good flag
It is natural to ask whether or when an affine blow-up “quasi-projective-ness”. It is
answered partially by the following:
8.2.1 Definition (quasi-projective). A flat degeneration pi : X ′ → A1 is said to be quasi-
projective if (1) X ′ ⊂ PN × A1 as a closed subscheme and (2) pi is the restriction of the
projection.
8.2.2 Proposition. If X is a quasi-projective variety and if Rv is of finite type, then the
affine blow-up SpecX(Rv) is quasi-projective in the sense of Definition 8.2.1.
Proof. In view of Theorem 5.2.1, we can assume ideal filtration v is indexed by N. Let L
be an ample line bundle on X, R =
⊕
Γ(X,L⊗n) its section ring and then set X = ProjR.
For each α ∈ N, let Iα =
⊕∞
n=0 Γ(X,L
⊗n ⊗ Iα), which is a homogeneous ideal of R. Let
R′ = R[t]⊕ It−1 ⊕ I2t−2 ⊕ · · · . We claim
SpecX(Rv) ⊂ Proj(R′)
in such a way the left-hand side is an open subset of the right-hand side. The claim is seen
by unwinding the construction.
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8.2.3 Remark (affine blow-up as the semistable locus). Assume for simplicity X = ProjR is
projective. Then the proof of the preceding proposition in fact says the following: SpecX(Rv)
is the semistable locus of X ′ = Proj(R′) with respect to the natural Grm-action on X ′.
We also need the next general lemma in the below:
8.2.4 Lemma (constancy of Hilbert polynomial). Let S be an integral Noetherian scheme
and PnS = P× S the projective space over it. Then, for each flat closed subscheme X ⊂ PnS,
the Hilbert polynomial of X is constant on fibers.
Proof. This is standard; e.g., [Hart77] Ch. III, Theorem 9.9.
Having established the preliminary materials on generalized normal cones, we are ready
to state the main results of this section. We recall that the substitute Chow functor gr G as
intersection number was defined in §3. We now consider them in presence of flat degenerations.
Thus, suppose we are given some degeneration X  X0 with the total space X ′ and the
trivialization X ′ −X0 ' X × (A1 − 0) (Definition 5.1.1). Assume that X,X0 are complete
varieties. Then we define the specialization homomorphism
α : gr G(X)→ gr G(X0)
as the composition:
gr G(X)→ gr G(X × (A1 − 0)) ' gr G(X ′ −X0) η→ gr G(X ′)
F 7→F |X0→ gr G(X0)
where the first map is the induced by the inclusion, the second by the trivialization and η is
given by extending coherent sheaves by means of [Hart77, Ch. II, Exercise 5.15.]. That this
is well-defined, we will confirm that in Proposition 8.2.5 below.
We will usually write F0 = α(F ) and call F0 the specialization of F . The next proposition
collects the key properties of the specialization homomorphism. We note the following
terminology.
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8.2.5 Proposition. Given the specialization homomorphism and the trivialization ϕ : X ×
(A1 − 0) ∼→ X ′ −X0 as above, the following hold:
(i) The specialization map defined above
gr G(X)→ gr G(X0)
is a well-defined group homomorphism.
(ii) If [F ] = [OV ], then [F0] = [OV0 ] where V0 is the scheme-theoretic intersection with X0
of the scheme-theoretic closure ϕ(V × (A1 − 0)) within X ′.
(iii) If pi is quasi-projective in the sense of Definition 8.2.1, then, for each coherent sheaf
F on X,
χ(X,F ) = χ(X0, F0).
Moreover, if F = OV and F = OV0, then V0 is connected.
(iv) For each coherent sheaves F,G on X,
[HomOX (F,G)0] = [HomOX′ (F0, G0)].
Proof. (i) The argument here was adopted from [FL85, Ch. VI. §3 Appendix.] As we noted
earlier, [Hart77, in Ch. II. Exercise 5.15.], given a coherent sheaf F on U = X ′ −X0, we can
extend it to a coherent sheaf F ′ on X ′. First we show this determines a well-defined function
gr G(X ′ −X0) η→ gr G(X ′).
Consider the exact sequence 0→ F1 → F2 → F3 → 0 of coherent sheaves on X. By (d)
of the same exercise in [Hart77], we can find coherent sheaves G1 ⊂ G2 such that Gi|U = Fi.
Set G3 = G2/G1. Then G3|U = F3 and we have [G2] = [G1] + [G3]. Hence, this gives the
well-defined G(X ′−X0)→ G(X ′). Now, since U is dense in X ′, dim Supp(F ) = dim Supp(G)
when G is an extension of F . Hence, the map determines η : gr G(X ′ −X0)→ gr G(X ′). It
is a group homomorphism: if G,G′ are extensions of F, F ′, then (G⊕G′)|U = F ⊕ F ′, which
implies
[G] + [G′] = η([F ] + [F ′]),
while [G] = η([F ]) and [G′] = η([F ′]).
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We check F 7→ F |X0 : gr G(X ′) → gr G(X0) is well-defined. For i : X0 ↪→ X, we recall
that, by definition ([Hart77, Ch. II, §5]),
F |X0 = i∗F = i−1F ⊗i−1OX OX0 .
Thus, given an exact sequence 0→ F → G→ H → 0 of coherent sheaves on X ′, we have:
0→ K → F0 → G0 → H0 → 0,
where the subscript 0 refers to the restriction to X0 and K = ker(F0 → G0). Then
[F0] + [K] = [G0] + [H0]. Note that F0 → G0 is injective on some open dense subset of X0
and thus the kernel K has strictly smaller support than that of F0. Hence, writing gr− for
the class of - in gr G(X0), we then have: gr[F0] = gr[G0] + gr[H0]. (Note that this last part
is an analog of the fact that if a cycle α ∼ 0 is rationally equivalent to 0, then its restriction
to X0 is also rationally equivalent to 0.)
(ii) Let V ′ denote the closure of ϕ(V × (A1 − 0)) in X ′. Then OV ′ |U = OV ′∩U and thus
[OV ′ ] is the same as the image of gr G(X)→ gr G(X ′). Now, OV ′|X0 is the same as OV ′∩X0 .
Hence, the assertion is valid.
(iii) Since F is coherent (i.e., a finite OX-module), we can find a filtration F = G0 ⊃
G1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Gr = 0 such that Gi/Gi+1 is of the form OVi with Vi ⊂ X a closed subvariety.
Since χ(X,F ) =
∑
i χ(X,Gi/Gi+1), without loss of generality, we can assume F = OV . Now,
by Lemma 8.2.4, V, V0 have the same Hilbert polynomial; i.e., χ(X,OV (n)) = χ(X0,OV0(n))
for each integer n > 0; in particular, that is the case for n = 1.
For the connnectedness of V0, as a consequence of the theorem on formal functions, we
know that V ′ → A1 has connected fibers (see [Hart77] Exercise ?), where V ′ is as in the proof
of (ii). In particular, V0, the fiber over 0, is connected.
(iv) For the extensions η(F ), η(G) of F,G from U = X ′ −X0 to X ′, since the sheaf Hom
commutes with restriction, we have:
HomOX′ (η(F ), η(G))|U = HomOU (η(F )|U , η(G)|U) = Hom(F,G),
which is to say HomOX′ (η(F ), η(G)) = η(HomOU (F,G)).
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8.2.6 Remark. The proof of (iii) above also shows that gr G(X) is generated by the classes
[OV ]. Explicit, if [F ] is a class in gr G(X), then
[F ] =
∑
lengthOV (F )[OV ]
where the sum runs over all subvarieties V ⊂ X.
8.2.7 Corollary. (F ∗)0 = (F0)∗ where the superscript ∗ refers to the dual sheaf; i.e. F ∗ =
HomOX (F,OX).
Proof. Take G = OX and use (iv) of the proposition.
We note the following result:
8.2.8 Proposition. Let X be an algebraic variety and Y• : X = Y0 ⊃ Y1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Yr a flag
of closed subvarieties such that each Yi+1 is an effective Cartier divisor on Yi.
Then there exists a flat degeneration pi : X ′ → A1 of X of finite type such that
pi−1(0) = SpecX(SymOX (I/I2))
where I is the ideal sheaf of Yr ↪→ X. Also, if
ν : k(X)− 0→ Zr
is the valuation constructed from Y• by Remark 7.3.1, then, for each sufficiently small affine
open subset U = SpecA ⊂ X,
Γ(U,Opi−1(0)) = grν A.
Proof. Since the assertions are all local, without loss of generality, we can assume X = SpecA
is affine and that I is an ideal of A of height r generated by a regular sequence x1, . . . , xr.
Then the assertion is clear (it is precisely a theorem of Rees).
The specialization homomorphism can now be used to state the following characterization
of a good flag:
8.2.9 Theorem. Let X be a projective variety, L an ample line bundle on it and pi : X ′ → A1
a flat degeneration of X constructed from some flag Y• by Proposition 8.2.8. Then the following
are equivalent:
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(i) X ′ is quasi-projective in such a way X ′ ⊂ PN × A1 as a closed subscheme so that, for
some m > 0, L⊗m is the pullback of OPN (1) under X ↪→ X ′. and pi is the restriction of
the projection.
(ii) After replacing L by some tensor power, the specialization L0 is an ample line bundle.
(iii) Y• is a good flag with respect to L.
Proof. This is essentially the restatement of the results of §7.
It is natural to ask:
8.2.10 Question. Given a flag Y• (with some Cartier-type assumption) on a projective
variety X, can we find an ample line bundle L on X with respect to which Y• is a good flag?
The question is trivially true for a projective curve (since any point on a curve is a
hypersurface with respect to some embedding). We plan to address the question in the
forthcoming [Mu2X].
8.3 (A very special case of) specialization of intersection numbers
Generally speaking, we expect (and can show that) intersection numbers to be preserved
under specialization when the total space of a degeneration is smooth (cf. [Ful93, Corollary
10.1]). However, the degenerations considered in this thesis are almost never smooth and,
accordingly, we do not expect the intersection numbers to be preserved, generally speaking,
in our setup (see also Remark 8.3.3 for the discussion of what is missing). But there is some
exception that is perhaps worth recorded. For the sake of transparency of the discussion, we
state it for curves but the same approach would work in the higher dimension case.
We recall that, in §3, we defined intersection number in terms of Euler characteristic (see
Definition 3.1.3). For example, for a line bundle L and a reducible curve C on some complete
variety X, we have L · C = χ(OC)− χ(L−1 ⊗OC).
8.3.1 Proposition. Given a quasi-projective degeneration pi : X ′ → A1 of an algebraic
variety X (Definition 8.2.1), let L be a line bundle on X such that the specialization L0 is a
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line bundle. Then, for any curve3 C on X,
L · C = L0 · C0
where the left-hand side L ·C is the intersection number of L and C on X and that right-hand
side that is on X0.
Proof. Since L−1 ⊗ F = L∗ ⊗ F = HomOX (L, F ), we can write:
c1(L)F = F −Hom(L, F ).
Then, by (iv) of Proposition 8.2.5,
(c1(L)F )0 = F0 −HomOX (L0, F0) = c1(L0)F0
and thus
χ((c1(L)F )0) = χ(c1(L0)F0).
Since χ is preserved by the specialization homomorphism (Proposition 8.2.5 (iii)), this implies
the assertion.
The next corollary follows from the second part of Theorem 4.1.6. We recall that we
defined the moment polytope 4(L) of an ample line bundle at Definition 2.4.3.
8.3.2 Corollary. In the setup of Proposition 8.3.1 above, assume the special fiber X0 is
a complete non-normal toric variety and L0 is a ample line bundle. Let C0 =
⋃
C0,i the
decomposition into irreducible components:
L · C =
∑
i
mi(. . . )
where Li is the pullback of L to C0,i,red = the reduced structure of C0,i and mi the multiplicity
of C0,i,red in C0,i.
In particular, if X is a surface and L = OX(C), then C2 = deg(C) = vol(4X(C)).
3By a curve on X, we mean a one-dimensional closed subscheme (i.e., a reducible not-neceesarily-reduced
curve) of X.
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Proof. In light of Proposition 8.3.1, without loss of generality, we can assume that X is
a non-normal toric variety and that C is reduced and irreducible. By definition, L · C =
χ(OC)− χ(L−1 ⊗OC).
8.3.3 Remark. It is beyond the scope of this thesis but what is needed to weaken the
condition on L0 is to extend the definition of c1(L) from a line bundle L to some more general
coherent sheaf. Or, equivalently, to answer what is a divisor that is not a Cartier divisor?
(For a normal variety, we have the notion of a divisorial sheaf and so the equivalent question
is to find the definition of a divisorial sheaf for non-normal varieties.)
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9.0 Part 3: Equivariant Hilbert functions and their leading terms
In this section, we give the reformulation of the result of [Oko96] in terms of characters
of representations that paves the way for a generalization in the next section. This section
requires some background in representation theory, which, for convenience of the readers, is
recalled in Appendix.
Let G be a connected reductive linear algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k
and V a finite-dimensional representation of G. Let X ⊂ P(V ) be a G-subvariety and R the
homogeneous coordinate ring of it. Now, G acts on R as grade-preserving automorphism;
i.e., there is a sequence of finite-dimensional representations
pin : G→ GL(Rn).
We can then take their traces trpin; i.e., the characters of (pin, Rn). Since trpin(1) = dimRn,
for large n, trpin may be thought of an equivariant analog of a Hilbert function and this is
what we meany by “equivariant Hilbert function” in the title of the present section.
9.1 Representation theory setup
We shall derive the integral formula for the leading term of trpin (as n→∞) by combining
[Oko96] and Weyl’s character formula.
First we need some setup. We fix a maximal torus T ⊂ G of dimension r and then let
t = tC = Hom(Gm, T ) ⊗Z C where Hom(Gm, T ) is the group of 1-parameter subgroups of
T written additively. Then the dual space t∗ is Λwt ⊗Z C where Λwt = Hom(T,Gm) is the
weight lattice of T , again written additively..1 We write 〈·, ·〉 : t∗ × t → C for the (usual)
pairing given by the composition. Let C ⊂ t∗ be some choice of the positive Wely chamber
(see A.0.8).
1Note that if k = C, then t is the Lie algebra of T . In other words, tC is the complex points of the Z-Lie
algebra of T but this type of a general point of view is not needed here.
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Let (piλ, V λ) denote the irreducible representations of G parametrized by those λ ∈ C∩Λwt
(Theorem A.0.9). For each n, according to Corollary A.0.7, we have the decomposition of Rn:
Rn '
⊕
λ∈C∩Λwt
HomG(V
λ, Rn)⊗ V λ.
Let
multpin(λ) := dim HomG(V
λ, Rn)
be the multiplicity of V λ in Rn, the number of times V
λ appears in the decomposition.
9.2 Okounkov’s result in terms of an equivariant Hilbert function
The next proposition is a variant of the main result of [Oko96]; we will prove it using the
same idea as in that paper. By a relatively open face of a polyhedral convex cone, we mean
the relative interior of a closed face of the cone.
9.2.1 Proposition (cf. [Oko96]). For each relatively open face F ⊂ C of dimension r
(defined just above), there exist a convex compact set 4F ⊂ RdimF with nonempty interior as
well as a map:
µ : 4F → t∗
such that
(i) µ is the restriction of an R-linear map RdimF → t∗ and the image of µ is F and
coincides with the convex hull of the bounded set
{λ/n|n > 0, λ ∈ F ∩ Λwt,multpin(λ) > 0}.
(ii) For each z in t,
lim
n→∞
n−dimF
∑
λ∈F
multpin(nλ)e
〈λ,z〉 =
∫
4F
e〈µ(x),z〉dx.
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Proof. Let B be the Borel subgroup of G corresponding to our choice of positive Weyl
chamber and U be the unipotent part of B (T is then the semisimple part of B). We know
(see Theorem A.0.9)
multpin(λ) = dimR
U
n,λ,
where RUn,λ denotes the T -weight space of Rn with weight λ.
Let ν : RU − 0 → Zd be a valuation having the property that: if E ⊂ RU is a finite-
dimensional vector subspace, then #(ν(E − 0)) = dimE. Such a valuation exists by [Oko96]
(and also by Remark 7.3.1).
Let
RF =
⊕
(n,nλ)∈N×(F∩Λ)
RUn,nλ.
It is an algebra over the base field k. Let
Sn = {(nλ, ν(f))|0 6= f ∈ RUn,nλ, λ ∈ F},
which is a subset of E × Rd such that Sn + Sm ⊂ Sn+m (since RF is an algebra).
Define 4F to be the closure ⋃
n>0
Sn/n.
It is known and is also easy to see that 4F is a compact convex set.
Let q = dimF . As in the proof of the lemma in §2.5 of [Oko96] or by Theorem 1.6. of
[KK12], we have: for any open ball U in Rr,
lim
n→∞
n−q#(Sn ∩ nU) = volq(4F ∩ U)
where volr denotes some suitably normalized volume.
As a matter of notation, if E ⊂ Rr is a subset, we write 1E for a characteristic function
on E. If E is a finite set, we view it also as a discrete measure:∑
x∈Rr
1E(x)δx
where δx is the point mass measure at x.
With this notation, the above means that the discrete measure n−q1Sn/n converges weakly
to 14F , up to some normalization constant.
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For any continuous function f on E, we have:
〈1Sn/n, f ◦ µ〉 =
∑
λ∈F
(∑
a∈Rd
1Sn(nλ, a)
)
f(λ)
=
∑
λ∈F
(
#ν(RUn,nλ − 0)
)
f(λ)
= multRn(nλ)f(λ).
For each fixed z in t, dividing both sides by nr, taking f(λ) = e〈µ(λ),z〉 and then letting
n→∞ gives the assertion.
9.2.2 Remark. The proof suggests that 4F are related to each other, but we omit the
discussion on the relations (as not needed).
The above proposition describes the asymptotic behavior of multpin(nλ) as n→∞ but
nothing about the remainder. There is, however, an a priori estimate that we can and shall
give; the more details information, which is the point of this thesis, can be obtained by an
application of a toric degeneration as in the next section §10.
First, we note the following restatement of the Hilbert-Serre theorem (see the proof of
the lemma for the statement of the theorem).
9.2.3 Lemma. Let A be a graded Noetherian ring and λ a C-valued additive function on the
class of finite A0-modules; here “additive” means for each exact sequence 0→M ′ →M →
M ′′ → 0, we have λ(M) = λ(M ′) + λ(M ′′).
Let M be a finite A0-module and m the least common multiple of the degrees of some
finitely many generators of M . Then, for some integer m > 0 and ζ an m-root of unity in C,
λ(Mn) =
m−1∑
j=0
Fj(n)ζ
jn
where each Fj is a polynomial. A function like the right-hand side is called a quasi-polynomial;
hence, in short, λ(Mn) is a quasi-polynomial in n.
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Proof. We recall that the Hilbert-Serre theorem ([AM94] Theorem 11.1.) says that for
the Poincare series P (M, t) =
∑∞
n=0 λ(Mn)t
n and homogeneous generators x1, . . . , xs of M ,
we have: P (M, t)
∏s
i=1(1− tdeg xi) is a polynomial in t with integer coefficients. By partial
fraction, we can write:
P (M, t) ≡
∑
i,j
aij(1− ζ it)−j−1 mod Q[t].
Then, by binomial series, if n is large,
dimMn =
∑
i,j
aijζ
ni
(
n+ j
j
)
.
We note the following estimate:
9.2.4 Lemma. For each relatively open face F of the closure of the positive Wely chamber,
if f is a function on t∗, then ∑
λ∈F
multpin(nλ)f(λ)
is a quasi-polynomial in n of degree ≤ dim4F (for the definition of “quasi-polynomial”, see
Lemma 9.2.3 just above).
Proof. The proof consists of two steps.
(i) Show RF =
⊕
n≥0,λ∈F R
U
n,nλ is a finitely generated algebra over the base field k.
(ii) Apply the Hilbert-Serre theorem to the finite k[u1, . . . , us]-module RF to conclude the
proof.
By Proposition A.0.10, to do (i), it is enough to show the graded ring
⊕∞
n=0 Rn,nλ is a
Noetherian ring. But that ring is a direct summand of the Noetherian ring R; thus is a
Noetherian ring.
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The irreducible characters can be computed by the Weyl character formula. Following
[Kac90] §10.6., we define the character of a finite-dimensional G-module (V, piV ) to be the
function chV : t→ C given by
chV (z) =
∑
λ∈t∗
multV (λ)e
〈λ,z〉
where, for λ ∈ C ∩ Λwt, multV (λ) = dim Hom(V λ, V ); otherwise, multV (λ) = 0. Note that
chV (z) = trpiV (exp z) if the base field is k = C and exp : t→ T is the exponential map.
Using this definition of a character, the Weyl character formula says: for any z ∈ t,
D(z) chV λ(z) =
∑
w∈W
(−1)l(w)e〈w(λ+ρ)−ρ,z〉
where
• l(w) is the length of w; i.e., the minimum number of the elements in the decomposition
of w into simple reflections.
• D(z) = ∏α>0(1− e−〈α,z〉).
We next mix Proposition 9.2.1 and the Weyl character formula. By linearity,
D(z) chpin(z) =
∑
λ
multpin(λ)D(z) chV λ(z)
=
∑
w∈W
(−1)l(w) multpin(λ)e〈w(λ+ρ)−ρ,z〉
By making the change of a variable λ 7→ nw−1λ, we have:
D(z/n) chpin(z/n) =
∑
λ,w
(−1)l(w) multpin(nw−1λ)e〈λ,z〉+〈wρ−ρ,z〉/n.
This leads to the main result of this section:
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9.2.5 Theorem. In the notations of Proposition 9.2.1, with 4 = 4C and fixed z ∈ t, there
is an integer m > 0 such that for each integer n 0 divisible by m,
D(z/n) chpin(z/n) =
(∫
4
e〈µ(x),z〉dx
)
nr + z(n)
where z is bounded above by a polynomial of degree < r = dimT that depends on z.
Proof. If w is not the identity element, then the W -fixed set is a subcone F of C of strictly
smaller dimension and thus, the term involving such w cannot contribute to the leading term.
The estimate on the error term z(n) comes from Lemma 9.2.4.
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10.0 The remaining terms in the abelian case
We keep using the notations introduced in the previous section but, for simplicity, we
take G = T to be a torus. It is not essential to limit ourselves to the abelian case, but the
statements of the results will be less transparent. For the same desire for transparency, we
also only consider the saturated case.
We deduce our result as a corollary of the result of Khovanskii and Pukhlikov ([KP92],
[KP92-b]); or more precise following significant refinement due to Brion and Vergne [BV97]
(cf. [Gu97]):
10.0.1 Theorem. (Euler-Maclaurin formula for rational convex polytopes) Let 4 ⊂ (Rd)∗
be a convex polytope given as, say,
4 = {x ∈ (Rd)∗|〈x, vi〉+ ai ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N}
for some (vi, ai) ∈ Zd × Z.
Let τI(x1, . . . , xN ) denote the Todd function associated to I as in [BV97]. Then, for each
linear functional l such that the series below converges, we have:
∑
λ∈4∩Zd
e〈l,λ〉 =
∑
I
τI (∂/∂h) |h=0
∫
4h
e〈l,x〉dx
where 4h = {x ∈ (Rd)∗|〈x, vi〉+ ai + hi ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N}.
10.0.2 Corollary. In the setup of the previous section, suppose there is a toric degeneration
X  X0 = Proj(k[S]) from X to a normal toric variety X0; i.e., there is a convex polytope
4 such that Sn = n4∩ Zd. Moreover, assume the degeneration is T -equivariant. Then
chpi1(z) =
∑
I
τI (∂/∂h) |h=0
∫
4h
e〈µ,z〉dx.
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Proof. Since
dimC[S]n,λ = #(n4∩ Zd ∩ µ−1(λ)),
we have:
chpin(z) =
∑
λ∈Λ
dimRn,λe
〈λ,z〉 =
∑
λ∈Λ
dimC[S]n,λe〈λ,z〉
=
∑
(λ,a)∈n4∩Zd
e(〈µ(λ,a),z〉.
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Appendix Representation theory
This section collects some basic results and facts from representation theory that are
used in Part 3 (and some clarification on group actions that is referred in Part 1). The main
reference is [Br05] (especially the notion of a reductive group).
First we recall the notions of a group action in algebraic geometry and linearization of it
in the form we use.
A.0.1 Definition (group action). Let G be a linear algebraic group1 over a field k. Let k[G]
be the coordinate ring of G; i.e., G = Spec k[G]. By a group action of G on a scheme X
over k, we mean a morphism σ : G×X → X over k that satisfies the two axioms of a group
action (associativity and unitality).
Now, suppose X = SpecA is affine. Then the group action axioms state explicitly that
the algebra homomorphism σ# : A→ k[G]⊗ A satisfy:
(1) A
σ#→ k[G]⊗ A 1⊗→ k ⊗ A ' A is the identity map, where  : k[G]→ k corresponds to
the identity element of G.
(2) The diagram
A
σ# //
σ#

k[G]⊗ A
µ⊗1A

k[G]⊗ A 1k[G]⊗σ
#
// k[G]⊗ k[G]⊗ A
commutes, where µ : k[G]→ k[G]⊗ k[G] corresponds to the multiplication on G.
For example, if G = Gm = Spec k[t, t−1], then for each k-algebra R, we have, as groups,
R∗
r 7→fr
= Gm(R) := Hom(k[t, t−1], R)
where fr(t) = r and the binary operation on Gm(R) is given by the pullback along t 7→ t⊗ t.
That is to say, the multiplication on Gm is given by µ : k[t, t−1]→ k[t, t−1]⊗k[t, t−1], t 7→ t⊗t.
Hence, if there is a dominant and equivariant map Gm → X (so k[X] is a subring of k[t, t−1]
1To be definite, an affine group scheme that is of finite type over the base field
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and the group action of X extends the multiplication of Gm), then the group action on X is
given by k[X]→ k[t, t−1]⊗ k[X], f 7→ f ⊗ f .
The above is the general definition of a group action. But at least in the thesis, we are
exclusively interested in group actions coming from a linear representation of a group; i.e.,
when the action is linearizable. The next proposition says that an (algebraic) group action
on an affine variety is always linearizable.
We recall that, as usual, a vector space V is given the structure of a scheme as the Spec
of the ring of polynomial functions on V (at least when the base field k is infinite).
A.0.2 Proposition. Let G be a linear algebraic group acting on an affine variety X. Then
there exists a finite-dimensional vector space V such that (1) V is a G-module and (2) there
is a G-equivariant closed immersion X ↪→ V .
A.0.3 Corollary. The coordinate ring A of an affine G-variety, viewed as a left regular
representation of G, is rational; i.e., for each vector v ∈ A, G · v spans a finite-dimensional
vector subspace.
Here is the projective case of the above.
A.0.4 Proposition. Let G be a linear algebraic group and R a graded ring such that R0 = k
is the base field and G act on R as grade-preserving automorphisms. Then ProjX is a
G-scheme. Moreover, if R is finitely generated as a k-algebra, then there is a G-module V
such that X ↪→ P(V ) is a G-equivariant closed immersion.
Next we recall the notion of a reductive group.
A.0.5 Proposition. For a linear algebraic group G over an algebraically closed field k of
characteristic zero, the following are equivalent:
(i) G is reductive; i.e., has no nontrivial closed normal unipotent subgroup.
(ii) Every finite-dimensional G-module is semisimple (i.e., a direct sum of simple mod-
ules).2
(iii) Every G-module is semisimple.
2Such a G is called linear reductive.
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Moreover, if k = C, then the above conditions are equivalent to saying G contains a Zariski-
dense compact subgroup.
Proof. This is well-known; see for example [Br05] §1. Theorem 1.23.
Because of the last part of the above proposition, to some extent, the representation
theory of a reductive group is related to that of a compact group; in particular, we have the
theorem below.
A.0.6 Theorem (Peter-Weyl). Let G be a reductive linear algebraic group with the coordinate
ring k[G], k algebraically closed of characteristic zero. Let G×G act on k[G] by (g, h) ·f(x) =
f(g−1xh). Then, as a G×G-module, there is the decomposition
k[G] =
⊕
λ
EndG(V
λ)
where each λ denotes the isomorphism class of a simple G×G-module and V λ a representative
of λ.
Proof. See [Br05] §2. Lemma 2.2.
Note that EndG(V
λ) = (V λ)∗ ⊗ V λ.
A.0.7 Corollary (isotypic decomposition). If V is a G-module, then
V =
⊕
λ
HomG(V
λ, V )⊗ V λ
Proof.
k[G] = V ⊗k[G] k[G] =
⊕
λ
V ⊗k[G] (V λ)∗ ⊗k V λ
=
⊕
λ
HomG(V
λ, V )⊗ V λ
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For a finite group, the above theorem reduces to a standard fact on the decomposition
of a regular representation. For a connected reductive group, on the other hand, there is a
convenient and conventional way to parametrize all the simple G-modules: the theorem of
the highest weight. To formulate it, we need some setup.
Let G be as above but now assumed to be connected. Let T be a maximal torus of G. By a
root (relative to G and T ), we mean that a group homomorphism α : T → Gm that is a weight
of the adjoint action of T on the Lie algebra g of G. Let E be the real vector space spanned
by the character group of T , the characters written additively; note r = dimT = dimE.
The set Φ of roots then forms a root system on E. Let Ereg = E −
⋃
α∈ϕ{〈α, ·〉 = 0}. The
connected components of Ereg are then called the Weyl chambers. The key fact is:
A.0.8 Lemma (Weyl chambers). There are bijections between the following sets
(i) The set of Weyl chambers.
(ii) The set of choices of simple roots of Φ.
(iii) The set of choices of Borel subgroups of G containing T .
Fix some Borel subgroup B or equivalently choose a Weyl chamber, which is called the
positive Weyl chamber. By the weight lattice Λwt ⊂ E, we mean that the character group of
T . Let U denote the unipotent radical of B (so that B is the semidirect product of T and U).
A.0.9 Theorem (theorem of the highest weight). There is the bijection
C ∩ Λwt → the set of isomorphism classes of simple G-modules.
Also, for each G-module V ,
dim HomG(V
λ, V ) = dimV Uλ
where V Uλ is the T -weight space of weight λ in V
U .
Proof. This is well-known.
The following is the Hilbert’s theorem on the finiteness of an invariant ring for a unipotent
radical.
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A.0.10 Proposition. Let A be a finitely generated algebra over k. Then AU is also a finitely
generated algebra over k.
Proof. This is the theorem of Hadziev and Grosshans (see [Br05] Theorem 2.7.)
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